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Introduction 
From February 23 through May 10, 2005, I am an intern at the Arts Council of New Orleans in 
the Department of the Fresh Art Festival. The internship was approved by my Graduate 
Committee and confirmed by the Arts Administration Department at UNO. It fulfills the 
requirements for the degree of Master of the Arts in the Arts Administration Program at UNO. 
My Graduate Committee is composed of one Major Professor and two committee members. 
The Major Professor is A. Lawrence Jenkens, Jr., who is a professor in the Fine Art Department 
at UNO. The other two committee members are Donald Kaye Marshall, who teaches in the 
Department of Arts Administration at UNO and Elizabeth Williams, who teaches in the 
Department of Hotel, Restaurant & Tourism at UNO as well. 
My internship mainly focuses on the Fresh Art Festival; therefore, the Coordinator of the 
Festival, Barbara Workman, is my on-site supervisor. However, I only get one hour of work to 
do every day due to the fact that my time there is not the busiest time for the Festival. But with 
Ms. Workman's consent, I could read all the files about the Festival and got a chance to review 
and study the Festi val. I also got a chance to assist one of the Arts Business Incubator's tenants, 
CubaNola Collective, with its lecture events. 
Under the special condition of my internship (See Chapter 4 & 5), I decided to turn it into a 
studying process, instead of a working experience. Therefore, the following report profiles the 
Arts Council of New Orleans (most of it is cited from the Arts Council's Fact Sheets, "Agency 
Operations Narrative," and website under its consent), and details as well as analyzes the Fresh 
Art Festi val. 
Jiang Meng Fang 
April 29, 2005 
•
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Chapter 1 Arts Council Of New Orleans 
History 
The Arts Council of New Orleans (the Arts Council) is a private, nonprofit organization 
providing programs and services to artists, arts organizations, the business community, and the 
city government. Established in 1975 and designated the official arts agency for the City of New 
Orleans, the Arts Council works in partnership with the city government to meet the needs of the 
arts community. Working to identify the needs in the areas of artistic endeavor, economic 
development, and community service, the Arts Council provides resources, services, and 
programs to over 1,000 artists and arts organizations in the greater New Orleans area (Arts 
Council of New Orleans Fact Sheet; www.artscouncilofneworleans.org). 
The Arts Council began as the Cultural Resources Committee appointed by Mayor Moon 
Landrieu in 1970. In 1975 the group was incorporated under the name Arts Council of Greater 
New Orleans and was designated by the Mayor and City Council as the official arts agency for 
the City of New Orleans. Among its programs and services were fall and spring Brown Bag 
Concerts, an annual Arts Fest in downtown New Orleans, "Arts Report," a weekly radio program, 
the Mayor's Arts Awards. and "Seldom Seen" exhibits of artworks from private collections 
(www.artscouncilofneworleans.org). 
In 1978, Mayor Ernest N. Morial reinforced the commitment to the arts espoused in his 
campaign. The Mayor appointed a Task Force on Arts Policy to recommend policies to guide the 
role of the city government in the support and promotion of the arts in New Orleans. The Task 
Force, composed of thirty-six citizens representing a broad range of interests in the arts, 
completed its work in May, 1979. The resulting recommendations have formed a basis for 
subsequent city and Arts Council action. It is updated through ongoing planning with public 
agencies, nonprofit organizations, community groups, and interested individuals 
(www.artscouncilofneworleans.org). 
One recommendation of the 1979 Task Force was that the Mayor establish an Office of Arts 
and Cultural Affairs, and a Committee for Arts and Cultural Development was subsequently 
appointed. It soon became evident, however, that local government could not be the sole 
supporter of art development in New Orleans. A partnership between the public and private 
sectors would form a more promising vehicle for generating financial support, maintaining and 
expanding programs, and sustaining growth for all the arts In this community 
(www.artscouncilofneworleans.org). 
In 1981 the Arts Council of Greater New Orleans and the Mayor's Committee on Arts and • 
Cultural Development merged to form the Arts Council. The thirty-two member Board of 
Directors is representative of the arts community and the community at large. The Arts Council 
works in partnership with the City of New Orleans, community groups, local and state 
governmental agencies, and other nonprofit art organizations to meet the art needs of the New 
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Orleans community through a diversity of programs and services 
(www.artscouncilofneworleans.org). 
Mission Statement 
The mission and vision of the Arts Council are the same in both its "2004 Annual Plan 
Summary (See Appendix 1.1)" and "2005 Annual Plan (See Appendix 1.2)." 
"We believe that arts are essential to the life of the community. It is the mission of the Arts 
Council of New Orleans to support and to expand the opportunities for diverse artistic expression 
and to bring the community together in celebration of our rich multicultural heritage. The Arts 
Council provides a variety of Cultural Planning, Advocacy, Public Art, Economic Development, 
Arts Education, Grants and Service Initiatives focused on its vision of New Orleans as a 
flourishing cultural center (Arts Council of New Orleans, 2004 Annual Plan Summary; Arts 
Council of New Orleans, 2005 Annual Plan)." 
Vision 
"During the next decade, the Arts Council of New Orleans will nurture world-class art in a 
viable cultural economy to expanded audiences in order to establish New Orleans as an 
International Center for the Arts (Arts Council of New Orleans, 2004 Annual Plan Summary; 
Arts Council of New Orleans, 2005 Annual Plan)." 
Goals & Objectives 
In the Arts Council's "2005 Annual Plan," there are three goals and a number of objectives 
associated with each goal. The goals focus on sustaining and expanding resources for artists, arts 
organizations, and other nonprofit organizations, increasing growth of the cultural economy and 
expanded audiences, and executing Arts Council's goals effectively through general management 
and planning. 
Goal I: Sustain and expand resources for artists, arts organizations, and other nonprofit 
organizations, that support the development of the cultural vitality of the community. 
A.	 Objective: Serve as a major voice to facilitate inclusion of arts and culture • 
perspective in local, regional, and state planning through integrated advocacy, public 
information and strategic alliances. 
B.	 Objective: Increase support to arts organizations and artists and raise City per capita 
investment in the arts from current $.49 to at least $1.00 by 2006. 
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C.	 Objective: Manage a comprehensive public dollars grants funding process including 
outreach, panel reviews, appeals, allocation of funds, monitoring and evaluation. 
D.	 Objective: Provide and expand integrated services and resources of the Arts Business 
Incubator as an arts management and business development resource for arts 
organizations and individual artists. 
Goal II: Increase growth of the cultural economy and expanded audiences for the arts through 
public/private partnership projects. 
a.	 Objective: Sustain Public Art and Design as integral parts of the City's 
comprehensive planning process and capital improvement projects. 
b.	 Objective: Increase public access to and participation in the arts by presenting the 
Fresh Art Festival as a quality contemporary craft/art festival. 
c.	 Objective: Launch the opening and operations of Louisiana ArtWorks, a multi-use 
visual arts center and cultural destination for artists and the general public. 
Goal III:	 Execute Arts Council's goals effectively through planning, fundraising, budgeting, 
marketing, public relations, and efficient general management. 
a. Objective: Increase unrestricted financial support for Arts Council programs and 
services by 10% through comprehensive development strategies involving staff and 
working development committees. 
b. Objective: Develop staff and organizational best practices for internal planning and 
coordination. 
c. Objective: Implement effective financial support system. 
d. Objective: Sustain and focus image of Arts Council and its programs and projects 
through public relations and marketing plan. Special emphasis on opening of 
Louisiana ArtWorks. 
e. Objective: Complete Phase III construction of Louisiana ArtWorks and open 
professionally managed operational facility 
f. Objective: Increase staffing levels, as fiscal realities allow, to ensure that programs 
and services are effectively carried out and that the community is adequately served. 
g. Objective: Define and implement agency technology plan 
h. Objective: Outline plan and budget for 2006. 
Organizational By-Laws (See Appendix 1.3) 
Organizational Chart (See Appendix 1.4) & Structure 
According to the "Bylaws", the Arts Council is directed by its Board of Directors. The Board 
of Directors has final responsibility for policy formation and overall management of the Arts 
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Council, and should conduct its activities according to the Charter and Bylaws of the Arts 
Council. 
Based on the Bylaws, there shall be a paid President/CEO 1 selected and employed by the Board 
of Directors. The President/CEO shall carry out policies and programs established by the Board 
of Directors, employ full-time and part-time staff and consultants to carry out those policies and 
programs, and be in charge of the day-to-day operations of those policies and programs. 
Currently, the President/CEO is Ms. Shirley Trusty Corey, who has been in this position since 
1991. Under the President/CEO, five staff members report to her directly: the Chief Operating 
Officer (COO), the Director of Louisiana ArtWorks, the Financial Manager, the Facilities 
Manager, and the Executive Assistant (see Administration of this chapter). The COO, Mr. Scott 
Hutcheson, oversees two big divisions: Administration and Community Programs. The Division 
of the Administration includes the Marketing Department, Development Department and 
Financial Department. The Division of Community Programs is composed of the Grant 
Department, Public Art Department, Arts Business Incubator Department and Fresh Art Festival 
Department. Generally, a director handles a department with one or two assistants/assistant 
managers under him/her. The Arts Council is a relatively flat organization with two or three 
chains of command. 
Board, Committees and Staff 
The Board 
According to the "Bylaws of the Arts Council", the Board of Directors shall consist of not 
more than 32 members, half of whom shall be appointed by the mayor of the City of New Orleans 
and the other half shall be elected by the Board of the Arts Council. Both of the groups come 
from a slate of candidates submitted by the Arts Council's Nominating Committee. Directors 
shall serve two consecutive 3-year terms with membership rotating, so that approximately one 
third of the members are elected annually. Vacancies shall be filled for the remainder of 
unexpired terms in the same manner as for appointment or election to the Board of Directors. 
Directors are eligible for election to a second term of three years. After two consecutive terms, 
members must rotate off the Board upon expiration of their second term unless they hold or are 
elected to office of the Board (see bellow). Such members may continue to serve throughout 
their term of office (Arts Council of New Orleans, Bylaws). Currently, there are 32 board 
members at the Arts Council, with Ms. Pamela Reynolds Ryan as the Chairman, Mr. William H. 
Hines as the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Thomas B. Lemann as Secretary and Mr. Robert A. Vosbein as 
• 
I In the "Bylaws of the Arts Council of New Orleans", President refers to the Chairman of the Board when
 
it was first adopted in 1987. However, in the current documents, President refers to the Chief Executive
 
Officer (CEO) of the Arts Council. In order to avoid confusion, throughout this report, Chairman is used
 
to refer to the Chairman of the Board and President/CEO is for the Chief Executive Officer of the Arts
 
Council.
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Treasurer. Among these members, there are two Emeritus Members: the Honorable Lindy 
Boggs, and Mrs. P. R. "Sunny" Norman. 
The Board of Directors shall have final responsibility for policy formation and overall 
management of the Arts Council and shall conduct its activities according to the Charter and 
Bylaws. To fulfill their duties, the Board of Directors shall meet at least quarterly. Currently, the 
Board meeting is held monthly. According to the Bylaws, Board's special meetings may be 
requested by two-thirds of its members in writing, and addressing such request to the 
President/CEO, or upon call of the President/CEO, provided that at least 48 hours notice is given 
to each Board member. Thirty percent of the total membership of the Board of Directors shall 
constitute a quorum. 
Based on the Bylaws, the officers shall be the Chairman, one or more Vice Chairman, 
Secretary, and Treasurer. The officers shall be elected from a single slate of officers presented to 
the Board by the Nominating Committee at the regular meeting held during the last quarter of 
each year. Additional nominations may be made, in writing, by three board members, with the 
nominee's written consent to have her name placed in nomination likewise submitted with the 
nomination. These additional nominations must be received by the Nominating Committee at 
least fourteen days prior to the meeting of the Board of Directors called for the purpose of 
electing officers. The term of office shall be for two years, and no officer shall be eligible to 
serve for more than two consecutive terms in the same office. If a vacancy occurs in an elected 
office, it shall be filled by the Nominating Committee subject to the approval of the Board of 
Directors. Each of the officers of the Arts Council shall carry out the duties normally performed 
by officers of similarly constituted corporations. Currently, there are four Board officers at the 
Arts Council: the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, Secretary and the Treasurer (Arts Council of 
New Orleans, Bylaws). 
The Committees 
Much of the work of the Arts Council is undertaken by its standing committees and working 
committees. Board members are expected to serve on one or more committees. Members of the 
community who are not on the Board but have talents and knowledge needed to meet committee 
objectives are often asked to serve as well. The Chairman of the Board, upon the advice of the 
officers, shall appoint the Chairmen of the standing committees, except for the Financial 
Committee Chairman, who, in all cases, shall be the Treasurer of the Arts Council (Arts Council 
of New Orleans, Bylaws). 
• 
Based on the Bylaws of the Arts Council, each standing committee shall be composed of a 
minimum of four members of the Board of Directors, in addition to the Chairman. In the event a 
member of the committee serves in any capacity with a group or organization submitting a 
proposal for consideration, he/she will excuse himself/herself from the committee during the time 
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said proposal is being considered. The Chairman shall appoint other committees to expedite the 
work of the Arts Council. 
Currently, there are a number of standing committees and working committees at the Arts 
Council. Two of the most important standing committees are the Executive Committee and the 
Nominating Committee. The working committees comprise of the Grants Panel Committee, 
Percent for Art Committee, Fresh Art Festival Committee, and Mayor's Arts Awards Committee. 
Executive Committee 
According to the Bylaws of the Arts Council, the Executive Committee shall be
 
composed of the board officers and the Chairmen of the standing committees. The
 
Executive Committee shall have full authority to act on behalf of the Arts Council during
 
the intervals between meetings of the Board of Directors, except that the Executive
 
Committee is not authorized to spend or commit to spend sums in excess of one thousand
 
dollars. Fifty percent of the Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum. Currently,
 
the Executive Committee is composed of four board officers and the President/CEO.
 
Nominating Committee 
According to the Bylaws of the Arts Council, there shall be a Nominating Committee,
 
consisting of a Chairman and no more than ten members. The function of this committee
 
shall be:
 
1.	 Prepare a single slate of candidates for election to the various elective Board
 
offices of the Arts Council;
 
2.	 Provide names to the Mayor of the City of New Orleans for his consideration as
 
public section Board members.
 
3.	 Provide nominations for election by the Board private section names to fill private
 
sector vacancies.:.
 
Presently, the Nominating Committee is active from October to January when the
 
candidates for the Board are given to the Board and the City of New Orleans.
 
Grants Panel Committee 
Grants Review Panels, composed of Board members and community volunteers should
 
reflect ethnic, demographic and geographic diversity in addition to having the artistic and
 • 
administrati ve expertise needed to review applications. To avoid conflicts of interest,
 
employees of applicant organizations will not be allowed to serve as panel members.
 
Board members of applicant organizations may serve, but must recuse themselves when
 
those applications are discussed. Other reasons for recusals are: a panelist's spouse is a
 
board member, or the panelist has some other close affiliation with an applicant
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organization. Non-voting representatives may serve on the review panels for Orleans
 
Parish as appointed by each member of the New Orleans City Council, the Mayor's
 
Office, and the Chief Administrative Office of the City (Arts Council of New Orleans
 
Committees, 2005).
 
Percent for Art Committee 
There are six members of the Committee: one member each is named by the Mayor,
 
City Council, and Chief Administrative Office of the city; three are named by the Arts
 
Council. At least one member of the Committee (and preferably more) should be
 
practicing visual artists. This Committee, as well as all other Arts Council's committees,
 
is representative of the cultural diversity of the city. This Committee sets policies of the
 
Percent For Art Program (Arts Council of New Orleans Committees, 2005).
 
Fresh Art Festival Committee 
Each year, one or two Board Members choose to serve on the Committee of the Fresh
 
Art Festival. They become the Chair of the Committee. Then, the Chair chooses 20 to
 
25 committee members to work with him or her. The major responsibility of the Chair is
 
organizing and planning the Collectors' Party. Beginning in April, the Chair meets with
 
the Coordinator of the Fresh Art Festival, Ms. Workman, to discuss and decide how the
 
Collectors' Party should be held. Most likely, the other Committee members help with
 
the Collectors' Party and the following Festival as well (Interview with Ms. Workman,
 
2005 March).
 
Mayor's Arts Awards Committee 
In addition to the Board members, Mayor's Arts Awards committee members are
 
selected individually and as a group for their broad knowledge of the arts and those
 
working in the field, their objectivity, their comprehensive and diverse views and the
 
validity their participation informs the selection. Previous recipients are frequently
 
included (Arts Council of New Orleans Committees, 2005).
 
The Staff 
According to "Agency Operations Narrative (2004)," the Arts Council currently employs 28 
staff members. The staff is augmented, as needed, by volunteers and interns. • 
Shirley Trusty Corey is the President/CEO of the Arts Council. Mrs. Corey administers a 
diverse range of programs with an annual budget of almost $2 million. Since becoming President 
in 1991, she has begun a number of new initiatives, including an Arts Incubator, the Arts Tourism 
Partnership, and the Louisianan ArtWorks. Scott Hutcheson, COO, is responsible for the day-to­
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day operations of the organization and the supervIsion of the program staff. He is also 
responsible for the public relations, publications, cooperative arts marketing initiatives and 
special events. Robbie L. Denny, Director of Development, is responsible for all fund 
development for the organization. Kimberlye Hunicke, Acting Director of Louisiana ArtWorks, 
is responsible for assisting with the projects final construction, inspiring program development, 
and establishing Louisiana ArtWorks as a unique cultural and retail destination. Joycelyn 
Reynolds, Director of Grants, is responsible for the Community Arts Grants and the Louisiana 
Decentralized Arts Funding Program. Mrs. Reynolds also coordinates local and state arts 
advocacy efforts to increase state dollars for the arts. Mary Len Costa, Director of Public Art, is 
responsible for the Percent for Art Program and all public art activities. Martha Little, Director 
of Arts Business Incubator, is responsible for the development and execution of business plans. 
Barbara Workman, Fresh Art Festival Coordinator, is responsible for all aspects of this two-day 
juried fine arts festival. John Vigo, Financial Manager, is responsible for accounting and 
financial record keeping for the Arts Council and the Arts Business Incubator (Agency 
Operations Narrative, 2004). 
Management Styles 
Planning Management 
According to "Agency Operations Narrative (2004)," planning management, relationship 
management and financial management are the major focus when the Arts Council operates its 
day-to-dayactivities. 
In the planning management, public participation in planning and implementing programs is an 
integral aspect of the operating polices of the Arts Council. All its guidelines and operating 
policies are informed by a diverse range of volunteer advisory committees, juries and open 
forums. Standing Board committees are expanded to include non-board members as appropriate. 
It is the policy of the Arts Council to insure that minorities and special constituencies are actively 
recruited to participate in all phases of its programs. Key examples of the Arts Council's use of 
planning processes to inform its programming follow (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
In 1997, the Arts Council's 32 board members were involved in a three-month planning 
process, during which teams of board members interviewed over 50 corporate and community 
leaders in the Metropolitan New Orleans area. Community leaders were asked to share their 
vision of key issues and changes in the next ten years in the following areas: education, 
demographics, regionalism, transportation, local and national politics, future leadership, • 
economic development, tourism, telecommunication, and technology. Then, community leaders 
were asked to discuss their awareness of the arts industry and the role of the visual and 
performing arts. The insight and data collected by this research was studied by the Board's 
Strategic Vision Committee and used as a meaningful context to formulate the Arts Council's 
priorities for its ten-year Strategic Plan. The core principles of the Strategic Plan inform the 
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Board and staff when working to develop the Arts Council's yearly work plan developed through 
the Policy and Planning Committee of the Board. The core principles of the Strategic Plan are: 1) 
Development of the cultural economy; 2) Development of expanded audiences; 3) Development 
of the city as an international center for the arts (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
Each year starting in October, the full staff participates in the planning process for the 
following year. Each department review the previous year's plan and evaluates its 
successfulness. Then, each department meets to determine the focus for the next year's work 
plan based on the principles found in the 10-year Strategic Plan. These departmental plans are 
then combined and refined to formulate the final Annual Plan for the agency that is presented to 
the Board. From this agency Annual Plan, each department then creates detailed Work Plans and 
calendars that are monitored and evaluated throughout the year. Program Directors meet each 
week as a group with the COO to keep the entire team abreast of progress and challenges or 
opportunities that might affect the Plan or the agency operations. These meetings are then 
recapped for the President/CEO (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
In addition, the Arts Business Incubator has an annual open meeting invltmg its Advisory 
Committee and members to participate in the planning. Usually, 30 to 40 individuals attend, and 
then the strengths and weaknesses of the previous year's programming are evaluated and 
recommendations are made for future programming (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
Evaluation mechanisms are built into all Arts Council programs as part of the planning process 
(Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 The Community Arts Grants Program is evaluated by the Grants Review Committee, 
consisting of Arts Council Board members and community representatives who have 
expertise and interest in arts programs and organizations. Also, an evaluation survey is sent 
to all applicants and grant recipients. A synthesis of suggested changes is put together by 
staff and presented to an Evaluation Committee made up of Arts Council Board members and 
community volunteers. Results of the evaluation process are then incorporated into revisions 
in the grant guidelines, and approved by the City Council. A similar process is used to 
evaluate all Arts Council grant programs (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 The Public Art Program evaluates its programs in quarterly meetings of its Advisory 
Committee and through regular meetings with constituents (artists, galleries, and the general 
public) (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 The Arts Incubator hosts an annual evaluation and quarterly planning meetings of the • 
Advisory Committee. In addition, each workshop is followed by an audience evaluation and 
those results are taken into account when planning future programming (Agency Operations 
Narrative, 2004). 
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•	 The Fresh Art Festival is evaluated by the participating artists and through attendance 
surveys. The artists also send in evaluations to trade publications like The Arts Fair 
SourceBook that results in a public and national evaluation of the Festival (Agency 
Operations Narrati ve, 2004). 
Relationship Management 
Designated by the Mayor and City Council as the city's official arts agency, the Arts Council 
works closely with the city government to provide needed arts services for New Orleans. 
Although the city has no dedicated general funding for the arts, the Arts Council's strong 29-year 
record of success attracts consistent support from city officials. Since 1983, the Arts Council has 
administered two significant programs through contracts with the city: the Community Arts 
Grants in support of arts organizations and projects, and the Percent for Art Program, allocating 
one percent of eligible city capital bonds to public art (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
The Arts Council is also constantly exploring opportunities for other sources of local dollars. 
By educating leaders that monies traditionally dedicated exclusively to economic development or 
job training can help fund the arts, the Arts Council has received several grants from the New 
Orleans Economic Development Trust Fund and from the City's Community Development Block 
Grant. This way, arts organizations in the city benefit from the Arts Council and find themselves 
competiti ve for funds once thought out of reach. In 2003, the City of New Orleans increased, for 
the first time since 1983, its support of the Arts Council's Community Arts Grant program by 
$25,000 (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
As a result of the Arts Council's Capital Campaign to build Louisiana ArtWorks, local support 
of the Arts Council has become stronger and more diverse. With pledges totaling over $23 
million, many from individuals and corporations never solicited by the Arts Council before, a 
new group of donors are forming the base for continued growth of the Arts Council and its budget 
(Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
Financial Management 
Currently, the Arts Council manages a yearly budget of almost $2 million. The Arts Council 
works each year to add to its cash reserve. The cash reserve enables the agency to handle the 
cash flow demands of the many programs it administers that are funded on a reimbursement 
basis. Additionally, in 1995 the Arts Council began an endowment with a $210,000 bequest 
(Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). • 
The proposed budget is based on a planning process that involves both Board and staff. 
Established programs are constantly reviewed to make sure that they are operated in an efficient 
and effective manner. New initiatives, such as Louisiana ArtWorks and the Fresh Art Festival, 
are gradually implemented as funds become available. Throughout the year, revenues and 
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expenses are tracked against projects and any needed adjustments are made in a timely manner 
(Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
State operating dollars are critical to maintain and develop infrastructures for the arts. 
Moreover, as the Arts Council explores new funding sources for arts activities, such as the 
Economic Development Trust Fund and Community Development Block Grant monies, the State 
operating grant funds become increasingly vital as leverage (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
The Economic Impact 
The Arts Council's programs and activities have a significant and positive impact on the 
economy. Impact is measured in the following ways (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 Employment, Goods and Services - the Arts Council spent over $150,000 on artist fees in 
2002 and 2003. In 2000, over $200,000 was paid to artists as a part of the Arts Council's 
participation in the Festival of Fin -- a public art project based on the Chicago Cows on 
Parade. This project also brought hundreds of thousands of visitor dollars to the city. The 
Arts Council employs 28 people with payroll of over $400,000 annually. Louisiana 
ArtWorks staffing will add significantly to this amount (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 The Arts Council's grant programs, including organizations and projects funding, extends the 
Arts Council's economic impact significantly. According to grantees' final reports, over 2 
million people benefited from Arts Council sponsored programs (Agency Operations 
Narrative, 2004). 
•	 Fresh Art Festival - An economic impact study of the Festival in 2002 showed and annual 
impact of$1.9 million (NegeI2002, p. 7 &18; Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
•	 Capital Investment - In addition to the $23 million already raised to build the facility, the 
Arts Council's Louisiana ArtWorks project will focus on creating employment and 
commercial opportunity for artists, new arts enterprises and businesses, and a center of 
heightened cultural activity attractive to both residents and tourists. The location of 
Louisiana ArtWorks was selected to contribute to the growing critical mass of cultural 
institutions in the Warehouse Arts District. A study by the University of New Orleans (UNO) 
economist Dr. Tim Ryan projects the economic impact of Louisiana ArtWorks, just on the tax 
level, to be $13 million annually (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
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Chapter 2 The Programs of the Arts Council 
Currently, the Arts Council provides a number of programs for the arts community in New 
Orleans. The Grant Program helps the Government distribute arts dollars to the artists and arts 
organizations, and the Arts Business Incubator Program assists the artists and arts organizations 
to do business. In addition, providing the public access to the arts is one of the Arts Council's 
tasks; therefore, three programs specifically address this need: Public Art, the Fresh Art Festival, 
and Louisiana ArtWorks. Moreover, Arts Council provides a Membership Program to the artists 
and arts organizations. Through this program, the Arts Council tries to build a closer as well as 
reciprocal relationship between the artists/arts organizations and the Arts Council. 
The Grant Program 
The Arts Council operates 2 grant programs: the Community Arts Grants, made possible by 
funds from the City of New Orleans, and the Decentralized Arts Funding Program, made possible 
by the State of Louisiana. These two grants allocate over $700,000 annually for the support of 
arts and cultural organizations and arts projects in Orleans, Jefferson, St. Tammany, St. Bernard, 
and Plaquemines Parishes. In order to expand and impact the availability of grant funds, the Arts 
Council organizes outreach and training workshops throughout the 5 parishes as well as one-on­
one consultations by the staff (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004; Arts Council of New Orleans 
Fact Sheet). 
The Arts Business Incubator 
Created in 1992, the Arts Business Incubator (formerly known as the Entergy Arts Business 
Center) was to respond to the need to grow the economic potential of artists and arts 
organizations while leveraging that growth to illustrate impact of the creative industry on the 
local economy. The Incubator offers a central source of practical business assistance through 
workshops, legal services, quality of life services, resident tenant program, etc, for over 1,000 
artists, arts organizations, and the public to hone the skills needed to compete in a growing 
cultural marketplace. Quality of life services includes providing low-cost health insurance to 
artists and employees of art organizations, access to Riverland Credit Union, and the Louisiana 
Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts program, which answers legal questions for arts organizations and 
artists free of charge (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004; Arts Council of New Orleans Fact 
Sheet). 
The concept of the arts being a part of the business incubator movement was novel at the 
time, but the Arts Council's Incubator is now considered one of the national models for such 
programs (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
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CubaNola Collective 
Currently, CubaNola Collective (CubaNola) is one of the Arts Council's Business 
Incubator's tenants. Founded in 1998, CubaNola is a non-profit arts organization focusing on 
research, presentation, and education. It works with a variety of scholars, artists, educators 
and everyday people to: 1) identify and analyze historical and contemporary connections 
between Cuba and New Orleans; 2) present and produce artistic programming; and 3) create 
educational materials relevant to the arts that complement its research and presenting efforts. 
Its mission "brings together artists, tradition bearers, scholars, educators, youth, community 
activists, media professionals, and everyday people to identify, understand, enrich, and 
expand ties between the cultural and musical traditions of Cuba and New Orleans (The 
CubaNola Brochure, 2004)." 
The Public Art Program 
The Arts Council administers the Percent For Art Program on behalf of the City of New 
Orleans, which is funded by one percent of the revenues generated through the sale of city capital 
improvement bonds. Through site-specific commissions for public spaces, direct purchases from 
artists for the city's permanent rotating collection, and community outreach and education 
programs, the Arts Council forms partnerships with the community to improve areas around the 
city. The Public Art Program also maintains a visual artist registry of over 1,000 artists for 
commissions, competitions and public records (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004; Arts Council 
of New Orleans Fact Sheet). 
The Fresh Art Festival 
The New Orleans Fresh Art Festival grew out of the public announcement of the successful 
Louisiana ArtWorks Capital Campaign in 1999. It was evident during that celebration that New 
Orleans had the need and could support a juried fine arts festival. In a city of many festivals, the 
Fresh Art Festival was designed to focus on artists and their art while offering public access free 
of charge. Held every October in the Warehouse Arts District, the Fresh Art Festival not only 
features artists (approximately 80 from around the country) selling their one-of-a-kind work, but 
also includes artist demonstrations, children's activities, and entertainment for over 15,000 locals 
and tourists (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004; Arts Council of New Orleans Fact Sheet). 
Louisiana ArtWorks 
The Arts Council's newest and largest project, Louisiana ArtWorks (a visual arts complex 
with 90,000 square feet) is a combination of culture and commerce. Growing out of an identified 
need in the state to create an infrastructure for the professional growth of visual artists (many of 
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whom are low-to-moderate income), Louisiana ArtWorks was originally conceived in 1992 and 
will be opened soon in the near future. Located in the Warehouse Arts District, the facility will 
offer Louisiana artists access to state-of-the-art open shops, fully equipped for work in ceramics, 
metal, glass and printmaking as well as offer the public an opportunity to experience the creative 
process first-hand through interactions with working artists, artist demonstrations and a Discovery 
Room, full of hands on activities. Louisiana ArtWorks will be marketed as a facility not only for 
artists, but also for the general public as a major cultural destination for the residents and tourists 
(Agency Operations Narrative, 2004; Arts Council of New Orleans Fact Sheet). 
The Membership Program 
The Arts Council started its Membership Program in 1996. Currently, there are 9 levels of 
memberships (See Appendix 2.1) at the Arts Council. They are Student ($25), Individual ($35), 
Dual ($50), Household (75), Arts Advocate ($125), Arts Patron ($250), Arts Ambassador ($500), 
Renaissance Circle ($1,000), and the Pinnade Club ($5,000). All the members have the 
following benefits: express admission to Louisiana ArtWorks, the Arts Council newsletter, 
recognition in the Arts Council's Annual Report, invitations and discounts on Special Events, 
10% discount in Artful Objects (the store at Louisiana ArtWorks), access to Riverland Credit 
Union, invitations to Public Art Dedications, discounted or free Arts Incubator Workshops, free 
legal clinics, and opportunities for Entrepreneurial Training. In addition to the benefits 
mentioned above, the benefits of each higher level adds up, including a different number of free 
tickets to the Fresh Art Festival Collectors' Party, the Mayor's Arts Awards Luncheon, and the 
Major Donors Party and the Louisiana ArtWorks' Preview Gala, among others (The Arts Council 
of New Orleans Membership Benefits Sheet, 2004). 
Presently, the Arts Council has approximately 600 members, most of whom are on the 
Individual level. The relationship between the members and the Arts Council is reciprocal and 
beneficial. The Arts Council receives fees from the members while these members receive the 
benefits from the Arts Council. In addition to this, the Arts Council tries to use its membership 
list to solicit donors and sponsors. For the past five years, the Arts Council has been sending out 
the Fresh Art Festival Preview's Party Invitation (see Funding & Sponsorship, Chapter 3), among 
others, to these members, trying to solicit donations and sponsorships from them. For the Arts 
Council, the members are one of its important assets (Interview with the Membership Coordinator, 
Dalila Brown, 2005 April). 
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Chapter 3 Fresh Art Festival 
History 
The Fresh Art Festival grew out of the public announcement of the successful Louisiana 
ArtWorks Capital Campaign in 1999. During that celebration, it was obvious that New Orleans 
had the need and could support a juried fine arts festival (Agency Operations Narrative, 2004). 
However, the original idea of the Festival was not just to organize a festival for the public to 
enjoy art. It had multiple meanings behind it. First of all, the Arts Council intended to use the 
Festival to accustom the general public to the neighborhood of the Louisiana ArtWorks as a place 
to appreciate art, and then they would be more aware of the existence of ArtWorks. Second, they 
were hoping the Festival could bring a larger audience to ArtWorks once it was open. That is 
why the location of the Festival has been by the ArtWorks. In the past years, the interaction 
between the Festival and ArtsWorks has occurred from time to time. In 2004, the Festival artists 
were given a tour of ArtWorks while doing their shows there. This year, some ideas have already 
been formed about using the space for the Collectors' Party. In Chapter 5, I will talk about the 
possible collaboration between the Festival and the Louisiana ArtWorks. 
Goals & Objective 
In the "2004 Annual Plan Summary" of the Arts Council (See Appendix 1.1), Goal II was 
written as follows: 
"Increase growth of the cultural economy and expanded audiences for the arts through 
public/private partnership projects (p.2)." 
Under this goal were two objectives, and one of which had to be achieved through the Fresh 
Art Festival. This objective was stated as follows, 
"Establish the 2004 New Orleans Fresh Art Festival as a premier contemporary craft/art 
festival in the South while growing revenue to sustain agency services (p.2)." 
In the "2005 Annual Plan" of the Arts Council (See Appendix 1.2), Goal II is still the same. 
But this time the objective related to the Fresh Art Festival changes to: 
"Increase public access to and participation in the arts by presenting the Fresh Art Festival as a 
quality contemporary craft/art festival (p.3)." 
Then, under this objective, there are three things that need to be done: 
1. Assess and modify best practices for operation and execution of festi val. 
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2. In conjunction with	 development office, increase revenue in alignment with agency 
funding goal. 
3. Explore collaborative planning with Louisiana ArtWorks in order to advance goals of the 
festival (p.3). 
From 2004 to 2005, although the wordings of the Festival's objective changed from "a premier 
contemporary craft/art festival in the South" to "a quality contemporary craft/art festival," the 
Festival Coordinator Ms. Workman told me that these two objectives are basically the same; the 
Fresh Art Festival is designed to be a high quality fine art and contemporary craft festival. What 
really changed here is that the Arts Council intends to put more efforts in "increas[ing] public 
access to and participation in the arts." 
Another document in the 2004 Annual Plan File expressively states that "It's not the numbers 
of people that walk through that will put FAF (Fresh Art Festival) on the map; it's the number of 
people who purchase." Therefore, in this document, Ms. Workman stresses on the importance of 
marketing the Festival to people who are both interested in visual arts and have disposable 
income. Additionally, she wants to make the Festival more "buyer friendly" by "selecting a small 
percentage of artists who have quality crafts and art under $100" to sell to the Festival goers. 
To conclude, the Festival's two goals are 1) boosting the cultural economy, and 2) bringing 
together high quality artists nationwide and appreciative and acquisitive buyers. Although the 
possibility of the collaborative planning between the Festival and Louisiana ArtWorks was 
mentioned in one of the objectives, Ms. Workman told me that it wouldn't be discussed until the 
Louisianan ArtWorks is open and fully operational in one or two years. 
The goals/objectives are extremely crucial for any festival and event because they justify their 
existence. Therefore, in Chapter 5, I will try to analyze if the Festival has already achieved its 
goals and objectives, and if not, what can be done to better achieve these goals and objectives. 
Strategies 
In the "2005 Fresh Art Annual Plan" (See Appendix 3.1), a number of strategies for the 
Festival were mentioned, which can be grouped into the following 6 areas: 
1.	 Call to Artist: "Continue to implement Call to Artist process nationally and increase the 
database of potential artists." 
2.	 "Sustain publicity efforts." This strategy emphasizes publicity and marketing efforts 
through the Arts Council's website, www.artscouncilofneworleans.org, and 
neworleansonline.com, calendar listings, press releases. Meanwhile, it also stresses 
continuing the partnerships with publishing companies for the production of the Festival 
Program and so on. 
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3.	 "Assess and modify best practices for operation and execution of festivaL" This strategy 
emphasizes increasing effectiveness of the Festival Committee, securing Festival judges and 
jurors, continuing to refine logistical plans to maximize the available space, and conducting 
post-festival evaluation. Also, it stresses researching and learning from leading festivals 
nationwide, and continuing memberships in the National Association of Independent Artists 
(NAIA) and the International Festival and Event Association (IFEA). 
4.	 "Work with Development Department to grow revenue according to overall budget goals." 
5.	 "Modify procedures to increase and better utilize volunteer support." 
6.	 "Explore collaborative planning with Louisiana ArtWorks in order to advance goals of the 
Fresh Art Festival." 
Another document from Ms. Workman's 2004 Annual Plan File specified the collaboration 
between the Festival and the Louisiana ArtWorks. In this document, Ms. Workman was planning 
to use some of the space (such as bathrooms, foyer area, and so on) of Louisiana ArtWorks 
during the Festival. In addition, she was planning to incorporate the Festival sponsors into some 
category of membership in Louisiana ArtWorks. Again, the relationship between the Festival and 
Louisiana ArtWorks is shown in both documents. The collaboration efforts are not only 
considered in space, but also in membership and programming. 
Administration 
Currently, the Coordinator of the Fresh Art Festival Department, Ms. Workman, is employed 
part-time by the Arts Council to handle every detail of the Festival. Miss Ballier, who works 
primarily in the Accounting Department, is assigned to help Ms. Workman with sending out 
approximately 3,500 applications to artists, soliciting local restaurants2 for the Collectors' Party, 
getting permits from the Government for the Festival and other needs. As a Festival intern, I am 
helping the Festival with filing applications and other needs as well. 
A November 1, 2004 document, "Preliminary Report on My Responsibilities for the FAF", 
specified Ms. Workman's responsibilities as a coordinator for the Festival. In this document, Ms. 
Workman stated her general administration responsibilities prior to the Festival, such as staying 
within the budget, forming a "working" committee. Also, she reported the improvement in the 
Demonstration Area and Children's Area, as well as the creation of the Young Collectors' Tent. 
Furthermore, she mentioned her publicity and other responsibilities for the 2005 Festival, such as 
printing Festival programs, being interviewed by TV/radio programs, adding a Standards 
Committee for on-site review and adding a second judge, etc. Finally, mailing out an evaluation 
form to all the participating artists was also her responsibility. 
2.	 According to Miss BaJlier, March and April were the time for her to solicit local restaurants for the 
Preview Party. But this year, the Chairwoman of the Fresh Art Festival suggested bringing a caterer for 
the Party. Therefore, she didn't have to do any solicitation this year. 
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Although Ms. Workman is the primary person at the Arts Council who handles the Festival, 
the Development Department and Marketing Development are also involved. Also, the potential 
collaboration between the Festival and Louisiana ArtWorks will be increasing in the future3. 
The Relationship between the Festival and Other Departments 
As mentioned above, the Department of the Fresh Art Festival receives help from other 
departments of the Arts Council. Currently, the Departments involved the most are the 
Development Department and the Marketing Department. 
The Development Department is responsible for looking for sponsorships for the Festival. 
Generally, the revenues· for the Festival come from two resources: the sponsorships and the 
Festival income. In the 2005 projected budget, the sponsor dollars account for 72% of the 
revenues while the Festival dollars only account for 28% (see the Budget section). The 
sponsorships for the Festival can be divided into the following categories: Medici donors, 
Collectors' Party ticket sales, on-site and event sponsors and in-kind sponsors (see Funding & 
Sponsorship). Every year, in order to get the sponsorships, the Development Department has to 
send out letters to prospective corporate, foundation, and individual sponsors. Generally, the 
process begins in April or May (approximately 6 months prior to the Festival). 
The Marketing Department is responsible for marketing the Festival. However, since the Arts 
Council contracts Logan Marketing and Communications Company to do the publicity and 
marketing for it; the Marketing Department only coordinates the marketing issues between the 
Festival and Logan. The Festival Coordinator, Ms. Workman, has to prepare all the relevant 
information regarding the Festival, and then give it to the Marketing Department. Then, the 
Marketing Department Director, Mr. Hutcheson, sends the information to Logan and discusses 
related publicity and marketing issues with them. 
Fresh Art Festival 
Artist Application Process & Eligibility 
Fresh Art Festival is a juried fine art and contemporary craft festival; therefore, the juried 
process for the artists is extremely important for the Festival. The jury process is written clearly 
in the Festival's applications (See Appendix 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26). 
The application process hasn't changed much since the first year of the Festival in 2000. 
Currently, each applicant is required to complete and sign an application and release form, submit 
3 While doing the intemship in the Arts Council, I was told by some employees that they were hoping the 
Building (Louisiana ArtWorks) would be opened this year. 
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four 2" x 2" standard 35mm slides, send a $25 check payable to the Arts Council for non­
refundable jury fee and a self-addressed business size envelope (The Fresh Art Festival 
Application 2005). This year, 5,300 applications (approximately 5,200 copies in 2004 and 5,000 
in 2003) were sent out to the artists nationwide at the end of February. The deadline for this 
year's application is May 31 (The Fresh Art Festival Application 2005). 
These artists' names came out from the Arts Council's artist database, which has been 
collecting artist information for years. While I was doing my internship at the Arts Council, Ms. 
Workman found some artists' names in the magazine Gallery, and asked me to send out the 
applications to these artists because they were not in the Arts Council's database. Later, these 
artists' names were put on the Arts Council's database by Miss Ballier. That's one of the ways 
they build up the database. In Chapter 5, I will talk about how important the Arts Council's 
database is for the Festival and its success. 
There are certain media that are accepted in the Festi val, including ceramics, drawing, fiber, 
glass, jewelry, leather, metalwork, mixed media, painting, photography, printmaking, sculpture 
and woodwork. During the Festival, artists are required to show only their own work made by 
their own hands. Also, the exhibited work for sale cannot be more than 5 years. Meanwhile, no 
commercial agents, dealers or manufacturers are allowed to enter. Kits, tumbled stones, 
embellished objects, manufactured objects, imported objects, and mass-produced goods are 
unacceptable for sale as well (The Fresh Art Festi val Application 2005). All of these 
requirements are to make sure that the artwork exhibited in the Festival is "fresh" and made by 
the artist himselflherself. Finally, accepted artists should be present to exhibit their work for both 
days of the Festival and at the Collectors' Party the night before the Festival (The Fresh Art 
Festival Application 2005). 
In 2001, 125 applicants applied to attend the Festival, of whom 67 applicants were accepted. 
The competition rate was 1.9 to be accepted: one applicant was accepted out of two (Lawler 
2002, p. 258). In 2004, 340 artists applied for the Festival, only 85 were accepted. The 
competition rate was 4: only one artist was accepted out of 4 (Lawler 2004, p.259). During the 
past 4 years, the Festival grew rapidly in terms of the applications: from 125 to 340. But in order 
to maintain the quality of the Festival, the number of the accepted artists didn't grow accordingly: 
only increasing from 67 to 85. This year, there will be only 80 juried artists. 
Jurying and Judging Process 
In order to maintain the quality of the Festival, a panel of jurors is chosen each year to make 
the selection of artists who will participate in the Festival. This year, there will be 5 jurors. An 
invitation to exhibit and sell is based upon quality and originality (Logan, Inc. 2003). 
The jury consists of a panel of five professional artists, collectors, and community members. 
The majority of the panel rotates on a yearly basis to ensure objectivity (The Fresh Art Festival 
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Application 2005). Each year, Ms. Workman has to search for the prospective jurors and judges, 
submit the list to the President of the Arts Council, Ms. Shirly Trusty Corey, to make some 
suggestions. This is how the jurors and judge(s) are selected, where jurors are responsible 
for jurying artists in the show and the judge(s) are in charge of choosing Best of Show and 
Awards of Excellence. In the past years, there were a couple of jurors and one judge with 
different people serving as the jurors and judge. This year, the Arts Council has decided to bring 
one of the jury members to be one of the two judges to foster a better judgment on the artist 
awards. 
The jury date is always in June. Four slides are required for jurying: three of them show their 
current work and one shows the booth they plan to display in the Festival. The booth slides will 
be used to determine scale of work, balance and overall presentation. On the application, each 
applicant is required to write a three-sentence description of hislher work to be read to the jury 
(anything longer than three sentences will not be read) on the jury date. During the jurying 
process, all slides are viewed anonymously, and no other information except for the slide 
description is considered. Each set of four slides submitted by an artist is viewed as a group and 
each group is viewed by category in the order received by the Arts Council (The Fresh Art 
Festival Application 2005). 
Scoring is based on quality and creative original artwork executed with superior craftsmanship 
or technique. During the jurying process, jurors are instructed to score independently and they do 
not discuss their scores with other jurors. Prior to scoring each category, jurors review all of the 
slides within the category. During this time a member of the jury who is an expert or professional 
in the related field may be asked questions about certain techriiques or problems related to the 
particular category by the rest of the jury. Next they begin the scoring process by giving 1-7 to 
each artist by each juror before a totaled cumulative score from each of them is obtained. At last, 
the highest cumulative scores are awarded spaces in the Festival. There are no quotas for 
categories unless an exceedingly high number of applications in a specific category is received. 
No consideration is given to artists who have been in previous shows. The Best of Show winner 
and Award of Excellence winners from the previous year are exempt from the jurying process 
(The Fresh Art Festival Application 2005). There are no other artists exempt from jurying. This 
year, the jury date is scheduled on June 16th and 80 artists will be selected for this year's Festival. 
However, in case not all of the selected artists come to the Festival, an alternative list will also be 
created at that time. 
After the artists are selected, the Festival Coordinator sends out the invitations to the selected 
artists on July 1, inviting them to exhibit their artwork in the Festival. If they decide to join the 
Festival, they have to send a check with either $225 (a 10" x 10" space) or $300 (a 10" x 10" 
corner space) for the booth fee by August 1. 
Since the first year, the Festival has given $2,500 in cash awards. The awards are $1,000 for 
the Best of Show, and $500 each for the three Awards of Excellence. These artists are chosen by 
the judge(s), who give each artist a score by looking at individual artist's artwork and the overall 
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display of his/her booth on Saturday of the Festival. The awards are announced at the Artists' 
Awards Breakfast, free for every participating artist, on the Festival site on Sunday before the 
Festival opens to the general public (Logan Marketing and Communications, Inc. 2003). 
The Responsibilities of the Participating Artists and the Arts Council 
Once the artists decide to attend the Festival, they have some responsibilities to the Festival 
and the Arts Council. First, they have to submit the booth fee. Secondly, they have to provide 
their own display booth, sides, and other necessary items. Thirdly, they must be present to 
exhibit their work for both days of the Festival and at the Collectors' Party the night before (The 
Fresh Art Festival Application, 2005). In return, the Arts Council provides security around the 
clock, an Artist Hospitality Tent, discounted parking, an Awards Breakfast, and the cash awards 
to the chosen artists (The Fresh Art Festival Application 2005). Table 1 contains the important 
dates for the application. 
Table 3.1: The Artists Application Calendar, 2005 
Source: The Fresh Art Festival Application, 2005 
The Important Dates The Important Events 
February 8 Application materials mailed and available on line at 
www.artscouncilofneworleans.org. 
May 31 Postmark deadline for applications 
June 16 The jury selects up to 80 artists to exhibit. 
July 1 Notification by mail and email. 
August 1 Postmark deadline for artists to commit to show, return signed exhibitor 
contract and remit booth fee. 
September 1 Booth fee refund deadline. 
October 14, 15, 16 Fresh Art Festival 
Activities & Events 
The Festival encompasses a ticketed outdoor Collectors' Party as well as a two-day outdoor 
arts festival that showcases one-of-a-kind works of art by approximately 80 juried artists from all 
over the country. Beginning in 2000, it has been held every October at the 700 block of St. 
Joseph Street, between St. Charles Avenue and Corondelet Street, in the historic Warehouse Arts 
District of New Orleans, next to Louisiana ArtWorks (See Appendix 3.3 for the Site Map; Logan 
Marketing and Communications, 2003). Marking its 6th anniversary, the Festival will take place 
on October 14 to 16 this year (2005). For the past 5 years, it was a free event for the public, but 
this year the Festival will charge $2 dollars for adult admission, except for students. The main 
purposes of charging admission are: 1) to generate income for the Festi val's operation; 2) to raise 
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the importance of the Festival among the general public due to a popular perception that "a free 
event is not a great event"; and 3) to estimate the number of the Festival goers more accurately. 
Collectors' Party 
Every year, the Preview Party is held the night before the public event. For the past 5 years, it 
was called Preview Party. Recognizing the importance of the art sales for the Festival, the Arts 
Council changed its name to Collectors' Party this year. By using this name, the Arts Council 
hopes to raise the Party goers' awareness that it is more than a party; they can actually purchase 
artwork there. The Collectors' Party is an opportunity for the party goers to see and purchase 
artwork before it opens to the public. The major difference between the Collectors' Party and the 
following public event is that the Party is considered as a thank-you party as well as a fund-raiser 
for the Festival. 
As a thank-you party, the Festival gives out 2 to 4 free tickets to its various donors and 
sponsors. As a fundraiser, the Arts Council tries to send out invitations to the prospective party 
goers and have them purchase tickets to the Party. For the past years, the Party always took place 
in the same place as the Festival. In order to go to the Party, the Arts Council members had to 
pay $25 dollars and non-members $50. In mid September, approximately 3,500 invitations (See 
Appendix 3.4) were sent out by Ms. Workman. In 2004, approximately 400 people went to the 
Party, approximately 100 of whom purchased the tickets. 
This year, the Fresh Art Festival Chairwoman has been planning to do the Party indoors and 
outdoors. The indoor Party is planned to take place in the Louisiana ArtsWorks (if it opens to the 
public by then), from 6 to 8 p.m., and the outdoor party will take place in the same place as the 
Festival, from 8 to 10 p.m. For the outdoor Party, the ticket prices will be $50 for the Arts 
Council's members and $75 for non-members. The price for the indoor Party will be higher. 
However, even though the function of the Party as a fundraiser is emphasized this year by raising 
its ticket prices; the goal of raising money might not be achieved due to its expensive cost. In the 
past years, although all the food and drinks in the Party were sponsored by the local restaurants, 
the total cost of doing the Party was still approximately $10,000, including entertainment fee and 
general expenses (such as electricity and security). This year, the Chairwoman of the Festival 
Committee suggested having a caterer to handle the food and drinks for the Party; therefore, the 
estimated cost for the Party will be $35,000 ($10,000 for general expense and $25,000 for the 
catering). So if the Arts Council cannot sell more tickets this year, the function of the Party as a 
fundraiser might not be achieved. 
Two-Day Public Event 
This year, the outdoor public event will take place from 10 am to 5 pm on October 15 and 16. 
There will be 80 booths for artists to showcase and sell their one-of-a-kind works of art. Also, 
there will be 1 Main Performing Stage, 3 Artist Demonstration Areas, 6 Children's Tents, a 
Young Collectors' Tent, an Artist Hospitality Tent, a Food Area, two Beverage Booths, an Arts 
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Council Booth, a Volunteer Tent, and three Information Booths (See Appendix 3.3 for the Site 
Map). All of these areas, tents and booths provide performances or services for both Festival 
days. In addition, most of these areas are sponsored by corporations, foundations or 
governmental agencies (see Funding & Sponsorship). 
• Artist Booths: Accepted juried artists will showcase and sell their artwork here. This 
year, these artists have to pay either $225 or $300 for the booth space, but retain all the 
sales revenues. However, a sales tax will be collected by the State and City at the end of 
the Festival. Most of the Artist Booths are sponsored by Booth Angels (see Funding & 
Sponsorship). In 2004, 87 artists participated in the Festival. 
• The Performing Stage: Music or dance performing groups are invited and paid by the 
Arts Council to do the performance. This stage is sponsored by a Performing Stage 
Sponsor. In 2004, 4 performances were scheduled for each of the Festival days. 
• Artist Demonstration Areas: Local artists or arts organizations are invited and paid to do 
demonstrations. These areas are sponsored by the Artists Demonstration Sponsors. In 
2004, 3 arts organizations performed demonstrations in 3 Demonstration Areas for both 
Festival days. 
• Children's Tents: Local artists or arts organizations are invited to do activities for 
children. These areas are sponsored by the Children's Tent Sponsors. In 2004, 6 arts 
organizations provided hands-on activities for children on each of the Festival days. 
• Young Collectors' Tent: Started in 2004, Young Collectors' Tent is designed to display 
artists' artwork costing less than $50 for young collectors to purchase within their budget. 
The artists are not required to participate in this program, but if they intend to join it, the 
Young Collectors' Tent is a place for them to showcase their less-than-$50 work. The 
Tent, however, is only a place to display artists' work. Young collectors don't buy the 
artwork from the Tent; instead, they get the name and booth number of their interested 
artist(s), and buy the artwork from the individual artist(s) directly. This way, it makes 
sure that the young collectors have an opportunity to interact with and pay the artist 
directly (see Form 3.1). This tent is also sponsored. 
• Artist Hospitality Tent: A place that provides artists snacks, water, soft drinks, ice and so 
on. In addition, volunteers are placed here and sent to booth sit artists' tents based on 
their request. Again, this tent is sponsored as well. 
• Food Area: An area where Festival goers can purchase food. The food vendors have to 
pay $500 for their space. But they retain all of the proceeds from the sales, except for a 
sales tax to the State and City. In 2004, only 3 food venders were permitted to sell food 
in the Festival to ensure they would have adequate sales. This year, 4 food vendors will 
be granted (See Form 3.2 for Vendor Information Sheet). 
• Beverage Booths: The only places that Festival goers can purchase soft drinks and beer 
inside the Festival area. The Arts Council is the only beverage seller in the Festival, and 
all the revenues from the beverage sales go directly to the revenue of the Festival. 
• Arts Council Area: A place where Festival goers can get information about the Arts 
Council and the Festival. Usually, the Arts Council staff members are placed here. 
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• Volunteer Tent: Where volunteers check in and get their job information. This spot is 
also sponsored. 
• Info Booths: Located at each of the three entrances, the Info Booths provide programs 
and information about the Festival, and try to count how many people attend the Festival. 
Starting in 2002, in order to encourage sales during the Festival, the Arts Council offers a 
special purchase program, know as Medici Dollars. Used as real money, the Medici Dollars are 
the tickets pre-sold to Medici Patrons who use the money at the Festival to purchase art. At the 
end of the Festival, the Medici Dollars are redeemed by the artists from the Arts Council (The 
Fresh Art Festival Application 2004 & 2005). 
Volunteer Recruiting & Management 
Recruiting and managing volunteers is a big task for the Festival. For this three-day event, 
approximately 150 volunteers are needed. Usually, the process starts with Ms. Workman mailing 
letters soliciting members of the Arts Council. Recruiting volunteers usually starts in mid­
September by sending a solicitation letter and form (see Form 3.3) to the members of the Arts 
Council, all past Festival volunteers and any new names in the Arts Council's database. After the 
volunteer forms are returned, Ms. Workman and Miss Ballier have to assign these volunteers in 
their requested area and time, send out up-dated confirmations, and call them to remind their 
commitment a couple of days before the Festival. 
During the Festival, volunteers have to check in, get their job description (See Appendix 3.5) 
and T-shirt in the Volunteer Tent. At this moment, Miss Ballier has to make sure who really 
shows up for the following years' reference. Generally, the volunteers are needed for the 
Collectors' Party on Friday as well as for the public outdoor event on Saturday and Sunday in the 
Information Booths, Volunteer Booth, Beverage Booths, Artist Hospitality Tent, Children's Area, 
Young Collectors' Tent, and so on. 
Generally, during the whole recruiting process, Ms. Workman and Miss Ballier have to oversee 
the placing of volunteers, mailing information to the volunteers as needed, among others. When 
the Festival is over, Ms. Workman has to sign thank-you letters to those who actually show up to 
help in the Festival. 
On-Site Management 
For every festival, one of the major tasks is to make sure that everything runs well during the 
festival. Therefore, on-site management is extremely important in this sense. Usually, the 
Festival coordinator oversees everything that happens in the Festival with the help of job-specific 
volunteers. Generally, on-site management is composed of two parts: time management and site 
management. 
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For time management, making sure that everything runs on schedule is crucial. A document on 
"Schedule Overview" details what needs to be done during the Festival days (The Arts Council 
2004). 
Although the Fresh Art Festival doesn't start until Friday night at 6 p.m., the preparation for 
the Festival starts at 6:30 a.m. on Friday, when the security begins. From 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., 
a lot of set up has to be done, such as the drink trucks, food booths, tents, an ATM machine, port­
o-lets, a dumpster, trash cans, electricity, other rentals and so forth. In the afternoon, signs and 
banners begin to go up, too. Staff and volunteers arrive in the evening before the Collectors' 
Party and help relocate tables and chairs and clean up the Site after the Party is over. 
On Saturday, before the Festival opens to the public, a lot of preparation has to be done as well, 
such as pulling barricades to the side, opening drink trucks, setting up the Volunteer Tent, and so 
on. Meanwhile, staff and volunteers should arrive at the designated positions, too. On Sunday, 
similar but earlier preparation happens again due to the Artist Awards Breakfast before the 
Festival. From 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday, all the rentals, and Festival items have to be 
dismantled. Also, general clean-up of the Site has to be done at this time. 
Site management is another big task during the Festival. The Arts Council staff members are 
usually assigned in the important locations, trying to keep everything under control. The three 
entrances (St. Charles Entrance, Carondelet Entrance, and Park One Entrance; See Appendix 3.3 
for the Site Map) are considered as important locations. In addition, the Volunteer Tent is also an 
important area due to the fact that the Festival is generally run by using over 100 volunteers. 
Making sure that volunteers actually show up and do their job is extremely important to the 
Festival. Therefore, the Arts Council staff are usually assigned here and oversee volunteer­
related issues. Lastly, staff is assigned to go to the Beverage Booths to count and collect the 
money from the beverage sales to make sure the money doesn't go to any private pocket. 
Parking is also an important element for on-site management. For the past three years, Ms. 
Workman successfully solicited an in-kind gift from one of the nearby parking lots. This free 
parking service somehow solves the potential traffic problem due to the large number of the 
Festival goers, approximately 10,000 every year. For the security issues, the policemen are 
around for the whole Festival and firemen are present from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on each of the 
Festival days.. 
Monthly Planning Process 
Although the Festival takes place in October, the organizing and planning of the Festival takes 
almost a whole year. Every year in January, Ms. Workman starts to do the preparation. In 
January and February, the applications have to be edited, approved, printed and mailed to the 
artists. Approximately 5,000 invitations are sent to the artists. Also, the budget has to be 
reviewed and finalized with the Director of the Development Department, Ms. Denny, and 
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submitted to the President/CEO around this time. Moreover, the Chair for the Collectors' Party 
has to be selected. The marketing plan has to begin in February as well (F.A.F. Monthly 
Timelines, 2005). 
In March,S jury members have to be selected and secured to review applicants' slides. In 
addition, Ms. Workman and her assistant, Miss Ballier, used to send out hundreds of soliciting 
letters to local restaurants, asking them to donate food and beverages in the Preview Party. This 
year, since the Chairwoman of the Fresh Art Festival Committee suggested having a caterer 
handle the food at the Party, soliciting restaurants didn't have to be done in March. In 2004, 
about 20 restaurants provided food and beverages to the Preview Party (F.A.F. Monthly 
Timelines, 2005). 
In April, the three main tasks are soliciting activities for the Children's Areas, mailing letters to 
prospective Committee members, and targeting Medici Sponsors for mailing. In this month, Ms. 
Workman starts sending out letters to local arts organizations to see if they can provide children's 
activities in the Children's Area during the Festival. Also, the meeting with the Chair of the 
Festival's Committee is held to discuss the potential committee members for the Collectors' 
Party. Afterwards, letters to the prospective Committee members are sent out. Another big task 
in April is to target prospective Medici Sponsors for the Festival, which is mostly handled by the 
Director of the Development Department, Ms. Denny. Usually, she combines a list of the 
prospective Medicis from the Arts Council's database, and then sends soliciting letters to them 
for donations (F.A.F. Monthly Timelines, 2005). 
The last day of May is the deadline for the artist application; therefore, most applications will 
arrive in this month. Thus, filing and keeping these applications organized is the major task 
throughout the month (F.A.F. Monthly Timelines, 2005). 
In June, the major tasks are the jury process, site plan verification, and Booth Angels 
Solicitation. Since the beginning of the Festival, the jurying process has always taken place in 
June. Every year, the jury members come to the office of the Arts Council and spend a day 
jurying all the received applicants. This year, the jury date is scheduled on the 16lh of June, and 
the Arts Council is expected to receive 300 applications. In this month, the site plan of the 
Festival has to be verified as well. Another task in this month is to target Booth Angels for the 
Artists Booths (see Funding & Sponsorship). Again, soliciting Booth Angels falls in 
Development Department's jurisdiction (F.A.F. Monthly Timelines, 2005). 
In July, two main jobs have to be done: one is notifying the artists whether or not they have 
been accepted to the Festival, and the other is getting permits for the Festival. On July 1, Ms. 
Workman starts mailing out the acceptance letters to the accepted artists and returning slides to 
those who are not. Also, getting the permits from the City and State governments to hold this 
outdoor event is undertaken in this month. For the Festival, at least 5 permits (See Appendix 3.6 
for the Liquor License from the city) have to be obtained, such as the permit for using the public 
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space, the permit for selling beer and food, and the permit for having firemen and policemen to 
safeguard the Festival. 
A number of jobs have to be taken care of in August as well. First, August 1 is the last day for 
accepted artists to submit the booth fee. After this, Ms. Workman would find out how many 
accepted artists decide not to come to the Festival, and would go to the alternative list to bring 
other artists in. After finalizing those artists who decide to come to the Festival, Ms. Workman 
starts assigning spaces for the artists, food vendors, and arts organizations in the Children's Area, 
among others. In this month, the design of the invitations to the Collectors' Party has to be 
finalized. Also, the targeted mailing list for the invitations has to be reviewed as well. 
Approximately 3,500 invitations are sent out annually. 
September is close to the Festival; therefore, the main task of this month is to confirm 
everything with everybody throughout the month. In addition, the artist packets have to be sent 
out in early September. These packets have all the information that participating artists have to 
know. Also, the invitations to the Collectors' Party (See Appendix 3.4) have to be sent out. At 
the end of this month, approximately 7,000 Festival postcards (See Appendix 3.7) also have to be 
sent out to the targeted audience from the Arts Council's database. The Festival postcard 
contains general information on the Festival and is designed to remind prospective Festival goers 
that the Festival is taking place in October. In order to make the Festival's Monthly Plan more 
clear, I modified Ms. Workman's "F.A.F. Monthly Timelines" and put it in Table 3.2; the original 
document can be seen in Appendix 3.8. 
Table 3.2: The Monthly Plan for the Fresh Art Festival 
Source: F. A. F. Monthly Timelines, The Arts Council of New Orleans, 2005 
(Revised by Jiang Meng Fang) 
Month Things To Do 
January 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Applications are edited, approved and sent to printer by the 31 st. 
Begin workable draft for the Festival's Budget; meet with the Director of 
Development Department, Ms. Denny, to review. 
Designate Collectors' Party Chair; begin selecting Committee Chairs; review 
Committee Members. 
Solicit restaurants and vendors for the Collectors' Party *. 
Select 5 jury members to review applicants' slides. 
March 
April 
0 
0 
0 
Solicit activities for children's areas. 
Mail letters to prospective Committee members by mid-April. 
Target Medici Patrons for mailing (The Development Department's 
Jurisdiction). Discuss more productive ways to imj:Jlement Medici program 
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with Ms. Denny; solicitation letter to be mailed at her discretion. 
May 
o	 Most applications will arrive; keep slides, applications and checks organized. 
o	 Mail Jury information to Jury Members on May 16th . 
June 
o	 Jury selects artists. 
o	 Verify site plan. 
o	 Target Booth Angels with solicitation (The Development Department's 
jurisdiction) . 
July 
0 July lSI: Mail letters to accepted artists; return slides to those who are ~ot 
accepted. 
0 Begin "City Ordinance" drill and the 5 pursuit-of-permit activities. 
August 
0	 August 1st ; Deadline for artists to submit booth fee. 
0	 Finalize the design of the invitation to the Collectors' Party and review its 
targeted mailing list (5,000). 
0	 Assign artist spaces, activities, vendors, etc., by August 26th • 
September 
0 On September 7th , mail artist packets. 
0 Confirm everything with everybody throughout the month. 
0 On September 14th , mail invitations. 
0 On September 28th , mail postcards. 
* This didn't have to be done this year. 
Funding & Sponsorship 
Funding and sponsorship are major components when organizing the Festival. Since its outset 
in 2000, the cost of the Festival has been approximately $65,000. Given such a big expense, the 
Festi val cannot be carried out without funding and sponsorship, which has been handled by the 
Arts Council's Development Department. Usually, the funding and sponsorships come from the 
following five main resources: Medici dollars, the Collectors' Party ticket sales, event sponsors, 
on-site sponsors, and in-kind sponsors. 
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Medici Dollars 
Medici program is a way that donors contribute money to the Arts Council and in return for 
benefits from the Arts Council. There are two levels of Medici Dollars: $500 and $1,000. By 
donating money to the Arts Council, the sponsors obtain $250 and $500, respectively, in Medici 
dollars in return for art purchase in the Festival. Also, the Medici sponsors will get 2 and 4 free 
tickets, respectively, to the Collectors' Party. In addition, their name will be shown in the 
invitation to the Collectors' Party as well as the Festival's Program. In 2004, there were about 20 
Medici sponsors. In 2005, the projected revenue from Medici dollars is $15,000. 
Collectors' Party Ticket Sales 
The Collectors' Party, called Preview Party in the past years, is a preview of the Festival for 
the party goers to have a first glance at the Festival and purchase art. Food, drinks and 
performances are provided at the Party. This year, an outdoor and an indoor party have been 
planned (see the Collectors' Party in the Activities & Event Section). 
Generally, the Party is viewed as a fundraiser for the Festival through the ticket sales. 
However, because the Party is also regarded as a thank-you party, as well as its high cost, makes 
the function of the Party as a fundraiser hard to be fulfilled. In 2004, in order to attend the Party, 
Arts Council members had to pay $25 and non-members had to pay $50. However, a number of 
free tickets were given to the Festival sponsors. Therefore, of the 400 tickets collected at the 
Party, approximately 100 tickets were paid, and $5,000 doHars were raised. Since $10,000 was 
spent for genera! expense, the balance from the Party was negative. This year, although the 
tickets prices have been increased ($50 for Arts Council members and $75 for non~members for 
the outdoor party and even higher for the indoor party), the cost of preparing the Party has also 
increased (approximately $35,000 due to the estimated $25,000 additional fee for the caterer). 
Therefore, if the Arts Council cannot sell more tickets to the targeted Party goers, the Party as a 
fundraiser might not fulfill its function. 
Event Sponsors & On-Site Sponsors 
Generally, two similar categories of Festival sponsors can be distinguished: event sponsors and 
on-site sponsors. Both of them give a certain amount of money for the Festival while receiving a 
number of benefits from the Arts Council in return. However, event sponsors contribute their 
dollars to events while on-site invest theirs in the Festival areas. 
During the Festival, a number of events take place, such as the Collectors' Party (Friday 
night), Artists Awards Breakfast where monetary prizes are gi ven (Sunday morning). All of these 
events incur cost; therefore, getting sponsorships to cover the cost is extremely important for the 
Festival. Usually, the cost of the Collectors' Party (estimated $30,000 for this year) is more than 
that of the Artists Awards Breakfast and Prize (total estimated $5,000 this year); therefore, the 
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Director of the Development Department will ask a larger amount of sponsorship for the Party. 
Accordingly, the Collectors' Party sponsor will get more benefits from the Arts Council in return. 
In addition to the events, the Festival is composed of a number of different areas, such as the 
Artists Area and Booths, Entertainment Stage, Children's Area, Artists Demonstration Area, 
Young Collectors' Tent, Artists Hospitality Tent, Volunteer's Tent, among others. For all these 
areas, different amounts of sponsorship are determined by their cost and popularity. The 
Entertainment Stage incurs a lot of cost, and it is a popular area; therefore, the Development 
Department asks for more amounts of sponsorship ($7,500 for this year). The Children's Area 
doesn't really cost much, but it is another popular area in the Festival, so the same amount of 
money ($7,500) is asked for this year. Some other areas, such as the Volunteer Tent, Artist 
Hospitality Tent and Young Collectors' Tent, are smaller and don't really get big crowds; 
therefore, a smaller amount of sponsorship (usually ranges from $2,000 to $3,000) is asked for 
these areas. Of all these sponsored areas, Artists Tents are an important area. Every year, there 
are approximately 80 Artists Tents, most of which are sponsored by "Booth Angels" for $250 
each. Due to a great number of these tents, the total sponsorship from "Booth Angels" is quite 
substantial (estimated 12,000 for this year). 
Different levels of sponsorship receive different benefits from the Arts Council. Usually, they 
are the postings of the sponsors' name, Collectors' Party tickets, and Festival VIP passes and 
admissions, among others (See Appendix 3.9 & 3.10 for different benefits). Name postings are 
shown on-site and off-site. On-site posting shows sponsors' names on towers/signslbanners that 
are set up on the site throughout the Festival. Therefore, the bigger or more popular the area is, 
the more money the sponsor is willing to pay. Off-site posting is done in a number of different 
ways, such as advertising, official Festival Program, Festival posters, as well as Arts Council's 
Newsletters and Website, among others. Each year, the Arts Council does advertising for the 
Festival, and the sponsors' names are shown in all of the advertisements. Also, the sponsors' 
names are shown in the Festival Program (See Appendix 3.11 & 3.12), which is issued 10,000 
copies and distributed to the Festival goers at the Festival. In addition, 350 Festival Posters are 
distributed in key retail locations in the CBD, French Quarter, Warehouse Arts District, Uptown, 
Metairie, Lakeview, West Bank and Covington prior to the Festival. The Arts Council's 
Newsletter and Website are another way to show the sponsors' names. 5,000 copies of the 
Newsletter are issued and mailed out quarterly. The advertising and publications are distributed 
in a large quantity; therefore, the exposure of the sponsors' names is quite substantial. This year, 
the projected revenue from these two sponsorship categories is $82,000, accounting for 58% of 
the total projected Festival revenue ($140,800). 
In-Kind Sponsors 
In-kind sponsors are those who don't contribute money to the Festival, but donate their 
products or places instead. Therefore, the value of their products or places is considered as their 
contribution. In return, their names are shown in the Festival's publications, such as the Festival 
Program and others. These sponsors include parking companies, a beer company, and soft drink 
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companies, among others. In fact, most of these in-kind companies don't provide all the products 
needed to the Festival; they prefer to donate some and sell some to the Festival. This way, both 
of the sponsors and the Arts Council win; the sponsors make sales and the Arts Councill pays less. 
In sum, funding and sponsorship are major components for the Festival, and its importance can 
be seen more cle;lrly in the following section: Budget. After all, without budget, no festivals can 
exist. 
Budget 
Every year, there is a projected budget and a real budget for the Festiv;ll. The projected budget 
is estimated from the previous real budget. One of the Festival Coordinator's responsibilities is 
stay in the budget. In 2004, the projected revenue budget was $128,000, and the actual revenue 
budget was $106,250. The projected expense budget was $80,525, and the actual expense budget 
was $65,165.63. The actual excess of revenue over expenditure was $41,084.37, all of which 
went to support the Arts Council and its other programs. Table 3.3 is revised from the actual 
Festival revenues and expenses in 2004. 
Table 3.3: The Actual Revenues and Expenses for the Festival in 2004 
Source: The Arts Council of New Orleans (Revised by Jiang Meng Fang) 
(See Appendix 3.13 for the Original Budget) 
Revenues Expenses 
Revenues 
from 
Individual 
Contributions 
:1I 
350.00 Expenses for 
Fundraising 
Professional 
Fees & Services 
10,520.00 
Fundraising Corporate 40,000.00 and Festival Printing & 13,924.38 
Contributions Duplicating 
Foundation 5000.00 Postage & 2,901.97 
Grants Mailing 
Medici Dollars 14,000.00 Artists Fees & 13,234.00 
Services 
Booth Angels 13,000.00 Advertising 348.00 
Preview Party 3,320 Food & 122.09 
Ticket Sales I Beverages 
Subtotal I 75,670.00 Festival 1,000.00 
Insurance 
Revenues Booth Fees 23,300.00 Equipment 15,335.97 
from the Rental & 
Festival Maintenance 
Other Revenues 7,280.00 Misc. Fees 7,779.22 
Subtotal 30,580.00 
Total 106,250.00 65165.63 
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From Table 3.3, we know that the revenue from the fundraising was $75,670, which comprised 
71.22% of the total revenue for the Festival. The revenue directly from the Festival, such as 
booth fees, vendors' fees, and application fees, was $30,580, which only accounted for 28.78% of 
the total revenue. The Festival depended heavily on the fundraising for its operation. 
For the expenses, the most expensive categories were Professional Fees & Services ($10,520, 
16.14% of the total expense), Printing & Duplicating ($13,924.38, 21.37% of the total), Artists 
Fees & Services ($13,234, 20.31 % of the total), and Equipment Rental & Maintenance 
($15,335.97,23.53% of the total). All of these expenses accounted for 81.35% of the total 2004 
Festival expenses. The advertising expense was only $348.00, which only comprised 0.53% of 
the total 2004 budget. In the following Publicity & Marketing section and the chapter of 
Recommendations to the Festival (5), I will discuss how the small advertising expense was 
possibly related to the limitation of the Festival's growth. 
This year, the projected revenue budget is $140,800.00, and the projected expense is 
$102,025.00. The projected exccess of revenues over expenses is $38,775. Compared to the past 
years, there will be a new revenue and a new expense. The new revenue comes form the 
admission fees: $2.00 per person. The new expense, $20,000, goes to the caterer's fee for the 
Collectors' Party. Table 3.4 is revised from the original budget. 
Table 3.4: The Projected Budget for the Festival in 2005 
Source: The Arts Council of New Orleans (Revised by Jiang Meng Fang) 
(See Appendix 3.14 for the Original Budget) 
Revenues Expenses 
Revenues Medici Dollars 15,000.00 Expenses for Medici Dollars 7,500.00 
from Collectors' 5,000.00 Fundraising Gifts to Sponsors 1,600.00 
Fundraising Party Ticket 
Sales 
Sponsors 82,000.00 Signs for 9,000.00 
("Event" Sponsors 
Sponsors & On- Collectors' Party 2,000.00 
Site Sponsors) (Music) 
Collectors' Party 20,000.00 
(Caterer) 
Subtotal 102,000.00 Subtotal 40,100.00 
Revenues Application 5,000.00 Expenses for Printing & 11,800.00 
from the Fees the Festival Mailing 
Festival Booth Fees 19,000.00 Judge and Jury 
Fees 
3,500.00 
Vendors' Fees 1,800.00 Design Fee 1,500.00 
(Invitation, 
Poster, etc.) 
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Admission 10,000.00 T-Shirts 1,500.00 
The Sales of 
Beer & Coke 
3,000.00 Advertising 1,500.00 
Artists 
Performance Fee 
7,500.00 
Artists Prize 3,000.00 
Money 
Rentals 11,125.00 
(Barricades, Port­
O-Lets, etc.) 
Security & 5,800.00 
Fireman 
Electrical 4,000.00 
Misc. Items 10,700.00 
Subtotal 38,800.00 Subtotal 61,925.00 
Total 140,800.00 Total 102,025.00 
Based on the original budget, I regrouped the projected revenues and expenses into two 
categories, respectively. The revenues come from the following categories: the revenues from 
fundraising and revenues from the festival. Accordingly, the expenses are divided into two 
categories: the expenses for fundraising and the expenses for the Festival. However, the 
regrouping in expense is only estimated due to some expenses are hard to attribute to the 
individual category. For example, the printing and mailing fees for the application belong to the 
Festival expense while those for the Collectors' Party invitations and Medici Sponsors' 
solicitation go to the Festival expense. But by doing the overall classification, we know that the 
estimated revenue from fundraising accounts for 72.44% of the total revenue while the Festival 
income only comprises of 27.56%. Compared to the 2004 actual revenue from fundraising 
(71.22%) and from the Festival (28.78%), this year's projected budget doesn't make a big 
difference. 
According to this table, expenses for fundraising account for 39.30% of the total expenses 
while the expenses for the Festival comprise of 60.70%. Of all the fundraising expenses, 49.88% 
goes to the caterer fee of the Collectors' Party. If the Festival doesn't bring a caterer for the 
Collectors' Party, the $20,000 fee will be saved, and the fundraising expenses will be reduced 
from $40,100 (39.30% of the total expenses) to $20,100 (24.50% of the total expenses). This 
means if the Arts Council doesn't try to bring more ticket buyers to the Collectors' Party to cover 
its expensive cost, the goal of doing the Party as a fundraiser will be hard to achieve. 
Based on this projected budget, the advertising fee will be raised to $1,500 from $348.00 in 
2004. Although it is 4.3 times more than last year, the advertising expense is still relatively small; 
it only accounts for 1.47% of the total expenses. If we look at the way the advertising is handled 
for the Festival, the increased outlay in advertising doesn't necessarily mean an! increase in 
advertising exposure (see the following Publicity & Marketing). 
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Publicity & Marketing 
The Arts Council contracts Logan Marketing and Communications Company (Logan) to do 
publicity and marketing for the whole organization. As part of the Arts Council, most of the 
Festival's publicity and marketing is also done by Logan. Usually, the Festival Coordinator, Ms. 
Workman, prepares and gives all the related materials to the Marketing Department. Then, the 
Director of the Marketing Department gives these materials and discusses publicity possibilities 
with Logan. Afterwards, Logan tries to find free news announcements or coverage on 
newspapers or magazines to release the news. 
According to Logan's Arts Council of New Orleans: Fresh Art Festival Public Relations 
Value Report (2004), out of the 12 publicity opportunities, ten were (calendar) 
listings/happenings, one was a column, and one was an article coverage. Most of them came 
from local publications, such as The Times-Picayune (local newspaper), Lagniappe (insert 
magazine in Sunday's The Times-Picayune), Gambit Weekly (local weekly newspaper), and 
CityBusiness (local newspaper) (see Table 5 & Appendix 3.15 for the original data). For all the 
listingslhappenings (See Appendix 3.16 for one of the listings), the information covered was 
when and where information of the Festival. The size of exposure was mostly 1"x1" or 2" xl", 
and the exposure time was from October 4th to October 1i h of 2004. The media value4 of these 
listings/happenings ranged from $67.31 to $523.53, and the total value was $2,163.36. The 
column was featured in The Times-Picayune (October 7) while the article was in Lagniappe 
(October 15) (See Appendix 3.17). In these two news articles, more activities information was 
mentioned, especially the children's activities and performance schedule. The media value of the 
column was estimated to be $634.89 and the value of the article was $9929.45. In sum, the total 
media value for all the listingslhappenings and column/article coverage for the Festival was 
$12,727.70. 
Even though the Arts Council contracted Logan to do the publicity for the Festival, what 
Logan did was find the "free" spaces in newspapers or magazines to release the basic information 
about the Festival. The volume, content and density of the listingslhappenings or coverage were 
relatively low, and the media value of the "advertisement" was only $12,727.70. If readers didn't 
pay attention, the chance of missing these listingslhappenings or coverage was quite large. 
Table 5: Fresh Art Festival PR Value Report (2004) 
Source: Fresh Art Festival Public Relations Value Report (2004) 
(See Appendix 3.15 for the Original Data) 
Media Date Type Measuremen 
ts 
Media 
Value ($) 
PR Value 
($) 
CityBusiness 10/4 Calendar Listing 2 in. x 1 in. 523.53 785.30 
4 Logan distinguished media value from public relations (PR) value in their report. Although Logan or the 
Arts Council didn't spend money on these listings/happenings or column/article coverage, media value is 
considered as advertisement value in this report. 
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CityBusiness 10/11 Calendar Listing 2 in. x 1 in. 523.53 785.30 
The Times­ 1017 Uptown Picayune­ 1 col. x 5.5 634.89 952.34 
Picayune Stacy Day's Column w. 
(Thursday) 
The Times­ 10/11 Living-Kid's Stuff 1 col. X 3 in. 346.38 519.57 
Picayune Listing 
(Monday) 
Gambit Weekly 10/12 Hot Seven Listing 2 in. x 3 in. 229.41 344.12 
The Times-
Picayune I 
10/14 I Orleans Picayune 
Calendar 
1 col. X 1 in. 115.46 173.20 
(Saturday) 
Lagniappe 10/15 Diversions Article-Page 8 in. x 7 in. 6465.69 16164.23 
1 
Diversions Article-Page 6 in. x 5 in. 3463.76 8659.40 
2 
The Times­ 10/16 Living-Special Events 1 col. X 1 in. 115.46 173.20 
Picayune Calendar 
(Saturday) ! 
The Times­ 10/16 Living-Home and 1 col. X 1 in. 115.46 173.20 
Picayune Garden Happenings 
(Saturday) 
The Times­ 10/17 Living-Special Events 1 col. X 1 in. 126.82 190.23 
Picayune I Calendar 
(Sunday) I 
The Advocate 10/17 Magazine Section 2 col. X 1 in. 67.31 100.97 
(Sunday) 
Total 12,727.70 29,021.06 
Public Relations Value is derived using advertising cost per column inch x 1.5 
Public Relations Value is derived using advertising cost per column inch x 2 
Public Relations Value is derived using advertising cost per column inch x 2.5 
However, except for the press listings and coverage, the Arts Council has a more direct and 
possibly more effective way to publicize and market the Festival. In August, approximately 
3,500 invitations to the Collectors' Party are sent to the prospective party goers. In September, 
approximately 7,000 post cards are sent out to the potential Festival goers. Both the invitations 
and post cards contain the basic Festival information. The prospects are chosen from the Arts 
Council's database, and most of them have contributed donations or shown interest in the arts. 
This way of publicizing and marketing might explain why the Festival can attract approximately 
10,000 attendees every year since its second year in 2001 in contrast to its relatively low expense 
in publicity and advertisement. Again, the Arts Council's original resources have been an 
important support for the Festival; however, its limited budget in publicity and marketing also 
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confine the growth of the Festival. This will be further discussed in SWOT Analysis to the 
Festival in Chapter 5. 
Economic Impact, Ranking & Evaluation 
Since 1993 Greg Lawler has written a guide, The Art Fair SourceBook - Guide to The Best 
Selling Fine Art & Craft Shows (The Art Fair SourceBook), to fine art and craft shows across the 
United States. In this guide, he surveys and reviews top-selling shows in the country. As an 
artist and exhibitor himself, Lawler travels to different festivals and reviews them. This guide is 
what a great number of artists refer to when deciding which show they will go or apply for. 
According to The Art Fair SourceBook, the Fresh Art Festival was ranked 675 out of 300 art 
festivals across the Country based on the average gross sales6 for each exhibitor in 2001 (Lawler 
2002, p. 258). In 2001, each exhibitor's average sales in the Fresh Art Festival was $3,971 while 
an estimated 10,000 people attended7 . The sales went up in 2001 from 2000. In 2001, The Art 
Fair SourceBook gave the Fresh Art Festival a score of 88 on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the best. 
According to The Art Fair SourceBook, 8 means "A very good show ... Worth traveling [for 
artists] over 1,000 miles for. .. Average 2001sa1e = $3,001 - $6,000." In The Art Fair 
SourceBook, the editor's critique about the Fresh Art Festival was "For a second year show, this 
event is outstanding, and shows great promise .,. Event is extremely well run and organized 
...They do a great publicity campaign and bring in a solid buying crowd ... Artists are treated 
like royalty by staff and clientele alike ... Many amenities are provided (as above)." In its second 
year, the Fresh Art Festival was already ranked 67 out of 300 art festivals across the Country, and 
was proximately attended by 10,000 visitors. 
In 2002, the Arts Council of New Orleans commissioned the International Festival and Events 
Association (IFEA) 9 to conduct an economic impact study on the Fresh Art Festival (See 
Appendix 3.18 for the Festival Visitor Survey Questionnaire). This survey was based on a 
sample of 300 Festival goers, among whom 83 were out-of-town visitors and 217 local. Data 
from the event organizer, the Arts Council was collected prior to the Festival and then on the 
festival site from October 18 to 20,2002 (Nagel 2002, p.p. 2-6). 
5 This ranking indicates how events compared with each other in regard to income (gross less fair expenses) 
in 2001. Number I is the best event in The Air Fair SourceBook (Lawler 2002). 
6 The estimated average gross sales were based on per AFSB (The Art Fair SourceBook) Audit Card 
respondent, adjusted by various factors including length of event, cost of booth fees, etc (Lawler 2002). 
7 This number was usually an estimate given by event organizers, and then frequently adjusted for accuracy 
by the Publisher (Lawler 2002). 
8 This rating was also based on the estimated average gross sales from the AFSB Audit Card respondents, 
and then adjusted by various factors by the Publisher (Lawler 2002). 
9 With offices in the United States, Europe, and Australia, the International Festivals and Events 
Association (IFEA) is an association of worldwide festival and event professionals dedicated to the 
promotion and strengthening of the festival and events industry. IFEA has provided professional 
development for the special events industry since 1956 (Nagel, 2002). 
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According to this survey, the total estimated number of individual who attended to the Festival, 
including those who visited multiple times was 10,878. The total estimated number of individual 
visitors who came from over 50 miles away to attend the event, including those who attended 
multiple times, was 3,322. The percentage of visitors from more than 50 miles away was 27%. 
However, of all these attendees, 62% reported that this event was not important for them in 
making their decision to come to the area. Only 4% of them reported that this event was very 
important in making their decision (Nagel 2002, p. 4 & 15). 
Among other profiles, 35% of the attendees were male, 65% were female. Among adults, the 
largest age group (40%) attending the event was between 36 and 50. The most common marital 
status among Festi val-goers was married (56%). The most common level of education was grad 
school (47%). The most common occupational category was professional or technical (66%). 
The most common level of household income was $125,001 and above (24%). 92% of the 
attendees had been to the Festival 0 to 2 times. For those who have attended the Festival in the 
past, the average number of years that people had attended the Festival was 2.23. However, the 
percentage of first time goers was 65% (Nagel 2002, p. 4 & 9-15). In sum, most of the Festival 
attendees were highly-educated married professionals/technicians with $125,00 I or more 
household income. However, the relatively high percentage of the first-time Festival goers (65% 
of all the attendees) warns the Festival that it should figure out a way to bring its previous 
attendees back to the Festival again and again, and not just as one-time attendees. This way, the 
Festival can grow based on its good foundation. All of these figures are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6: The Demographic Profile of the Festival Attendees in 2002 
Source: Economic Impact ofFresh Art Festival 
Categories Number/ Percentage 
Category (%) 
The Total Estimated Number of Individual Attendees 10,878 --­
The Total Estimated Number of Individual Visitors Who 3,322 --­
Came from over 50 Miles Away I 
The Most Common Attendees Locals 63 
The Most Common Gender Female 65 
The Most Common Marital Status Married 56 
Among Adults, the Largest Age Group 36-50 40 
The Most Common Level of Education Grad School 47 
, 
The Most Common Occupation Professional! 66 
Technical I' 
The Most Common Level of Household Income 125,00a and 1 24 
Above 
The Most Common Transportation Method Car 67 
The Most Frequent Re-Visit the Festival 0-2 Years 92 
The Most Common Opinion about the Importance of the Not Important 68 
Festival in Making their Decision to Come to the Area 
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In this survey, IFEA distinguished two kinds of economic impact lO of the Festival had: the 
New Money Model and the Overall Model. The first model calculated the total spending of 
visitors (on-site and local region spending), visiting vendors l' (local region spending) and the 
regional tax rate. It deducted the amount of money that visiting vendors took away from the 
Festival's local area (Vendor Leak '2) and then factored in a conservative 1.5 economic impact 
multiplier 13 . The usefulness of this model was that it focused on the money that was spent 
specifically by visitors to the area (Nagel 2002, p. 7 &18). The direct economic impact of the 
Festival based on the New Money Model in 2002 was $1,094,071 and the direct & indirect 
impact 14 was $1,641,107. The economic impact from this model is shown in Table 7. 
The second model calculated the total spending of visitors, visiting vendors, local attendees, 
the Festival organization, and the regional tax rate. It deducted the Vendor Leak from visitor and 
local spending, and then factored in a conservative 1.5 economic impact multiplier. This model 
represented the overall spending in the local economy that can be attributed to the Festival by 
locals (on-site and local region spending), visitors (on-site and local region spending), vendors 
and the Festival organization (Nagel 2002, p.7 & 18). The direct economic impact of the Festival 
in 2002 from the Overall Model was $1,325,491 while the direct & indirect impact was 
$1,988,237. The economic impact from this model is also shown in Table 7. Examined by these 
two models, the "festival's contribution to the local economy is just as significant as any other 
type of local business or corporation (as above, p.18)." 
Table 7: The Economic Impact of the Fresh Art Festival in 2002 
Source: Economic Impact ofFresh Art Festival 
New Money Impact Overall Impact 
Function Amount Function Amount 
Visitor Spending 
(on-site and local region) 
1,129,814 Visitor Spending 
(on-site and local region) 
1,129,814 
Vendor Spending 47,085 Vendor Spending 47,085 
Local Spending 
(on-site and local region) 
294,650 
Local Taxes 58,845 Taxes 73,577 
Festival Budget 120,000 
Vendor Leak 141,673 Vendor Leak 339,635 
10 There was a third impact, called Retained Local Impact, which was designed to estimate the total number 
of local dollars that would have left the region had the festival not been held. However, Retention 
models were not yet an economic impact standard, and that was why the resulting amount was not added 
to the overall impact of the Festival (Nagel 2002, p.19). 
II Most of the visiting vendors were artists in the Fresh Art Festival. 
12 The amount of money that leaves the local area due to the visiting vendors. These vendors earn money 
from festival goers, and then return to homes away from the area of the festival (Nagel 2002, p.23). 
13 A fixed calculation that expands economic impact figures to take into account how the impact circulates 
through many tiers of the local economy (Nagel 2002, p. 24). 
14 Indirect economic impact was the direct impact factored with an industry established universal mUltiplier 
of 1.5 (Nagel 2002, p.2). 
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Total after Leak 1,094,071 Total after Leak 1,325,491 
Direct Impact $1,094,071 Direct Impact $1,325,491 
Multiplier 1.5 Multiplier 1.5 
Direct & Indirect Impact $1,641,107 Direct & Indirect Impact $1,988,237 
(including the 1.5 multiplier) (including the 1.5 multiplier) 
From Table 7, the direct economic impact from the local spending (without tax) in 2002 was 
$294,650, which only accounted for 22.23% of the total economic impact of the Festival. 
However, the direct economic impact from the visitor spending (deducts Vendor Leak, but does 
not include tax) was $837,264, which comprised of 63.17 % of the total Festival economic impact. 
Visitor spending was 2.84 times the local spending. 
In the same report, the average spending per person in the region and on-site, as well as the 
total spending in the region and on-site by the visitors, locals and vendors were surveyed. The 
average spending per person per day in the region was $63.20 for visitors, $1.05 for locals and 
$183.90 for vendors. The average spending per person per day on-site was $62.93 for visitors 
and $32.37 for locals. The average spending in the region and on-site per person per day was 
$126.13 for visitors and $33.42 for locals (Nagel 2002, p. 5). These figures are show in Table 8 
&9. 
Table 8: The Average Spending Per Person Per Day & the Total Spending 
in the Region and On-site Per Day by Visitors, Locals and Vendors, 2002 
Source: Source: Economic Impact of Fresh Art Festival 
Spending in the Region Spending On-site 
Average Spending Total of Spending Average Spending I, Total of Spending 
Per Person Per Day ,Per Person Per Day I, 
Visitors 63.20 897.801 62.93 232,012 
I 
Locals 1.05 9,351 32.37 285,299 
Vendors 183.90 47,085 
Total $954,237 I $517,311 
Table 9: The Total Spending of Visitors, Locals & Vendors Per Day, 2002 
Source: Source: Ecollomic Impact of Fresh Art Festival 
-
Spending in the Region Spending On-Site Total Spending of 
Average of Spending Average of Spending Visitors, Locals & 
Per Person in the Regionl Per Person On-site Vendor Per Day 
Visitors 63.20 I 62,93 $126.13 
Locals 1.05 32.37 $33.42 
Vendors 11 183.90 $183.90 
From these two tables, we note that locals only spent $1.05 per person per day in the region, 
which was due to the fact that many off-site spending categories did not apply to them in this 
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survey. However, if we look at their on-site spending, visitors ($62.93 per person per day) spent 
1.94 times the money spent by locals ($32.37 per person per day). 
Furthermore, when looking at how visitors and locals spent their money on-site, each visitor 
spent $45.64 on arts/crafts, and $17.29 on food per day while locals spent $26.68 on arts/crafts 
and $5.69 on food per day (Nagel 2000, p. 6). These figures are shown in Table 10. Again, 
visitors spent more money than locals on arts/crafts and food: 1.71 times of money on arts/crafts 
and 3 times on food. 
Table 10: The Average On-site Spending Per Person Per Day
 
& the Total On-Site Spending Per Day by Categories by VisitorsILocals
 
Source' Economic Impact oj Fresh Art Festival 2002 
Visitors, 
Per Person 
Per Day 
Total 
Spending by 
the Visitors 
Locals, 
Per Person 
Per Day 
Total 
Spending by 
the Locals 
Total 
Spending by 
Categories 
Food 17.29 63,754 5.69 50,190 $ 113,944 
Arts/Crafts 45.64 168,258 26.68 235,109 $ 403,367 
Total $ 62.93 $ 232,012 $ 32.37 $ 285,299 $ 517,311 
From this 2002 survey, several issues need our attention in terms of the economic impact of the 
Festival. First of all, the Festival did create a great amount of cultural economic impact in its 
region. The total direct economic impact in 2002 was $1,325,491 while the total direct and 
indirect impact was $1,641,107. Furthermore, of all the economic impact, the visitors ($837,264 
direct impact) contributed 2.84 times of the locals' ($294,650 direct impact). Lastly, the visitors' 
on-site spending ($62.93 per person per day) was 1.94 times of locals' ($32.37 per person per 
day). Although these figures seem really promising, two things need to be pointed out. First, 
only 4% of the 2002 attendees considered the Festival as a very important factor when they 
decided to come to the area; the Festival was not a major reason for them to come. Accordingly, 
the total economic impact of the Festival might be overestimated. Therefore, raising the 
importance of the Festival in order to increase its economic impact in the region needs to be taken 
into account in its planning. Secondly, locals comprised the majority of the Festival goers (73% 
of the total); however, their spending was relatively low compared to the visitors. Thus, boosting 
their consumption desire or attracting a solid crowd with higher disposable income to the Festival 
in order to increase its economic impact becomes a crucial issue for the Festival organizer, the 
Arts Council of New Orleans. After all, "increas[ing] growth of the cultural economy ... through 
public/private partnership projects" has been one of the Arts Council's goals, and the Fresh Art 
Festival was one of its programs designed to help achieve it. 
In 2004, the Fresh Art Festival was rated 7 15 by Greg Lawler's Art Fair SourceBook: The 
Complete Guide to Fine Art & Craft Events Nationwide. The rating of 7 means "An average show 
15 The ratings were based on the average net revenues per survey respondent, and adjusted for two factors: 
length of event and cost in booth fees (Lawler 2005). 
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... Worth traveling [for artists] up to 750 miles for ... average 2004 net revenues of $2,000 ­
$2,999 (Lawler 2005, p.259)." The average gross sales per exhibitor was $3,411 while the net 
sales l6 was $2,866. The return on investment (R. O. 1.)17 was $6.26: every dollar the exhibitor 
spent on the show generated 6.26 dollars of income. The estimated number of people attending in 
2004 was 12,000. In The Art Fair SourceBook (2005), the comment about the Fresh Art Festival 
was "Although it is generally [well] run and organized, this show suffers from low attendance for 
a city the size of New Orleans ... This event shows promise and has the potential to become very 
good ... [but] they just haven't gotten enough of the community involved yet ... Allowing the 
sale of reproductions might help bring in more folks Exhibitors love the preview party ... 
Artists are treated like royalty by staff and clientele alike Exhibitors receive good treatment by 
the volunteers (as above)." 
According to The Art Fair SourceBook (2002 & 2005), the average gross sales per exhibitor 
dropped from $3,971 in 2001 to $3,411 in 2004 while the attendance grew from 10,000 ill 2001 
to 12,000 in 2004. Meanwhile, although the Festival was well run and organized, it "suffers from 
low attendance for a city the size of New Orleans [and it also hasn't] gotten enough of the 
community involved yet (Lawler 2005, p.259)." However, the composition of the Festival goers 
as well as its importance to them explains why the attendance at the Festival increased slowly. 
According to the Economic Impact of Fresh Art Festival (2002), 73% of the Festival attendees 
came locally, and only 27% came from outside of the region. Also, only 4% of the total attendees 
found the Festival a very important reason for them to visit the area. As a result, the Festival's 
low level of importance might be a reason why it couldn't bring a big out~of-town crowd. This 
can be further evidenced by comparing it to the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival (Jazz 
Fest). In 200 I, Jazz Fest brought 200,000 visitors, and in 2004, it brought 188,000 on each of its 
two weekends (Lawler 2002 & 2005, Attendance Index). Jazz Fest, brought approximately 20 
times the crowds to the city of New Orleans, and its importance might be the main reason why it 
could bring such a big crowd here. Furthermore, the lack of community involvement might be 
another reason why the Festival couldn't increase its attendance more quickly. Since the majority 
of the Festival goers are locals, getting more community involvement is extremely important and 
this also fits one of the Arts Council's goals: "expanded audiences for the arts through 
public/private partnership projects." However, as mentioned above, because of the Festival's 
small budget for publicity and marketing, the majority of the Festival goers knew about the 
Festival through their personal relationship with the Arts Council of New Orleans by receiving 
the Preview Party's invitation and Festival postcards. In contrast, for those who haven't had 
relationship with the Arts Council, the chances they might know about the Festival arc quite slim. 
Therefore, if the Arts Council really wants to achieve its goal of expanding its audience for the 
arts through the Festival, it should do more publicity or a marketing campaign, or figure out other 
ways to reach the communities. 
16 Net sales equal to gross sales minus space fee and jury fee as well as minus duration of show times $100 
per day. 
17 R.OJ is sales divided by expenses (fees plus $100 per day). 
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Chapter 4 The Internship 
Duties 
When I started the internship with the Arts Council, I intended to spend most of my time 
assisting the Fresh Art Festival Department. However, since my time there was not the busiest 
time for the Festival, I hoped that I could help with the Arts Council's Development Department 
and Marketing Development as well. My intention was understood and confirmed by the Arts 
Council's COO, Mr. Hutcheson at the very beginning. However, after two months of doing my 
internship there, most of the things assigned to me came from the Fresh Art Festival, but not so 
much from the Development Department and Marketing Department. Most of the job for the 
Festival were sending the invitations to the artists, filing the applications, revising the judge's 
resume, making phone calls to the potential participating restaurants, most of which was done in 
less than one hour per day. Most of the job from the Development Department was data entry 
and mail stuffing work. So far, I haven't got anything from the Marketing Department. In the 
Recommendations to the Arts Council in Chapter 5, I'll discuss how the Arts Council can better 
use its interns through a better internal communications and sharing system. 
In addition to helping the Arts Council, I got a chance to help one of its Business Incubator's 
tenants, CubaNola. CubaNola held three lectures and post-lecture receptions in a local bar in 
March and early April, 2005. I helped with these three lectures and one of the receptions. 
Although my task for these events was quite simple, such as revising and sending notification 
letters to the events' sponsors, arranging the seats in the events' venue, taking dinner tickets from 
the events goers, I learned a lot by observing how these events were organized. 
Since I couldn't really get to do the real job from the very beginning, I decided to turn my 
internship into a "studying" process by reading the Festival files and asking Ms. Barbara 
questions regarding organizing and planning it. Therefore, analyzing what worked and what 
didn't work for the Festi val became the major component of this report. 
Administrative Skills Acquired 
The administrative skills acquired for the internship were communication skills with other staff 
in the Arts Council/CubaNola, writing skills when dealing with paper work/letters required for 
the festival and event planning, computer skills, such as using Microsoft Word, Excel, and 
database. In addition, basic analytic skill, such as statistics analysis, is also required. 
Contributions 
Most of my contributions were helping the Festival and CubaNola based on their needs. In 
addition, I hope this report can contribute constructive recommendations for a better 
administration and management for the Festival and bring more people to the event. 
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Chapter 5 Recommendations & Conclusion 
Recommendations 
The Arts Administration Program of UNO & The Arts Council of New Orleans 
Based on my internship with the Arts Council of New Orleans from February to May of 2005, I 
observed some things that can be changed to make both the Arts Administration Program at the 
University of New Orleans (UNO) and the Arts Council of New Orleans better places to study 
and intern in. 
The internship is one of the requirements for the Arts Administration majors at UNO to earn 
their Master's degree. Every student has to spend three months, or a semester, to do a 480-hour 
full time internship. The internship is a major part of the students' study in the Arts 
Administration Program due to its length. During the internship, students are required to form an 
internship committee, submit an internship proposal and other needed paper work. The major 
responsibility of the internship committee is to oversee the progress of the internship report, while 
the purpose of the internship proposal is to describe the host organization, the intern's duties, 
responsibilities and possible contributions for the host organization. 
Throughout the internship, however, the communication and interaction between the Arts 
Administration Program and the host organization is minimal. First of all, the Arts 
Administration students are required to find their own internship. Program assistance in finding 
an internship is minimal. Secondly, since Arts Administration is a multidisciplinary program, its 
faculty is dispersed in several related departments, such as the Fine Art Department, and Business 
Administration Department, among others. Thus, interns' committee members may contain no 
faculty members directly from the Arts Administration Program itself. Third, although an on-site 
supervisor from the host organization is required to do an evaluation on the intern's performance 
for the Program in the middle of the internship, there is no evaluation designed to evaluate the 
host organization's performance by the intern. Due to the lack of communication and interaction 
between the Arts Administration Program and the host organization, the quality and quantity of 
the jobs assigned to the intern cannot be overseen by the Program. The quality of the internship 
depends heavily on the individual intern's luck. While doing my internship with the Arts Council 
of New Orleans, I was seriously affected by this lack of communication and interactions between 
the Program and the Arts Council. 
In early February of 2005, I interviewed with the COO of the Arts Council, Mr. Hutcheson, to 
talk about the internship opportunity. In this interview, I clearly told him that I had to do a full 
time internship and was interested in doing it with the Fresh Art Festival or the Marketing 
Development. I also told him that I didn't mind doing basic administrative work, such as copying, 
filing, mailing, but that shouldn't comprise the major part of the internship. I wanted to learn 
skills and acquire knowledge that I could use in my future jobs. In reply, he told me that he was 
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not sure if the Fresh Art Festival would need help. However, he oversaw the Marketing 
Department and Development Department, so he could easily place me in either of them. He told 
me the Development Department really needed somebody to handle the database, so it wouldn't 
be hard to fulfill the 40-hour-per-week internship requirement from my Program. Several days 
later, I got a chance to talk to the Fresh Art Festival Coordinator, Ms. Workman, and she told me 
she would have one hour of work per day for me, but I was welcome to view all the Festival files 
in her office. Based on what Mr. Hutcheson told me and Ms. Workman's consent, I decided to do 
my internship with the Arts Council. 
However, after starting my internship with the Arts Council, I asked Mr. Hutcheson if the 
Development and Marketing Department had tasks for me since I only got one hour of work for 
the Festival. This time, he told me I had to talk to the Director of the Development Department, 
Ms. Denny, to see if she would agree to my working on the database because she had final say. 
Also, the marketing task wouldn't be available until late April. 
Therefore, I went to see Ms. Denny and explained my interests in learning how to manage the 
database. Although Ms. Denny was willing to show me how to use it in the very beginning of my 
internship, the idea of working on database didn't really work out for the following reasons. First, 
the Arts Council just bought sophisticated database software last year. Ms. Denny was the only 
person who knew how to use it well, but she barely had time to teach me due to her busy schedule. 
Secondly, since the Arts Council had been collecting and updating their database, there was not 
much for me to do. Therefore, I only got a chance to put some entries into the database in the 
very beginning of my internship. With a lot of extra time left, I started asking around different 
departments of the Arts Council and its tenant organizations, such as CubaNola and National 
Performing Network, to see if they had anything for me. My on-site supervisor, Ms. Workman, 
was also trying to find tasks for me. However, nothing meaningful really came out after the first 
two weeks of searching. After realizing that I probably couldn't find anything meaningful to do, I 
decided to study the Festival in the spare time of my internship, with Ms. Workman's consent. 
Thus, writing an analytic report on the Festival, instead of a report on my internship became my 
main task at the Arts Council. 
Despite the fact of my initial intention for my internship at the Arts Council failed, I still 
learned a lot during my internship. First, I got a chance to observe how the Arts Council operated 
its day-to-day activities and programs. Also, by reviewing the Festival files, I got to know how 
the Festival had been organized and planned in the past. Furthermore, by discussing with Ms. 
Workman and other staff, I got to know more details and concepts about the Festival. Finally, Ms. 
Workman reviewed most of my internship report, which helped me clarify some points when 
studying the Festival files. 
My internship could have meant more to me if both of the Arts Administration Program and 
the Arts Council had a better process of sending and taking interns. 
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First of all, more direct communication or interaction between the Arts Administration 
Program and the host organization (Arts Council in my case) should be established in order to 
avoid confusion about the internship requirements. For example, the Arts Administration 
Program can send a letter to the host organization, specifying what the duties and responsibilities 
required for the intern and what the Arts Administration Program expects its students learn from 
their internship. If the host organization cannot provide a quality internship opportunity, it 
shouldn't offer it. This way, the quality of the internship can be monitored. Another example is 
that Arts Administration Program can design an evaluation form for the students to evaluate their 
host organizations in terms of the quality and quantity of the job provided. Then, make these 
results available to the internship-searching students. This way, the students can have a better 
idea about how their interested organization(s) treat the interns. Meanwhile, the host 
organizations would be more serious about their free labor since they probably wouldn't get one 
if they keep providing low-quality or meaningless jobs to their interns. 
Secondly, more effective internal communication at the Arts Council of New Orleans should 
be established. In my case, if Mr. Hutcheson had talked to Ms. Denny about the database 
management job before he promised it, he would know the real possibilities of an intern handling 
this job. Accordingly, I would know how much time I would actually spend doing real jobs 
before I decided to take this internship opportunity. If I had known I would only have one hour 
of work per day at the Arts Council, I would have kept looking for other internship opportunities. 
Thirdly, the internship coordinator at the Arts Council should try to initiate and implement 
internship evaluation and sharing programs. The evaluation program should stress supervising 
the performance of the Arts Council in terms of how much qualitative and quantitative work 
provided to the intern. This program should work closely with the sharing program: once the 
intern couldn't get enough quality jobs from a specific department, other departments at the Arts 
Council should and have the responsibilities to assign jobs to the intern. Through these programs, 
both the Arts Council and the intern win. After all, most interns are spending their valuable time 
hoping to learn skills and take something meaningful from their internship as preparation for 
future jobs, which is also the original design of the internship. Therefore, by letting every 
employee at the Arts Council know that there is an intern who is willing to learn something 
meaningful, he/she can assign the intern work with the consent of the intern's supervisor. In sum, 
taking interns is a big commitment and responsibility for any organization due to the fact that 
most interns are seeking meaningful jobs. Therefore, if these organizations really need interns. 
they should try to provide quality jobs for them; otherwise, they will lose the opportunities of 
getting future interns eventually. If these organizations don't need interns at a particular time, 
they should try not to take interns because offering an internship with nothing to assign doesn't 
do good for anybody. 
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The Fresh Art Festival 
For the Fresh Art Festival, I want to do a SWOT (strength, weakness, opportunity and threat) 
analysis first, and then make recommendations to see what could be done to make it a better 
event. 
SWOT Analysis 
Strengths 
The strength of the Festival comes from the fact that it is presented and supported by the Arts 
Council of New Orleans. This strength is reflected in the following areas. First of all, although 
Ms. Workman is the major person who coordinates the Festival, she receives assistance from 
other departments, such as the Development Department and Marketing Department. These 
departments have been doing jobs in their areas for years, so they have enough experiences and 
capabilities to help with this young event. Therefore, the Festival has enough budget for 
operation and general support for publicity and marketing. Secondly, the Arts Council's database 
plays a key role on the Festival's success. For years, the Arts Council has been collecting, 
updating and expanding the lists of artists, arts supporters, and arts organizations, among others, 
in their database. These people or organizations become the targeted audience for the Festival. 
For the past years, the Arts Council has been able to send a large number of applications to the 
artists as well as of Collectors' Party invitations and Festival postcards to the prospective Party 
and Festival goers thanks to the large volume of the database. All of this partly explains how the 
Festival has attracted approximately 10,000 people to the Festival every year since its second year 
in 200 I in terms of its relatively low publicity and marketing expenses. Without the Arts 
Council's resources and support, the Fresh Art Festival would not have its current scale. 
Weaknesses 
However, the Festival's weakness comes from the same cause: being presented and supported 
by the Arts Council. Although the Festival is assisted by the Development Department and 
Marketing Department, the Festival Coordinator, Ms. Workman, cannot decide how much budget 
or publicity she thinks might be adequate for the Festival. The revenue budget mostly comes 
from the Development Department, and one of Ms. Workman's responsibilities is to stay within 
the budget. The publicity is handled by the Marketing Department; Ms. Workman doesn't even 
get a chance to discuss possible publicity opportunities with the Marketing Department's Director 
or the Arts Council's marketing contractor, Logan Marketing and Communications. The success 
of an event depends on a lot of factors; however, one of the most important factors is how much 
budget can be used in promotion and marketing. With these two major components being 
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controlled by the Development Department and Marketing Department, the room for Ms. 
Workman to promote the Festival is limited. 
In addition, the management styles of the Arts Council further confine the growth of the 
Festival. At the Arts Council, everything has to be submitted to and approved by the 
President/CEO, Ms. Shirley Trusty Corey. As part of the Arts Council, all the affairs concerned 
about the Festival have to be reported and confirmed by Ms. Sh,irlcy Trusty Corey as well. An 
example is that the Chairwoman of the Festival Committee suggested having a caterer to handle 
the food of this year's Collectors' Party. Knowing that this expensive cost might weaken the 
Party's role as a fundraiser, Ms. Workman didn't think it was a good idea. However, she was told 
that respecting the Chairwoman's suggestion was really important. Therefore, Ms. Workman's 
role in the Festival is just like what her title suggests: coordinating the Festival, but not initiating 
programs or campaigns to direct the Festival to a iarger scale or a more unique event. This in part 
explains why the growth of the Festival has been limited in the past years given the total number 
of the Festival goers: approximately 10,000 every year. 
In management, there are two broad kinds of management styles: goal oriented or process 
oriented. The first style emphasizes goal achievement regardless of how it is fulfilled. The 
second style stresses measuring and monitoring processes of achieving goals by managers. 
According to a number of studies, the first style motivates and encourages employees to do a 
better job while the second style does not. Thus, reducing unnecessary process monitoring and 
giving employees more room to apply their expertise in their areas might be a good way for the 
Arts Council to playa more active and dynamic role in the arts community in general. 
Opportunities 
Despite its weaknesses, the Fresh Art Festival still has a lot of opportunities to achieve its goal 
of being a high quality fine art and contemporary craft show. First of all, according to the The Art 
Fair SourceBook, the Fresh Art Festival was ranked 67 out of 300 art festivals across the Country 
based on the average gross sales ($3,971) each exhibitor made in 2001 (Lawler 2002, p.258). 
Also, this well run and organized show was rated 8 by this book, which means a very good show 
worth artists traveling over 1,000 miles for. According to the same book, although the ranking of 
the Festival dropped in 2004, it was still rated 7, which means an average show worth artists 
traveling up to 750 miles for (Lawler 2005, p.259). I'll 2004, its estimated number of attendees 
increased from 10,000 in 2001 to 12,000. As a young festival, the Fresh Art Festival has already 
had its competitive advantage with other festivals nationwide in terms of art sales and a steady 
increase of attendees. 
In addition, the Fresh Art Festival is the only festival dedicated to fine art and contemporary 
crafts in Louisiana. In The Art Fair SourceBook, although the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival (Jazz Festival) is one of the two listed fine art and contemporary crafts shows in 
Louisiana, the craft show is not its major component. The lack of similar types of festivals in 
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Louisiana makes the Fresh Art Festival more special and unique, which may become its 
competitive advantage in a city of many festivals. 
Finally, the Louisiana ArtWorks is scheduled to open this year. Once it opens, the potential 
collaboration between the Louisiana ArtWorks and the Festival can be discussed and established. 
Thus, the joint efforts between them might boost the growth of the Festi val. 
Threats 
The Fresh Art Festival also faces threats. Compared to other major cities in the Country, New 
Orleans is relatively a small and poor city. However, the Fresh Art Festival goers are primarily 
composed of locals (63% in 2002). According to a 2002 survey conducted by the International 
Festival and Events Association (IFEA), the average expenditure on crafts per person per day 
from the locals was $26.68 while from the visitors was $45.64. The relatively low expenditure on 
crafts from locals made the art sales in the Festival hard to be increased. In fact, the average artist 
gross sales dropped from $3971 in 200 I to $3,411 in 2004. However, the ranking and ratings 
from The Art Fair SourceBook are all based on the sales, and this book is what most artists refer 
to in terms of making their decision to attend an art show. Therefore, if the Fresh Art Festival 
cannot increase its art sales, the quality, charm and uniqueness of the event might be affected due 
to the fact that some outstanding artists might decide not to join the show. In this sense, drawing 
more high income locals to attend the Festival and purchase art becomes one of the Festival's 
biggest challenges. 
Another challenge of the Festival is its slow growth of attendees. The Editor of the Air Fair 
SourceBook (2005 National Edition) observed this phenomenon, "Although it is generally well 
run and organized, this show suffers from low attendance for a city the size of New Orleans ... 
They just haven't gotten enough of the community involved yet." The attendance in part 
determines art sales; if the Festival cannot bring more buying crowds in, the sales will remain 
stagnant. Again, bringing crowds requires a great deal of publicity and marketing. If the Arts 
Council cannot increase the budget or find an alternative way to achieve it, the relatively low 
attendance might affect the Festival's goal of being a high quality event. 
In sum, in order to be a high quality fine art and contemporary craft festival, the Fresh Art 
Festival has already established a good foundation; however, there is still room for improvements. 
Recommendations 
As a six-year-old event, the Fresh Art Festival embraces some strengths and opportunities, but 
it also suffers some weaknesses and threats. How can the Festival convert its weaknesses and 
threats into a competitive advantage is one of the biggest challenges it has to face if it hopes to 
achieve its goals of "increase[ing] growth of the cultural economy and expanded audiences for 
the arts" and "increase[ing] public access to and participation in the arts." In order to achieve 
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these goals, the Arts Council needs to increase art sales, involve more local communities, and 
bring more regional and national attendees to the Festival. 
Art sales are extremely crucial to the survival of a juried art show. Without them, outstanding 
artists won't apply for the show. Without outstanding artists, a show loses its charm, character, 
quality, and its visitors eventually, due to the fact that artists are the "products" of the show. If 
the products are mediocre, nobody comes. Therefore, boosting art sales at the Fresh Art Festival 
is the most important thing for this young event. Some established programs can be strengthened 
here: encourage more people to buy Medici dollars, promote the Young Collectors' Tent to 
people who cannot afford high-priced artwork, among others. Some new programs can be 
initiated, such as launching an auction with unique items at the Collectors' Party, or design a 
discount plan to the Festival's sponsors and Arts Council's members. 
Boosting art sales in the Festival is closely related to the other two key issues: involving more 
local communities and bringing more regional and national attendees to the Festival. The more 
the local communities are involved with the event, the more attendees the Festival might draw 
due to the fact that involvement fosters identity. If local communities identify this event, they 
would come to the event and probably bring their families and friends as well. Given the fact that 
the Festival has only a limited publicity and marketing budget, this might be an effective alternate 
way to draw local crowds to the Festival. To achieve this, more collaboration between different 
departments of the Arts Council should be established and strengthened. For example, 
collaborative planning and joint promotion between the Festival and Louisiana ArtWorks should 
be launched. A good use of the resources in other departments, such as announcing the Festival's 
news at their workshops, outreach programs and so on, should be initiate and implemented as 
well. 
Lastly, bringing more regional and national crowds to the Festival is also crucial. Higher 
attendance means more potential art sales and economic impact of the Festival\. In order to 
achieve this, a larger budget for publicity and marketing in the regional or national media is 
required since it is one of the most effective ways to reach a large audience. Since its first year, 
the Arts Council's publicity and marketing budgets for the Festival has been relatively low, and 
most of them went to the local press. This partially explains why out-of-town visitors in 2002 
only comprised of 27% of the total attendees. However, if the Festival intends to boost its 
economic impact and establish itself as a high quality event in the South, bringing regional or 
national attendees is extremely important because of their relatively higher purchasing power and 
the City's relatively small population compared to other major cities in the country. Again, to 
expand the publicity and marketing budget, the Marketing and Development Department should 
work together with the Fresh Art Festival Department as a team. They should set a goal for the 
number of attendees they want to bring each year, and then discuss how much of a budget for 
publicity and marketing is needed in order to achieve this goal. Afterwards, they should share 
their responsibilities to increase the budget and launch a publicity/marketing campaign based on 
this goal. This would work quite differently from the current mode: the budget is set up based on 
the minimal Festival operational expenses and the marketing is limited to free, local media space. 
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In sum, if the Fresh Art Department doesn't have a leading role in directing the Festival's future, 
or if a collaboration among Arts Council's departments is only routine and not a proactive 
initiative, the growth of the Festival might remain stagnant in the future. 
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Appendix 1.1 Arts Council of New Orleans: 2004 Annual Plan Summary 
OF NEW ORLEANS
 
2004 Annual Plan Summary 
Our Vision: During the next decade, the Arts Council ofNew Orleans will 
nurture world-class art in a viable cultural economy to expanded 
audiences in order to establish New Orleans as an International Center 
for the Arts. 
Our Mission: We believe the arts are essential to the life ofthe 
community. It is the mission of the Arts Council ofNew Orleans to 
support and to expand the opportunities for diverse artistic expression and 
to bring the community together in celebration ofour rich multicultural 
heritage. The Arts Council provides a variety of Cultural Planning, 
Advocacy, Public Art, Economic Development, Arts Education, Grants 
and Service Initiatives focused on its vision ofNew Orleans as a 
flourishing cultural center. 
ARTS COUNCIL OF NEW ORLEANS
 
2004 ANNUAL PLAN
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Goal I: Sustain and expand resources for artists, arts organizations, 
and other nonprofit organizations, that support the development of 
the cultural vitality of the community. 
A.	 Objective: Serve as a major voice to facilitate inclusion ofarts and 
culture perspective in local, regional, and state planning through 
advocacy, public information and strategic alliances. 
B.	 Objective: Increase support to arts organizations and artists and raise 
City per capita investment in the arts from current $.49 to $2.50 by 
2005 
C	 Objective: Sustain governmental contracts to provide arts funding 
through Grants programs. 
D.	 Objective: Manage a complete grants funding process including 
outreach, panel reviews, appeals, allocation of funds, momtoring and 
evaluation. 
E.	 Objective: Assess and strategize services and resources ofEntergy 
Arts Business Program, an arts management and business 
development resource for arts organizations and individual artists. 
Goal II: Increase growth of the cultural economy and expanded 
audiences for the arts through public/private partnership projects. 
A.	 Objective: Sustain Public Art and Design as integral parts of the City's 
comprehensive planning process and cap/tal improvement projects. 
B.	 Objective: Establish the 2004 New Orleans Fresh Art Festival as a 
premier contemporary craft/ art festival in the South while growing 
revenue to sustain agency services. 
Goal III: Develop LOUISIANA ARTWORKS, a multi-use visual arts 
complex for artists at work and for the visiting public, as a flagship 
cultural infrastructure project and implement this goal in conjunction 
with Louisiana Artist Guild Board. 
A.	 Objective: Advance and complete construction ofLOUISIANA 
ARTWORKS for 2004 opening 
B.	 Objective: Complete leasing cafe, art supply store, office and artist 
studios 
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C Objective: Define programs and services for the arts communi~ 
visitors and the local, regional and national communities. Implement 
staffing levels to ensure that they are effectively ready for startup and 
opening operations. 
D.	 Objective: Within the overall agency development plan/ coordinate 
securing ofnational, regional and local funding for completion of 
LOUISIANA ARTWORKS capital campaign/ startup andprogramming 
funds. 
F.	 Objective: Implement the agencys comprehensive national marketing 
plan for the opening ofLOUISIANA ARTWORKS. 
G.	 Objective: Establish operating policies and procedures and financial 
monitoring and controls for LA Ws internal operations. 
Goal IV: Execute Arts Council's goals effectively through planning, 
fundraising, budgeting, marketing, public relations, and efficient 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT. 
A.	 Objective: Increase unrestricted financial support for Arts CounCIl 
programs and services by 20% through comprehensive development 
strategies involving staffand working development committee. 
B.	 Objective: Develop staffand organizational best practices for internal 
planning and coordination. 
C	 Objective: Implement effective financial support system. 
D.	 Objective: Sustain and focus image ofArts Council and Its programs 
andprojects through public relations and marketing plan. Special 
emphasis on opening ofLOUISIANA ARTWORKS. 
E	 Objective: Increase staffing levels/ as fiscal realities a//o~ to ensure 
that programs and services are effectively carried out and that the 
community is adequately served. 
F.	 Objective: Develop and implement technology plan incorporating 
opening ofLOUISIANA ARTWORKS 
G.	 Objective: Develop and implement plan for moving to new faCIlity. 
H.	 Objective: Outline plan and budget for 2005. 
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Appendix 1.2 Arts Council of New Orleans: 2005 Annual Plan Appendix 1.2 
2005 Annual Plan 
Our Vision: During the next decade, the Arts Council ofNew Orleans will 
nurture world-class art in a viable cultural economy to expanded 
audiences in order to establish New Orleans as an International Center 
for the Arts. 
Our Mission: We believe the arts are essential to the life of the 
community. It is the mission of the Arts Council ofNew Orleans to 
support and to expand the opportunities for diverse artistic expression and 
to bring the community together in celebration ofour rich multicultural 
heritage. The Arts Council provides a variety of Cultural Planning, 
Advocacy, Public Art, Economic Development, Arts Education, Grants 
and Service Initiatives focused on its vision of New Orleans as a 
flourishing cultural center. 
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ARTS COUNCIL OF NEW ORLEANS
 
2005 ANNUAL PLAN
 
Goal I: Sustain and expand resources for artists, arts or,ganizations, and other 
nonprofit organizations, that support the development of the cultural vitality of 
the community. 
A.	 Objective: Serve as a major voice to faCIlitate inclusion ofarts and 
culture perspective in loca~ regiona~ and state planning through 
integrated advocac~ public information and strategic alliances. 
1.	 Provide agency leadership in local, regional, statewide and national 
projects to promote and fund the arts through act'ive participation in 
change agents' organizations (i.e. Americans for the Arts, Greater 
New Orleans Inc., Greater New Orleans Foundation, 
NOCCA/Riverfront State Board, etc.) 
2.	 Create an Advocacy Toolkit available to the public through the Arts 
Council website. 
3.	 Assess, redesign as necessary, and disseminate information to the 
public via newsletters, website, Arts Directory, kiosk and e-mail alerts. 
B.	 Objedive: Increase support to arts organizations and artists and raise 
City per capita investment in the arts from current $.49 to at least 
$1. 00 by 2006 
1.	 Form an advocacy committee composed of Board members, 
community leaders and staff aligned to public dollar grants process. 
2.	 Educate city officials and business leaders about the ,importance of 
public policy and funding to support the arts. 
3.	 Provide leadership and support to regional and national cultural 
tourism initiatives to promote the City through the arts. 
C	 Objective: Manage a comprehensive public dollars grants funding 
process including outreach panel review~ appeals/ allocation offunds/ 
monitoring and evaluation. 
1.	 Update and disseminate grant guidelines, application forms and final 
reports as necessary. 
2.	 Continue outreach efforts, with specific focus to minority arts 
organizations and rural communities, through one-on-one 
consultations, meetings, website and direct mail. 
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3.	 Secure and train/orient review panelists based on review and 
adjustment of panel review process. 
4.	 Implement review panels in June and July. Hold appeals panel in 
August. 
5.	 Hold mandatory compliance workshop for all first time grant 
recipients and new project directors. 
6.	 Administer grants allocation process through distribution and 
execution of contracts, checks, and reports. 
7.	 Actively monitor grant funded activities and report accordingly with 
more on-site visits by both grants staff members. 
8.	 Evaluate all elements of process and adjust as necessary for 
2006/2007 deadline. 
D.	 Objective: ProvIde and expand integrated services and resources of 
the Arts Business Incubator as an arts management and business 
development resource for arts organizations and indivIdual artists. 
1.	 Assess need and deliver responsive services to arts organizations. 
2.	 Assess need and deliver responsive services to individual visual and 
performing artists. 
3.	 Assess and deliver responsive services to promote excellence in the 
Tenant Incubation Program. 
4.	 Complete organization of Arts Business Incubator Resource Library 
begun in 2004 
5.	 Create a web-based delivery system offering basic information on 
services, forms, and links pertinent to clients. 
6.	 Assess and maintain Louisiana Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts 
program. 
7.	 Assess, maintain, and evaluate on-going general operations of 
Business Incubator. 
Goal II: Increase growth of the cultural economy and expanded audiences for 
the arts through public/private partnership projects. 
A.	 Objective: Sustain Public Art and Design as integral parts of the Citys 
comprehensive planning process and capItal improvement projects. 
1.	 Provide and expand administration of Arts Council of New Orleans' 
Public Art Program. 
2.	 Complete Percent Projects begun in 2004. 
3.	 Initiate 2005 Percent For Art Plan as refined by staff, Percent For Art 
Committee, and City's Capital Projects Director. 
4.	 Initiate and manage private partnerships for the advancement of 
Public Art throughout New Orleans. 
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B.	 Objective: Increase public access to andparticipation in the arts by 
presenting the Fresh Art Festival as a quality contemporary craft/art 
festival. 
1.	 Assess and modify best practices for operation and execution of 
festival. 
2.	 In conjunction with development office, increase revenue in alignment 
with agency funding goal. 
3.	 Explore collaborative planning with Louisiana ArtWorks in order to 
advance goals of the festival. 
C	 Objective: Launch the opening and operations ofLouisiana 
ArtWorks/ a multi-use visual arts center and cultural destination for 
artists and the general public. 
1.	 Implement program experiences/services for general public visitors. 
2.	 Maintain fiscally responsible and safe shared studios that serve artists 
at all levels of accomplishment. 
3.	 Recruit, train, and maintain a roster of volunteers to staff critical 
points throughout the facility. 
4.	 Develop and systematize professional standards of practice for Front 
Desk and Visitor Services to ensure effective execution of day-to-day 
individual and group sales. 
5.	 Establish and maintain procedures/best practices among individual 
artist studio tenants for effective stewardship of the creative process 
and individual artist growth and development. 
6.	 Meet and exceed projections for Artful Objects, The Store at Louisiana 
ArtWorks, as identified in the Yale Business Plan. 
7.	 Maintain an ongoing solicitation, scheduling, and coordination of 
identified rental spaces in the facility. 
8.	 Establish coordinated agency operating policies and procedures, and 
financial monitoring and controls, for Louisi'ana ArtWorks ,internal 
operations. 
Goal III: Execute Arts Council's goals effectively through planning, fundraising, 
budgeting, marketing, public relations, and efficient general management. 
A.	 Objective: Increase unrestricted financial support for Arts Council 
programs and services by 10% through comprehensive development 
strategies involving staff and working development committees. 
1.	 Private Sector Funding 
2.	 Public Sector Funding 
3.	 Community-wide Activities Appeals 
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B.	 Objective: Develop staffand organizational best practices for internal 
planning and coordination. 
1.	 Evaluate and adjust agency policies and procedures into written manual. 
2.	 Each department will develop and formulize training procedures for new 
staff and continuing education for existing staff. 
3.	 Continue weekly in-house Program Director's meetings to assess 
progress on Annual Plan. 
4.	 Monthly evaluations on program activities with reports by COO to CEO. 
C	 Objective: Implement effective financial support system. 
1.	 Prepare quarterly financial statements/reports for ACI\JO and LAW. 
2.	 Coordinate information sharing between CEO, COO, LAW Director and 
Financial Manager. 
D.	 Objective: Sustain and focus image ofArts Council and Its programs 
andprojects through public relations and marketing plan. Special 
emphasis on opening ofLouisiana ArtWorks. 
1.	 Review and revise Arts Council comprehensive marketing plan on a 
quarterly basis with Logan Marketing. 
2.	 Execute campaign for the promotion of Louisiana ArtWorks. 
E	 Objective: Complete Phase III construction ofLouisiana ArtWorks and 
open professionally managed operational faCIlity 
1.	 Outsource vendors for security, janitorial, waste removal, etc. 
2.	 Establish policies and procedures for bUilding use. 
3.	 Monitor progress of State funding reimbursals and reporting. 
4.	 Initiate post-occupancy survey to set benchmarks for modifications and 
improvements. 
F.	 Objective: Increase staffing levels/ as fiscal realities a//o~ to ensure 
that programs and services are effectively carried out and that the 
community is adequately served. 
G.	 Objective: Define and implement agency technology plan 
1.	 Assess, office staff, equipment, and technology on a quarterly basis with 
IT contractor, CEO and COO. 
2.	 Create technology handbook in conjunction with IT contractor for agency 
employees. 
H.	 Objective: Outline plan and budget for 2006. 
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Appendix 1.3 Bylaws of the Arts Council of New Orleans 
Arts Council of New Orleans
 
By-Laws
 
Article I. Purpose 
Section I. To plan, create, encourage, promote, nurture and produce cultural and arts activities in the City 
of New Orleans; to advocate and promote the improvement of the social and economic environment for 
both individual artists and arts organizations; to provide the City government with services and citizen 
participation in support of the City government's role in the arts, including advice to the Mayor and to other 
public officials and bodies on matters concerning the arts; to demonstrate concern for the physical 
environment of the city; to build support and constituency for the arts, both city-wide and in 
neighborhoods; to enhance the image of the City through the arts; and to interpret though educational 
means the activities of individual artists and cultural organizations to the general public. 
Section 2. No matter what other purposes are enunciated in the Articles of Incorporation or in these 
Bylaws, it is specifically inherent in the organization and operation of this corporation that the corporation 
sha!.1 be organized exclusively for charitable and educational purposes and that at all times this corporation 
shall act as a nonprofit corporation as that term is defined in Section 501 c (3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954 (or corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Code). 
Article II. Board of Directors 
Section I. Composition. The Board of Directors shall consist of not more than 32 members, half of whom 
shall be appointed by the mayor of the City of New Orleans from a slate of candidates submitted by the 
Nominating Committee (those referred to herein as "public sector" members) and, the other half of whom 
(referred to as "private sector" members) shall be elected by the Board. 
Section 2. Term of Office. Directors shall serve 3-year terms with membership rotating so that 
approximately one third of the members are elected annually. Vacancies shall be filled for the remainder of 
unexpired terms. Directors are eligible for election to a second term of three years. After two consecutive 
terms, members must rotate off the Board upon expiration of their second term unless they hold or are 
elected to office. Such members may continue to serve throughout their term of office. (Partial terms served 
to fill unexpired terms of resigning members shall not be considered as part of the two-term limitation.) 
Section 3. Vacancies. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as for appointment or election to the 
Board of Directors, that is, the Nominating Committee shall propose candidates to the Board of Directors to 
fill Board vacancies. Nominations for public sector Board vacancies shall be submitted by the Board of 
Directors to the Mayor for appointment. Nominations for private sector Board members shall be brought to 
the Board for election. 
Section 4. Duties. The Board of Directors shall have final responsibility for the formation of the policies 
and overall management of the corporation and shall conduct its activities according to the Charter and 
Bylaws. 
Section 5. Meetings. The Board of Directors shall meet at least quarterly. Special meetings of the Board of 
Directors may be requested by two-thirds (2/3rds) of the members of the Board of Directors evidencing 
their request in writing, and addressing such request to the President of this corporation, or, upon call of the 
President, provided that at least 48 hours notice is given each member of the Board of Directors. Thirty 
percent (30%) of the total membership of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum of the Board. 
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Section 6. Meeting Attendance. Upon the expiration of a full term as Directors of the Council, those 
members of the Board who, without good cause, have attended less than fifty percent (50%) of the called 
meetings during the last two years preceding the expiration of their terms, shall not be eligible for re­
election until a period of one year has elapsed. 
Section 7. Appointment and Election. Directors whose terms of office commence on January, 1985, shall 
be appointed/ejected as follows: 10 members (5 public sector,S private sector) elected for a one-year term. 
II members (5 private sector, 6 public sector) elected for a 2-year term, and II members (6 private sector, 
5 public sector) elected for a 3-year term. 
Article III. Executive Committee 
Section 1. Composition. The Executive Committee shall be composed of the officers and the Chairmen of 
the standing committees. 
Section 2. Duties and Meetings. The Executive Committee shall have full authority to act on behalf of the 
corporation during the intervals between meetings of the Board of Directors, except that the Executive 
Committee is not authorized to spend or commit to spend sums in excess of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000). Fifty percent (50%) of the Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum 
Article IV. Officers 
Section 1. Composition. The officers of the corporation shall be the President, one or more Vice­
Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
Section 2. Nomination and Election. The officers shall be elected from a single slate of officers presented 
to the Board by the Nominating Committee at the regular meeting held during the last quarter of each year. 
Additional nominations may be made, in writing, by three (3) board members, with the nominee's written 
consent to have her name placed in nomination likewise submitted with the nomination. These additional 
nominations must be received by the Nominating Committee at least fourteen (14) days prior to the 
meeting of the Board called for the purpose of electing officers. 
Section 3. Term of Office. The term of office shall be for two (2) years, and no officer shall be eligible to 
serve for more than two (2) consecutive terms in the same office. If a vacancy occurs in an elected office, it 
shall be filled by the Nominating Committee subject to the approval of the Board of Directors. 
Section 4. Duties. Each of the officers of this corporation shall carry out the duties normally performed by 
officers of similarly constituted corporations. 
Article V. Advisory Board 
Section 1. Appointment. The Board of Directors may appoint such persons as it deems desirable to act as 
the Advisory Board of the Arts Council of New Orleans. The Advisory Board shall be composed of person 
whose knowledge, interest, and abilities can be of benefit to the Arts Council. The number of persons 
appointed to constitute the Advisory Board shall be determined at the sole discretion of the Board of 
Directors. 
Section 2. Purpose. It shall be the purpose of the Advisory Board to provide advice and assistance to the 
Board of Directors on matters relating to the Arts Council as the Board of Directors deems necessary. 
Members of the Advisory Board may serve as active or ex-officio members of Arts Council committees. 
Section 3. Nomination and Election. Nominations for membership on the Advisory Board shall be made 
by the Nominating Committee, and members shall be elected by the Board. 
Section 4. Meetings. The Advisory Board shall meet at least once a year. 
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Article VI. Executive Director 
There shall be a paid Executive Director selected and employed by the Board of Directors. The Executive 
Director shall carry out policies and programs established by the Board of Directors; shall employ such 
full-time and part-time staff and consultants as are appropriate to carry out those policies and programs; 
and shall be in charge of the day-to-day operations of those policies and programs. 
Article VII. Committees 
Section 1. The President, upon the advice of the officers, shall appoint the Chairmen of the following 
standing committees, except for the Financial Committee Chairman, who, in all cases, shall be the 
Treasurer of the corporation. 
a.	 The Nominating Committee. There shall be a Nominating Committee, consisting of a 
Chairman and no more than ten (10) members. The function of this committee shall be: 
1.	 Prepare a single slate of candidates for election to the various elective offices of 
the corporation; 
2.	 Provide names to the Mayor of the City of New Orleans for his consideration as 
public section Board members. 
3.	 Provide nominations for election by the Board private section names to fill 
private sector vacancies. 
Section 2. Each standing committee shall be composed of a minimum of four (4) members of the Board of 
Directors, in addition to the President. In the event a member of the Committee serves in any capacity with 
a group or organization submitting a proposal for c.onsideration, he/she will excuse himseWherself from the 
Committee during the time said proposal is being considered. 
Section 3. The President shall appoint other committees to expedite the work of the corporation. 
Article VIII. Earnings 
Section 1. As is provided in the Articles of Incorporation, no part of the net earnings of this corporation 
shall inure to the benefit of or be distributable to members, officers or other private persons, except that this 
corporation shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and 
to make payments and distributions in furtherance of the purposes set forth above. 
Section 2. Any sums which shall accumulate in the Treasury shall be used exclusively for the 
accomplishment of the purposes of this corporation as stated in the Articles of Incorporation and amplified 
in these By-laws. 
Article XI. Amendments 
These By-laws may be amended at any regular or special meeting of the Board of Directors, which shall be 
attended by not less than 1/3 of the members of such Board of Directors, by a vote of two thirds (2/3rds) of 
those present provided that fifteen (lS) days' notice of such meetings shall be given, advising that 
amendments to the By-laws are to be considered at such meeting. 
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Appendix 2.1 The Arts Council of New Orleans Membership Benefits Sheet 
Enjoy these great membership benefits all_sear long! 
BENEFITS FOR liLL MEMBERS:	 • Access to Riverland Credit Union 
•	 Express admission [Q Louisiana ArtWorks • InvitJtlons to Public Art Dedications 
•	 Discounted or free Arts Incubator •	 Arts Council Newsletter 
•	 Recognition in Annual Report Workshops 
•	 Invitations and Discounts on Special Events • Free Legal Clinics 
•	 10"/0 Discount in Artful Objects, the store at • Opportunities for Entrepreneurial Training 
Louisiana ArtWorks 
Choose the membership that is right for you and enjoy Unlimited FREE Admission all year! 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
225 Buronne St., Suite l712 
New Orleans, LA 70112-17l2 
phone 504523.l465 
fa:< 504.529.2430 
Wl,,,('N. artsc aunc i10 Iill::Worlea nS.org 
STUDENT $25 
•	 Free Oldmission to Louisiana ArtWorks for 1 full time 
student with proof of enrollment 
•	 Free imitation to Members-Only GriJnd Opening of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
INDIVIDUAL $35 
•	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits for 
1 acdt nOlmed on membership card. 
•	 Free inVitation to Member,-Only Grand Opening of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
DUAL $50 
•	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits
 
for 2 adults
 
o	 Free invitation to Members-Only Opening Day of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
HOUSEHOLD $75 
o	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits for 
2 adults and up to 6 children under 18 years old 
o	 Fr~ in'iitation to Members-Only Opening Day of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
ARTS ADVOCATE $t25 
o	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits for 
2 adults and up to 6 kids and lone-time guest pass. 
o	 Free Invit3tion to Members-Only Opening Day or
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
ARTS PATRON $250 
o	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits for 
2 adults and up to 6 kids and 2 one-time guest passes 
•	 Free invitation to Members-Only Opening Day of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks for same 3dults and children
 
•	 2 tickets to the Fresh Art Festival Preview Party
 
Invitations to private receptions with guest artists
 
ARTS AMBASSADOR $500 
o	 Free admission to LOUisiana ArtWorks and benefits for 
2 adults and up to 6 kids and 4 one-time guest passes 
•	 Free II1vltation to Members-Only Opening Day of .
 
Louisiana ArtWorks for same udults and children
 
o	 2 tickets to the Fresh Art Festival Preview Party 
ARTS AMBASSADOR $500 (coiltl: 
•	 Invitations to private receptions With guest artists 
•	 2 tickets to the Mayor's Arts Awards LuncheQn 
•	 Free ,imitation to the Major Donors Party 
•	 A private behind the scenes preview tour & reception
 
with the Drrector of Louisiana ArtWorks and CEO of,
 
the Arts Council
 
RENAISSANCE CIRCLE $1,000 
•	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits 
for 2 adults and up to 6 kids and 6 one-time guest passes 
•	 Tickets to Preview Gala (a $300 value) 
•	 Free invitation to Members-Only Opening Day of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
•	 2 tickets to the Fresh Art Festival Preview Party 
o	 Invitations to private receptions with guest artists 
•	 2 tickets to the Mayor's Arts Awards Luncheon 
o	 Free invitation to the Major Donors Purty 
•	 A private behind the scenes preview tour & reception
 
with the Director of Louisiana ArtWorks and CEO of
 
the Arts Council
 
•	 Special viewing hours for specific exhibitions 
THE PINNACLE CLUB $5,000 
•	 Free admission to Louisiana ArtWorks and benefits for
 
2 adults and up to 6 kids and 8 one- time guest passes
 
•	 2 Patron tickets for the Louisiana ArtWorks' Preview
 
Gala (a $500 value)
 
•	 Free imitation to Members-Only Opening Day of
 
Louisiana ArtWorks
 
o	 2 tickets to the Fresh Art Festival Preview Party 
•	 Invitations to private receptions with guest artists 
o	 2 tickets to the Mayor's Arts Awards Luncheon 
•	 Free inVitation to the Major Donors Party 
•	 A private behind the scenes preview tour & reception
 
with the Director of Louisiana ArtWorks and CEO of
 
the Arts Council
 
•	 A private tour with the Director of a select exhibition,
 
and special viewing hours for specific exhibitions
 
•	 A Special Pinnacle Club gift 
•	 Complimentary invitation for 2 to attend exclusive,
 
quarterly Pinnacle Club parties
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Appendix 3.1 2005 Fresh Art Annual Plan 
2005 Fresh Art Festival Annual Plan 
B.	 Objective: Establish the 2005 Fresh Art Festival as a premier fine
 
art/contemporary craft festival in the South while growing revenue.
 
Strategies: 
1.	 Continue to implement Call to Artist process nationally and increase the database of 
potentia1 artis ts. 
2.	 Sustain publicity efforts. 
a.	 Continue to work with NOTMC for publicity on neworleansonline.com 
b.	 Maintain information on website and with Marketing to maximize exposure. 
c.	 Work with Logan Marketing/COO to maximize publicity via calendar listings, 
press releases, etc. 
d.	 Continue sponsorship with WDSU for the production of the PSA's. 
e.	 Continue partnership with NOPG for the production of Festival program, while 
allowing exploration of other venues that may behoove the Festival. 
3.	 Maintain high standards of best practices as the Festival grows. 
a.	 Explore areas for increased effectiveness of the Festival Committee. 
b.	 Secure 2 Judges of regional &/or national prominence. 
c.	 Secure 5 distinguished Jurors. 
d.	 Continue memberships in NAIA, IFEA, and print publications such as Sunshine 
Artist 
e.	 Continue on-going research on leading festival materials to establish best 
practices/recommendations; write a report on suggestions for areas of 
improvement. 
f.	 Conduct post-festival evaluation based on best practices and recommendations 
from artists and the Committee; compile results and file a written report. 
g.	 Continue to refine logistical plan to maximize space available. 
4.	 Work with Development Department to grow revenue according to overall budget 
goals. 
5.	 Continue to modify procedures to increase and better utilize Volunteer support. 
6.	 Explore best approach for coordination of Louisiana ArtWorks programming and 
space with Fresh Art Festival. 
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The ARTS COUNCIL OF NEW 
ORLEANS invites you \0 join as one 
of the juri"d exhibilors at the firsl 
annual FRESH ART FESTIVAL 
on Sat~rday and Sunoay, Octobor 21 
& 22, in New Orleans" vibrant 
WAREHOUSE ARTS DISTRICT. A 
IwO day outdoor event, the Fresh Art 
Festival'is specifically designed 10 
showcase high quality artwork to the1­
legions of visitors who make New 
Orleans tI,eir lavorile destination-and 
for local New Orlaanians,' who have 
embraced the Warehouse Arts District 
as an ,exs:iting new center of arts and 
culture. Artist demonstrations, hands·, 
on art activities for ohHdren, music 
performances and plenly of food and 
I 
drink complete this celebralion of theI crealiveP,spirit. The assistance of the 
I LOUISiANA ,CRA.FT GUILD, a special 
I' partner in the planning and preparation 01 this even~ is gratefUlly acknowledged. 
Louisiana ArtWorks 
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-The year 2000' marks the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Ihe Arts ,Councii of New >
't:lOrleans, a non-profit organization which 
"'0
supporls the development of the ;:;.­cultural economy, the creation 01 ~ opportunilies for expanding audiences ....
....and promotion 01 the city as an inlerna­ o 
lionai cenler for Ihe arls. The Arts ?Council provides an extensive list 01 
services including advocacy, economic N 
odevelopment, arts education, and grant o
and service initiatives. ' " o 
The organization's newest project is 
LOUISIAN/\ ARTWORKS, a slale-of­
the-art lacility that will house major 
studios in glass, printmaking, metal and 
ceramics, as well as individual studios, 
an arts marketplace, learning center 
and offices for arls-relaled businesses, 
Scheduled to open in the Fail of 2001, 
Louisiana ArtWorks will be located in 
the Warehouse Arts District direclly 
adjacent to II,e Fresh Art Festl'/al, site. 
We ~re prj',ileJed to \'Yolcome Janet Koplos; Senior • ,ApptkalionShow Di:ltes ~It OEADulJ£ May ." 2000. 
DClob.. 20·22, 2000 Editor 01 Art in America, New York City. janet KOPIOS'j • CheCk/money oldef mada paj':sble to lhe·'\rl-s·Counclf 01 R.lurn 10: Fresh An F~sli'/al 
New Olloans lor $15 non·relundable IpptJe3tionJ!'Jfy f" Arts CaU1lC~ 01 New Orleans 
SeparalO chec1<'~on.y ordtH lor $200 boolh !1It! 225 ~roone Street, Suile 1712 ~'iriler, editor and art critic, has contributed more than 1,500\ Where­ le',iaws and _articles to dozens 01 l'eriodicaJs incilJdingIn Ihe Historic Warehouse Arts District Booth lee will be lelurnad WIth sfldU II not accepled.	 Ne·.Orleans,LA 70112·1712American Ceramics, American CraN, Flberar1s, FlashArt, ~00 SI. joseph S'- between Howard and S'- Chartes Avenues • Four 2" :I. 2" $l~ndard 3S mm slidU. Three sndrtS 01
 
N~w O/leans, louisiana work 10 be uhiblled and olle slide of lenl display.
Glass, ,\IelalslflJ/h, and Sculplure during Ihe course 01 her ~ Anisl Name /$tI1&I pcInt or tn.'e)
Time	 career. A senior edilor ler. An in America:. she is currently ~ 'Please lab'll tilde accofding to drawing below to corle" 
sering as a jury member for Ihe Colorado Cour.cil on the '-; 
.pond wilh "i, apPlica~lion. • •••Friday: Sel·Up 9 a.m.·S p.rn.
 
Preview PatTy 7·10 p.m.
 Social Security 1~"I01 ... _ .....-, ~ '~-:.11001,Arts and Ihe Colsen_Prize lor Conteml'orary Basketr; in E .Tokyo. II is an honor 10 haye such an internalion· ~ ~~...
 
10 am',lo 6 p.m., Sunday ally distioguished judge for the Fresh An FestiYaL 1

10 a.m. 10 6 p.m., Saturday 
Business Narr.c 
~ • Appllcalions musllflclude SASE .... llh sullicienl postage
--l Application Fee' $15.00 -. lor relurn'or slides wilh accl:"planCe notification. ACCress
.j:::>.	 ~ Boolh Fee $200.00 
Booth Size 10' x 10' ~~,;I~~gi-;ff~~~}9~2:~~~;:;~~)~;:f:' ~ I Slide" 1 Descriplion T.ilie/Price City Slale· Zip7br~"ole~~c1I1'L~c.ta...td ....... 0:
 
..Gull A !SiJ'J1iJ!1l,:l,Dbktl ," ... 01 chI(~
 
b.mzs ""~;, nUft* catl -	 Besl of Show $2,000 Home Phone Studio PhoneSlide 1t2 DeSCription 'tillelPrice 
Outstanding Achievament $1,500
Exhibiting Members Distinguished Recognition $1,000	 F.. ema.ilollhe SlJde'3 Uescnp(Jon -llllelPnce
 
Louisiana Crall Guild Slide .4 Display
The People '5 Choice Award
 
will have lhe LeG logo
 pt(.l5lCht:CIi,C"T(~0fl1TM.\TIUJ~U'l)jf·fI'OIIIJ.YOiJ.l.flt.efJU~ 
P'I6lY*itfhf ....... 19Pbfi;l,1. WId..." Mtd;"IlHIlI\.'1I~· 
tJf Nrdl di.<innt bOrfy d ...otton their booth.	 ·E~hib'iIOls. must b~ pre~enllot the Friday Nlghl Preview Party Ifom 7 p.m. 10 lO·p,m . j?C:""'::-'- '.. \- ; J', 12' (or: ,ft;~ ;".",1, 
.. - "i\DJenernr;..~elea5.e:l' o Baskels o Glo.. o PholOfJf'Fhy '·I··~·. cRAFn "'.:t.~' ...~.1 ~I~"~' "J~ ~ 'i~i "'~-:'" ~ ~. :.t:(.... tt ~i ,,;:' :~"N(~A o Ceram;e,; o JoY/elry	 o P,inJmakilil
..i1;';:;~i?Ht~~'~:~:'·-" "·r'·~::":·:'b<''''rl~·~{~_;~~~,~~~f·:~'1:­
I h,r'by lewu, tiM fOf'Vtl dilodlilr;' ~. AJU C.OYlld 01 7-hw OI~anJ" o Dra.ing	 o Sculplure'G;-;;-).t::.-~ .. ,~"Ffl t:g'[ [ltU'~·:,,,,"P.'-,,L:;~' ~~!~f{f~t~%9J~*~9g:~	 o Me'" 
all,ll0nWfWIQ O'VIDIUllOnt. 'he t;;ly of"..".. Dla..",. boards, .mplo~ot.••.-,~~'trl~~~~\~:~~~_' .... "., ~!~.:U<"~~~~~~,~:t:	 ag.nr~ .n.d v(lIul'l~"PI IroR) Illy 1.'P.on..IlAJI,/. plttofl1ll bb-l.t." cl.'lI't', o fillar o MaEldMcdia 
101.& 01 d.lug_ 1I1.lrlg oul 01 O! '" CfInJt,m'tlcJ\. .1lJ"! mJ ,pl"b!Son 10 Of o Furnilure o Pa~W~!11:lAll works created musl b~ orii)inals. Printed works tor 1.	 Anisls musl be present to exhibil their WIrllor bolh days 01 the p,pfk~"lbn In In, ,"rull Arl FUll", whkll fs nOI rnpo".lIte Ivl any In" o Wood 
lestiVal. , I~ry 'Ulola~d tl~ uh"ieor. 01 ouull .... "11••!a'l1I IP.lU dnign'\td lor o FG~'M o 0'10.' _which the artist hand manipulated the plates, stones or ul'lllll,. f'1ll11l.f, I unlhll.t~od !,.1I111 Slo'. «Iy In ... "fly ~ho." rl,~ "dt.'lout
 
screens and which have been property hand numbered uupl'on Of ..,il.I;on. By ilgnlnO Ii'll. liPpk.lton IQfJ:;l. Ap-pliunl Ie·
 2. Mists musl prollide IheJf own o.!play boottl, weights 10 anchor lenlS, lables and chairs The si1e will not a!tow slake~ Of nab Il.nolOllG.gu linin; r,cel"d alllS! lI"pllulQn illld _grin 10 .,,'-'. by

.od signed as limited aditions may ba emeled in tha print· into the concrele. Arrange(,fletllS musl be made to anch(Jr lents, 'uk' ul Ionh ".,,:n. '\P9I1aAI IQ,UI ifill ,.,.. 1.1It1_lItd 101 tut'(k\~
 
making eetegor;, Pholographic prints made from artisrs 3.	 Boom space coMOl be shaJ!d, but ycu may requesl a double .0 CHECK HERE If YOU ARE AMEMBER OF THE~:.t~flt:i·~~:·:ISO~~~;~~\~~~~:'·~~:::'~I1~~~~:;	 ~~~o~:~~~:: ~:1 lOUISIANA CRAFT GUllO.original negative which have been processed by the aillSl booth al an additriaal boolh cosl 
.,... Ill. n.nd._r~h .11 lor&h. illnc! (~IIIl1.' APP""ill ''G1lI1S Ih'llllCn "0"
 
are included in the phctography calegory. No machine
 4. Sales la)i must be re;X>l'\cd. Packets wilt be disldbuled at regis· ... ,. tI. Wnm;doiltl1y '.mo....d U~IIUII l.qlll.1 by oll'lr.••, '.lIulI 10 ",no~.
 
,lIell.ork mar IUul In rl1.o",.lnl ,,"poP.klllt !(om snow at ... ~llH p'illll)'

made or mass produced, commercial cast work will be il'd lIolft lulul' IIt,tll::ipll2on. II .e~pltlll ,...-,,11, ijflr-l "CUO pllm'UlOn
 Iration and a represf;,talive .....11 be present 10 collect tax che...-1c:,s	 o CHECK HERE If YOU ARE INTERESTED IN and nlol'Tna:ion. .	 DEMONSTRATING.10 \,lU ,";Sn 1 /II~e 1~.I.d, 10 produ-u on. hplc.lt. (Opy 01 tac:hpermined. Work that has been produced with commercial S. M accepted ip~k:allon is a commitmenlto exJlibiL No reluods ·,lill'lo G'. uud to' ptlbllc f.lIl1on:L-'U'ld IO~.rt1all'lO. 
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New Orleans
 
Fresh Art Festival
 
October 19.20.21,2001
 
Sponsored by the
 
Arts Covncil of New Orleans
 
You Jre invited to :.pply to be: ont of the juried 
ex.hibitors at the ,nIlu,1 FRESH ART FF5TfV,IL spon­
son::d b}r the ArlS Council of New Orle:lns un S:lturJ:J)' 
and SunJJy, October 20 and 21 in New Orlc~Jns' ..-ibnnr 
W;JrchOLlS~ ,\[[$ DisrricL This new r~vo d:ly Olildoor 
C\"tnt showc.ases high qualify arrwork to the lhl)U5Jnds 
of visitQrs wbo mJkt Nt."w Orle111S [heir f:l\'orilf: dl:Slj· 
natioll-Jnd for IOCJl New Or/I;.tnbns, who h:m:: 
enlbr.Jced the \'t';lft'hOL15t: Arts District ;IS :10 t..:xciring 
J.It'.J of :..lflS ;J"nd culture. 
Preview P;Lrty, :tJ1ist dcmonstrJtion.s, h;lOds·on 3rt 
actjvities for chiJdrt:n, ;md of course, gre3r t'.'ew OrkJns 
music ;lnd fom] m;lke [his one of (he finest Jud most 
fun (e.,i",ls. 
Pril.c mone)' will be JVJilablc for 3'....:lrds, bJ~cd upon 
on-site show jlldgillg. 
Bcsi of ShC)\1{ 
.$2.000 
OUls[;J.nding Ach.ievcmcnt .$ 1,500 
Di.s[il1gllish~d Recognition 
.SI.000 
AdditionaUy, sevcr;ll Purch:l..'lc AWQrtts will b~ dislrlb­
ut~d. 
The New Orlc:lns Fresh An Ftsti"':il commjrtee is 
pleased to welcome D:.I\'id RC\'ttt McFadJen. Chjcf 
CLlr:lcor Jnd \'ict President for Progr;tnls ;lnd 
Collections :H the Amerlc:J.n Crafts I\!u,"ieum in Nt=w 
Yurk Ciry. Previousl}', Mr. McF:J(tden \V15 E:u:::cutive 
DirectOr of the Millinnt ROb~r$ t\lu5cum nLNonhtTn 
New Mexico in 1':lOS; Cur.uor of Decor-Hire: Arts ill the 
Coopcr·HrwiH N:Hion:t1 Dcsig" Museum of the: 
Sm.iih501l.i~1I1 lnslinllio.n: :lnd,:t fOllnding n,colbc.r and 
professor of Ihe Coopc:r-Hewiu MusC'um Parson School ~ 
of Design M.A. progr.lOl. During his outslanlling carter, ~ Mr.l\IcF:tdclen h;ts org:lniud over on( hunJrcd exhibi­
"1
lions on decorative :IriS, design ;lnll cnft, cOH::ring the .... 
arts from anciCJlt to cOlllempor;try times.	 'Tj 
(t> 
en
....
.....~i ::1~~4~~~W;· :'~';t<~~'2:"~)~~~!~ff;sh < ~ 
A panel of distinguished :misrs will meel in 1\1a)' to ~ 
review lhe submitted slides. Sdrclion is b:tScd on qual­ 't:l 
ir)' and original.iry. NOlillcatiol1 h:ncrs will he m:Jilcd 'E.
..... 
no l:lttr than May 30, 200l. Addition-al in/armarian will ~ 
be sent rcgardins parking, prdt=rClltial hotd rJtts :md ~ 
....
.....
other pcrtint=nt informatioll. o 
P 
N 
o 
o,... 
TIll: yr.::Jr ,DOl I1fJrks the: Iwrnty-si.xth ;lOni .... ersary of
 
the Atl..:; (Olllll.':U of New Orl~n.s, a nOll-profit organilj,tion
 
which supports rile: dC'\'e\opnJt::nt of rhe culrur;\J economy,
 
thll l...fl:;ltirm uf oppornlllil.ia for exp:mdlflg :mdie:nccs
 
:tnd promotiun of tht: dt)' as:In lnle:rn3I1oll~1 cenler for 
tilt: :lrts. Till.' Ans COUlldl pl'O\'idCS JJ1 extensive lisr of 
5t..:rvict:s induJing ;IU\,()(iK)'. tL:Orlolltic ul.:\'eIOpmcOl, :lrtS
 
edllc;1tioll, ;Iod sr:ult Jnd servict' Inlti:uin:s.
 
Tht' nc....... t:sr .\.rt~ (ound.l proJtCl is louisi:lna
 
Arl\\',)rts. TI'lis IS ;1 .st;llt~f-lhe·:lft f3cilil)' rhJI will
 
hOllse nJ:.ljor studios in gl:lSS, priJltmaking, rncl:tl and 
ccr.lI11ic.s,:lS well :lS individu;lt sludios,:ln ;tr(s m:lrktt­
placl:, It::arnialg ceOltr,:J.nd officl:$ for JrlS-relalCt.l busi­
nesses. $cheJ.ulc.:d to open in 2002, Louisi:lIla ArtWorks 
will b~ IOCIll':u in the W:Irt:;.hOll~t:: ..\ns Disuin directly
 
ad}aCCl'll to tht frl'sh All feSli\I:l.1 ~i[c.
 
J\ppucltion Fee .. .$\5.00 
10 x 10 Buoth . .$200.00 
Each ;tpplici\tIOD muSt be JccomparuL"d br m'o c!1t:cks 
m:IlJe pilY:Jbl~ to [he Arts COllnCU of Nc~\' Orkans, onc 
for $15.00 l!ld the other for $200.00 ($225 for corner 
booth.) 
TIle S) 5 appUciH.ion fee is non·refundable and 
will be JepOs,iltd lIpon receipt. 
The $200 ex.hibition fee will be held until 
acceptJOcc of the applicant. The check will be 
dL'posiled ten days after oorificllion letters :lre 
mailed. 
-J 
0\ 
1.	 ArtisLS must be present to exhibit [hcir work for 
both da)'s of the fc~tiv:ll and at the Preview P:lrty. 
2,	 Ani~(:1 mU!i1 providc their own displa)' booth :lnd 
sides. wcights (Q :l.Ochor tents, t:tblcs and chairs. TIle 
sitt: will nO( lllow S[;)\.:t:S or nJiJs ilHU the concrete. 
Arr.JIlgcruents must be maUl: 10 anchor tems. 
Corn<:r booths arc lvail:lbk for:J. higher fcc. (See 
Fees sl"crion) 
3.8omh sp:tce CJMO( be shared, but you olay request 
a double: bomh. 
'L\ni:Hs rClai.n aU rt::\'cnucs from the salt of their 
work; however, a s:lles tax muSt bl" collt.'ctL'd Jnd 
reponcd.Approprilte forms 'will be distribuled :H 
check·in. 
S.An :lcccptcd application is J conunitmem to exhibit. 
TIle shdes of sdcc(ed artislS will be kept for publici· 
ry purposes. No refunds \viU be made for canceU;l· 
lion Of in CJSt: of inclemem 1\'t.:;,ul1er. 
G.At kas[ 7;':19 of :lrt'work displayed muSt bt' for S:1Ic. 
For more information
 
ple.se direct questions 10 M.rth. L.ndrum
 
(5041523·1465
 
F.x: \504\ 529·2430 
Web	 site: artscouncilneworleansoorg 
£.. mail: acno@acadiancomonet 
AU works cre;ucd must be originals. Printed works for 
which tJ1( ~nj51 hJnd manipu\:lIcd the pl:l!ts, stones, or 
screens J(ld \vhjeh have bcel1 properl,. h:lnd numbercd 
:lnd signed as lil1litn! editions m;.tr be eiHc:rcd i.n lhe 
printlll:Ibng cHegorr- PhOIOg.r.tpllic pri.nts made from 
artist'S origin;d Ilcgalive which havc been processed by 
lhl: ;lrtist :1re included in the phowgr:lphr category. No 
m:Khioe made or mass produced, commcrciJI CIS[ 
wurk will be permjued. Work tIl:!! has bern produced 
with commercial kits, molds, p:tuc:rns, plJns or prefabri­
cated forms Or other commercial methods a~ not per­
mitled. 
ME:.1BER 
~ 
ARIIIT HAMI 
•MEDIUM
.:;~ ~ 
.( 
POSTMARKED ClEAr-LIN< MAY 1, 2001
 
MAIL TO Fresh Art Festival, Art. Council of New Orleans
 
225 Baronne Street, Suite 17 i 2 • New Orleans, LA 70112
 
First Name	 lost Nome 
Business/Studio Name [please circle how you ...... ish ycur bcolh sign 10 read.) 
Addre" 
City	 Siale Zip 
Horne Phooe Sludia Phcne Fax 
E-mail address 
o Check here if you ..auld be "illing 10 demon,'rote. 
o Check here Ihe cOlegory which best describes your wor~. 
o Baskets 0 Ceramics 0 Drawing 0 Fiber 0 Furnirure 
o Glau 0 Jewelry 0 Melal 0 Mixed Medio 0 Painring 
o Photography 0 Sculpture 0 Print' 0 wood 0 Other 
Please nole thaI a separate application, !i.e! of slides. and iury fee must be 5.ubmiHed for each different COlegory 
Slides
 
The following de,criplionl mUl' be provided and correloled 10 the appropriately numbered ,Iide,.
 
Slide #1 DelCtiption/Tille Price $ _
 
Slide #2 Delcriplion/Title	 Price $ _ 
Slide #3 DelCiplion/Title	 Price $ _ 
Slide #4 Dilploy 
Release
 
I herebt releos.e o",j !or~..er dischotS'! lhe AflS Council of N~ Orleons, all S(X)n'-Oring crganiloliora. /he City of Nt...... Or&eofU, boords, e~nployees.
 
ose,.,I~ end voIvfll~a (rom ony r~1p(lIUib~ity. ~(WIlolliobility. doirnl, km Cf clo;nogc (Iri1ing oul of or in coniuncliGn .,..,~ myapplicotion 10 or partiei­

poliOtl in :he Fresh Art Fesli\IQ! whIch is not responsible fOf ony inj'Jry sustained by l!xhibilon Q( gtlcsh while .... ilhin space de'~1ed 10( e;o;hib;~.
 
FlJf!her, luooenlond !tQI I slore my art 01 any given risk W"in.oul fr)l,ception QJI lilTtllation. By iigning rhi1 opplicolian form, A~onl ocknowledges hav­

ing (e<:~jved crtiil application and agrees to obido by rules \l!1 lorm ~e\" A,ppI'lGlnl ogrtc<es Ihol s!ides s.,rbrMted for jurying CI, rtp'**lla1ive of Ihe
 
wor\: 10 be exhibited ood the AO'IO reservf:!S the ri9hi in iii sa!u/ion to odYi~e ApplN::oot of any .....ork that does not 11'Ie(l! the sroodord1 ier farm ortd ~
 
Ihe Applicanr agrees that such work wili be immediate~ relTlO'oled vpCil reoqu!!st by officials. Foibrl! to r-emo¥t svch wOfb may r-ewh In ~\e fMlO"ol r:J
 
Applicanl from show at .....ell Oi prohibi!ed from Mure participation. tl ce~ I hereby 9(onl ACNO pCfm;uion 10 lne sJ;de, I hO',e submilled, 10 pro­

d\Ke one duplicate copy of ~h slide 10 be used fot pubtt< relotiom and od .... li~ng.
 
Applicon(s Signature	 Dole _ 
Social Security Number IRl:q'Jircd if F-rize ~ awarded 1	 _ 
'.
 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
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new orleans
 
ARTS COUNCIL 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
.. • II • • 
2002
 
application
 
.. • II • iii 
NEW ORLEANS
 
FRESH ART FESTIVAL
 
OCTOBER 18, 19 & 20, 2002 
an invitation 
You are invited to apply 10 be one oIlhe. .)1."'«:0 exhibllOr'S 
at tho 2002 ~'EW ORL£ANS FRESH ART FESTIVAL .po". 
SOI"ed by the Arts COllnc11 of Nt:w O.~a"s 011 $a(urcbay and 
Sunday. October 19 i'nd 20 in New O,tt,UlS' vttxdlll 
\\l.uehoose N15 DiMslcl. nus new two day oUldoor e\'e.nl 
showcases high quality arrwork (0 {he thousands of vlsllOrs 
who makp New Orleans their fiworile destinal.lon-and for 
local New Orleanlafls, who have embraclod th~ Wareh~ 
Ans Disu-ict is an exciting atea of .:'1m: and cllhurc. 
Preview Party, arllst demonstnUlorlS. hal'ds·on art activ{­
ties for children. and of course. gre:l1 Nc:w Olle3Hs music 
and food IT'tiake this one or Ow o"CSt and most fun fes(\VnLs 
awards 
POle money ..... ill be aVillI..ble for 3wards, 
based upon ull-sile show judging 
Bes. of Show .1 1.000 
3 AWluds of b:ccllenct: $500 each 
judge 
~ 
"0 
"0 
~ 
::l
about us 0..
• • • • • 
S<. 
~ 
The year 2002 marks Ihc Iwenl)'·s,e1.cnlh ann.lv~rs.':lIY of Nlhe AIlS Couod! of New 01 Jeans. i non proOI orgaofl.&.doll ~ 
whlc:h supports t~ dC\letopmenL of l..he cuhuri'll ecOl}lIl1ly. 
the CRd!ion of opporlun1rie.~ for expanding awilic.llct'$ and >-3 
::Tpromolloll of the city a5 an Intern.:lOOnal Ctiller for the: fins. ~ 
The ".rI5 Coufldl provides iHI CXIC,uilo'C liSI of 5ervkts ~ 
luding advocacy, economic development. arts eduC".1· .., 
~ tian, i1nd grant ilnd ~crvlce Initiatives. (J) 
The newest Arts Council projecl is Loul.slana ArtWorks. ::r 
This 15 a st(\le·of·the·an f~dllty that will house IUnjor Sludlos 
..,~ III glibS. printmaking. metal and cernll1lcs. as w~1I as Indi­
vidual studios. an arts mllr)(clpIJce, learning ecolei', and -~ 
o!nces for arlS-relatod bllslnesses Sc~uled 10 open in ~ 
(J)2003. LOllisii4na AJ.IWtlrks will be lor8le-.J in 
.•"C.C".7,-:-,-.:.,", =----.--.1 the Warehouse Arts Di5trlet dl/ecu)' adjd. =-.r:,-".-..:;-,"C
< 
cent 10 the Fresh Art Festival sll~_ ~
-fees	 ~ 
"0• • • • • 
"0
..... 
Applkatlon Fee .115 00 ­r. 
10 x 10 Booth . .1200.00 ~
Corner Booth .. $22500 -O·,Y""IU,'I~'f.'f~; .""."';UI',"~;:' Each appliCllllon IllUst	 ?b. accompanied by
 
I1l aSO/u! /ef/i'/I1~: e:OWdf two checks made p3~"bl. 10 tl,. ArlS
 N 
Th~ Judge of the 2002 Ne\oJ Orlt:ans' ..• '. - - . COllneil of New OIIe.JIIS. one for SIS.DO o 
Fresh All Fesliv:lI Is Kennelh Trapp. Mr Trapp is Ihe cura­
tor-in-charge iK the l~em..'1ck Gallt:l),lSmilhsuni:m American 
An r.1usf:um ill WdShlngton, DC. He spectalltb In tw~nll-
elll,cCTllury cr~fl, induslrial design and de:corillive arts 
lury 
A JJan.el of lhree (Ihllngulshecl ~Uv1.MJH will Ineet in June 
lO levllo:w lh~ subn'ltled sllde3. 51:1(.:Cllon 15 based on quau~ 
£Y ~tIld orlH~lIr'j. Nollfkalion ICUt-fS ~\I,ll be rl1~lIcd no later 
than June 15, 2002. AcJdltlonal I.I1[orrnallon will. be sent 
re-gardh'i parklng. prertrenllal hOlel rales anu olh.cr pelti­
nent Inrolrn.lLion. 
o
al.d (he other ror \200.00 (S225 for comer boolh.) N 
• The S15 application fee IS non-refundable and
 
will be depo!loit'ed upon receipt.
 
•	 nU!' $200 exhibtllOIl f~e will be held UnJl1 acccpwncc of
 
the a.pplicant The checJ.. will be deposllCd lcn daV"i
 
arter notiflCiluon letters ~ mailt:d.
 
returning artists 
n."., who do 'lOi have lO reJ"" y 10< 2002. 
• PI..". rel"nl upp!lcllllon and sign«! eoo-<mq by Jw... I. 2002. 
• IncluoJ,; boolh r"" of 1200 Q( 1225 (comer booth). 
• Retcmin& an.... are no< required co pay tho 115 oppIJa'lOn
 
fee.
 
• FOf pramor.iooal use. sero one Of more slfdes of work.. 
••••• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
rules 
I. Artists mUSI be pre!lenl to exhibit their ,",..ork for 
both days of the festival and at lhe Preview Pany. 
2.	 Artists must pJOvide ttlt:dr o','.'n dis-play boolh and 
sides.. weights lO anchor lents, l<:lbJes and chc!irs. 
The site will not allow slZlkes or nails into the con­
crete. ArrangemenLS must be made to anchor renls 
Artisls provide their own interior lighling 
EleclricilY is provided .. 
3.	 13oo[h space caMO[ be shared. but you may 
fe-quest a duuble booth. 
4.	 ArtiStS retain all reVE::f1ues from the ~ale of their 
. work; however. a s,aJe.s lax must be collected alld 
-J reported. Appropriate forms will be wSlfibuled at 
00 
check· in. 
5.	 An accepted appJicalion is a commilment 10 exhib· 
it. The slides of selecled artists will be kepi for 
publicity purposes and felumed 8( check-in. No 
refunds will be made for cancellation or in case of 
inclemem weal her. 
eligibility 
All works crealed must be ofiginCils. Printed works 
for which the ariisl hand manipulated the plates., 
Siones. or sCleens and which have be~n properly 
.hand numbered and signed as limited editions may 
be entered ill the prinUl13king calegory. Photogr<lphic 
prilllS made frol11 ilrtisl's original negauve .....hich have 
been processed by the artisl are Included il1 ~le pho· 
wgraphy category. No machine made or mass pro­
duced. commercial caSl \'.IQi'k will be permitted. \Vork 
that has. been' produced with commercial ki!5, molds, 
patterns, plans or prt:f21bricated forms or other com­
mercial melhod:. are not lJermitted. 
contact us 
For more infurOl;JliOn c;Jll Marth;!. L;lndrurrL 
(504) 523·1065 Fo" l50") '29·2~30
 
f.·fil:liJ: I1lkllldnlnt,!l;trt,sCOllllciJo(ncw urk-:l lIs.org
 
·www.::lrtscoullcuo[nc<t\>orlc;lJls.org
 
MEt.'.BER 
~.... "
-
ARTIST N.\ME 
MEDiUM• 
application form 
Postmarked deadline June 1, 2002 
Moil to: Fresh Art Fe$tivol, Arts Council of New Orleans' 225 Boronne Street, Suile 1712 • New Orleans, LA 70112 
FIrst Name	 last Name 
Bw:lne.u/S~udIo ~~"nle lPlea5e c.i.rdl." how you 'Nlsh your booth sign to re,Jd.) 
Address 
Cily	 State Zip 
Home Phone StudiO Pho.ne Fax 
E·mail oddress	 w~bsile address 
o Check here if you would be w1Uillg to denlOnslrllt~. 
o Check here the catenory whIch tf~st describes your work. 
o Baskets 0 Ceramics 0 Dri'lWlng 0 FIber 0 Furniture 
o Glass 0 Jewelry 0 !.:~", 0 Mixed :·,:<di. 0. P,inting 
o PholO8rl1phy 0 Sculpture 0 PllntS 0 Wood 0 Olher 
Please nOle thai a ~ep,Ir;]le i'lpplicitioll. sel of 5lide~. <ll\d jl.lfY fee mUSI be subllliued fur each different category. 
slides 
The ro!lowing descrip1ion~ must be prOVided and cOllelated (0 {he appropriately numbered slides.
 
SII~e iI Descriprioll!Ti[!e Price $, _
 
Slide 12 DescriplJon/Tille	 Price $, _ 
SlIde'3 DesCllplJonrri~e	 Price $, _ 
Slide 14 DiSplay 
release 
I hereby rtlNse ~nd rQle"'~f au.e-h<vge the Ans COlU1CU or New Gleafls, IU IponiOI"lIlg O£8lml1.ltrioru me City or ~w Ol'le.ans, boWs.. en'plo)'ecs. 
asents and ... olumee~ from 101 ,e:sponsfbillry. pEfSOr1.ilI liability. dllmI.. 10M or ditmc.&,,! arising out or or In COflJu~ with ill)' appik:lUOfl to 04' par­
lk'f~on ill the Frr~h Art FeMtvii.l wllk.t, b no! respomUJle fOr any h\jUf)' sustained by f!.\hlb1lofs Of Runta whUi ~lIlllo ~e U61gnaled for e;o;hlbil.2. 
Furthrr. I uOOMtl.OO lh:al 1 Ston!' my j)t1 at any glV~1\ fisk wilOOI,l~ exct1'tlon or IImllalJon. B:' slgtll..ng ttu.s applic.adoo Tonn, Al:'plb.:lI ackMwk-dge-s 
hav1tlB recetV'td aftisl appllC5tlon and agrees 10 abide by rull."$ s.eI (Qfm hem:n. Appftulll agrees th:'l s1ldes submlul'd (Of jur)'tn&2l1'e. frprrvNlIII .... of 
(he work 10 bf: .!.:(hlbiled and the ."Ct~O rlst""'':$ the rishl. in Its wtulJoo 10 o1dvi~ Applkoitfl! 01 'IOY wQlk tl"Ul: dOil!1 no! Illttl lJltc ~1A1,Kbuu ~ form 
alld lhll d.e Appllaro iIIgltleS thal $Urh .....ork. w\lt be ItwTll!dlAl1tly rlill..,..1Kl up<'In re:qUt!l1 by ofndals.. Failurlt IlJ fen'lO'lle "teh 'WCX'"b may r~ll' In me 
rel"novil1 or A.pplialm from show i1S well ~ prohltJile.:1 1rOOl (Ultln!: P-l~[krn, (f ICttpted I heleb)' g,ant ACtiO IX'lIrt~ 10 u2 lliAks llu.n! ,tub· 
mined, 10 produce one du!1l\QI.e collY oJ 1.:3d'I ~Ilde to bto u2d for publk If~ns illld ad\'en.bil/'lg 
ApplJcas;r's Slgo'ltuu'	 Dale _ 
$oc.lil 5.«ul1I:y NumOCt ~uw~ II p'1l11: 111QOey a.........dcd}	 • _
 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
•• • • • • 
• • • • • 
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new orleans
 
ARTS COUNCIL 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
2003
 
application

NEW ORLEANS 
FRESH ART FESTIVAL 
OCTOBER 17, 18, & 19,2003 
an invitation 
• • • II • 
Y01l1re irwiled (0 apply 10 be One of as jurled exhibi{()lS 
al lhe 2003 NE'" ORllANS fRESH A.RT fESTfVAL prescnt· 
ed br lhe Aru Council of New Orleans on S~rurdJy 
and Sundar. Octcb:r 18 and 19 Ln Ne:~\' Orleans' vibram 
WJ.rchome ArtS Dl5tnct. This two day outdoor event show­
cases high qU.3tiry amvork (0 [h~ thousands of visitors who 
mJk~ Nc...... Orh:.lUl! their favorit~ dl:5tirution-and for !ell::ll 
New Orleo.nians, ,,-ito h3V~ embrJced L'l" 'Warehouse Arts 
Distric[ J.5 an exciting :lrea of ;Hts and culture. 
A Preview P:.rty, J.rtisr demonsu:lIicns, hands-on art activ­
ities for children, and great New Orh.::ms musk and food 
make this one Qf the fitTc~1 :wd most fun festi~':tls. 
awards 
Prize money ~vill be ",vailnblc for a~"';lrd.s, bJscd upon 
on-sil(: show judging 
lks( of Sho~' . . \1.000 
j AW3lds of Exc-t:Uenc~ $500 c;lch 
judge 
111e judgt' of the 2lJOj -New Orleans Fresh At'!: Festival is 
Djane r-lagie, I.hL' Executive Dirt:ctor a.t tilt: Ct.:nlcr for Craft, 
Cn.::nivjty, and Iksign, The Cent~r is locawd in 
Hcndcrsonvlllc, North Corolim ::It the Rcgion:I! CeFucr of 
I the University of Nurth CuolinJ 
lury\' 
A panel of three disl.irrguistrt.:d ~J"isurs ~\'iH meel in ]llnt: 
to rt:vit.:w the suumlttl:d sliJt.:5. Sdt:ct;on is base-d on 
quality ::I.od originOlli!y. NotifIL~~liun It:nL'rs will be lTUIiled no 
l:Jter th;1O July]. 2003. Additional infollll4Ulon .... iJI be sent 
regarding pa.rking, pfC'fc.renti31 hotel rilles and olher 
pertinenr inIorm:a{jan (0 most: jUricd into [h(; show. 
about us 
The rear 2003 marks th~ rwcnrl-eighth .il.nnj\,crsOlry of 
the Aru Coundl of New Orleans, 3 non-profir org;lniz:i.liOf1 
which .;uppOn.5 the- de,,"elopment of the l.."Ulrunl economy, 
the creation of opportunities for exp:Jndi.ng 4udlences and 
promotion of Ihe eiry 15 :an intern:niolUl centt':r for t~ arts. 
1lie Arts Council pro\'ldc~ an eJaetlSi'lc li5'1 of :se:rviccs 
including :advOC:Ky, economic de\~lopmC:llt, acts educa­
tion, Jnd gr.lnt :and service i.nili3tivcs. 
The n~o;vt:.St Acts Council projec[ is Loui5i;lf\JI ArtWorks. 
This is 3 sL.1te-of·the-Jrl [aciuty that will house major studios 
in glass, printmaking, mttal J.nd cerJmics, as ,;vdl 3S 
individualsJlidios, an :\lt5 mJ.rkc-rrbc~, le:Hning cemer, and 
offict.'s for art5-re!;J.ted buSinesses Sch~dul~d to open in 
20(H, Loui~iana AJ'tWorks will be 1OC'Jled in me' \'U:trehousc 
Art:i District directly adjacent 10 the Fle""h An Festi ....al .sile 
fees 
AppllcJlion Fe~ $10.00 
10 x 10 Doath .\225.00 
Corner Gocth .$250.00 
•	 E:Kh appllc::.!ion mu~( l::c ;;ccumpanied by ;). check 
\Hadt.: pa~·Jblt: l'J (hI:: M1.~. Council of New Orlean'S, for 
$20.DO 
•	 Till: 520 application k~ is non-n.:fUfll.bbh: :lnd
 
will be dt'p~iled upon rL"J:t:i[il
 
deadlines 
• F..:bru:ll)"	 28, 2003: Applka.tion m;l!(;J1:lls mailed, and 
aV::lilabl~ on-litlt :tt M't'\l,'.:1rlscouncilofncworlc:ans.org. 
• l'.,l;ty 31, 2003: Postmark de<l:dlinc:: for applications 
• June, 2003: TIle jUry selectS up 10 85 artisl.'i 10 exhlbh 
• Jltly	 1, 2003; NQ{uiorion (by rn;tiJ and t:-maiJ. Ple.l5C 
do not C;lU.) Alte:rn:Hcs ~'iJl be nOtified of S(j,U.l$. 
• August 1, 2003· Postm.3rk deadline for artists {Q 
conunil [Q sho\v, rerum signed t.::thibitor contract, 
and remit boolh fee. 
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rules 
1.	 AIt.ists must b-e prcsem [0 exhi'bit meir work for 
both days of the feso".l and jj[ the Prel'jew Party. 
2.	 Anists must provide their own llispbi' booth and 
sides, wdghts lO :mchor [c:nIS, tablc:s and ch:Jirs. 
Th~ site will nct allow stakC:::i or oai'ls inro (he coo­
Cft..'tC. Arrangements must be m:.lde [0 anchor [eo[s. 
ArtistS provide thc:ir o\vn interior lighting. 
Elewiciry is provilled. 
3.	 Ilooth space OlMot be shared, bu. you may 
request a double bood,. 
4.	 Attisl5 ret:lin all revenues from the sale of their 
work; however, a s3les tax must be coUeered and 
reponed Apprapri3le forms 01111 be dislribuled at 
check-in. 
5.	 An acct:pted application is a comrniun~Ol LO exhib- . 
it. The slides of 'e!tcted anislS will be kept for 
publiciry purposes and rerumed at check·in. No 
refunds will be made for c::mcdlotion or in case of 
oo inclement weather. o 
eligibility
All works cre:Hed must be originals. Printed works 
for which the Jrtist hand manipubled the pll,Hes, 
Slones, or scrc:c::os and which h3'.e b~t:n propl.:rly 
hand numbercd :lnd signed a5 limited edirions rnay 
be t:nl~rcd in th~ prirHmaking c:l.tegory. PhOtographic 
prints {JUde: from artist's origin3l negative which hZlve 
been processed by (he :lrtist arc: included in me 
phOtography carc:gory. No machine made or mass 
produced, corrunercial C:lst work will be perrnined. 
\'Q'ork mal h3S bt:c::n produced with cOTJuncrcial kits, 
molds, panerll5, pbns or prefabric3red fom)s Or Other 
commercial merhods ar~ not permiw:d. 
The fTC imposes Stiff fines 3nd penalties for 
defr.uJing Iht public "'idl goods thOI claim to have 
been hand-made ill the USA but art 3cru.lly impons. 
contact us 
• • • • e 
For more iJl.[orm:llion call Barbara worKman
 
(;04) 523·1·,65 Fa.>:, (504) 529·2430
 
E.mail: bworkman@anscouf\ci.lofnc:wodtall::i.org
 
n,.... ..·'" ......I.;:.~'"".,>I·ilofn ..worlr"~.... nro
 
MEMBER 
~
.\J(T1ST NAME 
MEDlljM• 
application form 
Ii1 III II D • 
Postmorked deodline Moy 31, 2003 
Mail to: Fresh Art festivel, Arts Council of New Orleans. 225 Baronne Street, Suite 1712 • New Orleenl, lA 70112 
Fir:it Name-	 LaSl N;tlJlC 
BWilnes.slSrudlo NOlnH': (Plc:asc clrcJc how yOIl wLiIJ your booth sign 10 f'C;.ul.) 
Addrc.:is 
City	 S"lIe lip 
Home Phone $[\Jdio Phone F:lX 
E·rT\:f.i! J.dclress	 'Nebsift' tddrc.ss 
o Che<:k hert! if you would Ix ll,,'illilyg to d~:nlons[rJ[e. 
o Check here the cJlc}.;ory whi.::h btSt de.)(ribes }'Gur work, 
o [bskets 0 Cet:Jmics 0 DrJwing 0 fiber 0 furnirurt" 
o Gi:J", 0 )ewdry 0 Metal 0 MIXed Medi. 0 fa;nt;n~ 
o Photogr.lphy 0 Scull't1Jre 0 Prirus 0 Wood 0 O'her 
Pk~e neiC th;j( '01 Sl.'par:llc 3pplk:JLion, Sf'[ o( slides, and juC)' fet! mus! be suhmiHed for e3ch differtl)( CJlcgurf. 
slides 
The following descriptions must he jJrDvided :md con'e13'ted [0 (he appropri::Hc:l)' numbered stidd.
 
Slide.1 De,criplionITide Plice S _
 
Slide.2 Descriptionrritle	 Price S, _ 
Slide'3 DescriptionlTitie	 Pnce S _ 
Slide.4 Displ,y 
release 
I tK-ttby r~ 3.ld rClt:v~ disctidrge lhe Ar.s CounciJ of Nf:\\' Orl~Jns, 111 5\X)1)3QnR,!: OIgalUUtions, the Cit)' of Nt:w Orlc:llls, toards, cmployt"eJ, 
ilrgl:OlJ ~nd volunu:~m (,om any respolcibilit)', penOlUI li.bd;ay, clJinu, lea ~ cblmgce ::ll'Wn! 001 of or 1ft torljlltlCJOl'i ....,j~ Ill" lpplicHlon 10 or f»r· 
oap:nkJo in the halt An F~Slh"':l1 which i:i not r~$pon.:iiblc fot a.n)' iul'.uy 1USQ!.nt;d bt e:\hlhiCO[S 0( !:ucsu while WithIn :spxe desl8n:H~ iOf ahibfb. 
Fulll'k=r, I uriL.!cf5lJnd WI Ilh,)r~ 111y :1111 lit ;lOy sw,," risk wld......1 dC~p(lOfl 01 ttmil:2tioH. ~.,. signtllS ltuS Oipp!ic;ulO(t form, applont 'Jdmo'lW1cJgeJ. 
hJ\'lrIg reccivt:d illTl..\;t :.ppflo:lioo 300 ::'g;tt:i 10 ;:.bidt br rules 5C[ rtom tk'rt.in. Apptk::1ru IIg(~ cku :.lides subrl'l:ttcd (or jut)'Il'IS arc ft::pU"kOUIn-t .:J 
Ihl: "''0:): 10 lJc exhibited :wA the' Arts Councilor New Orleans f~K:I"iC$lhc oghl .n lUi s.oI:utioo 10 :r.dVue AppllCl1"1( of ;lIly ""'Or\;: Ltut dod l'aOI: meci 
thl: :st:IIndaR1s Sr:t forth )OU that the ,"-pphC:1r11 :i'grc=es [h3! $uch ""olk wUI be irrnnc:dlO:tldr relTl\1ved upcJf1 requC'il by offj(;bJj. F~turc 10 ~l'l&o't HICh 
worb H1J)' rew," In t~ rculOV'JI of AppliQnl f((J(1l show as ......dllS proIlibitcd rronl I'utUle p=af'teip.l.ti!lll If '1XC~.eJ I tt.:rc:.by gr:l,nt pr:F1ninitlrl I,) U~ 
.s!~;ks I b~'t slJbtnil1~, to produ..:e one: 'duphc~ ccpy 01 I:::u:h slkJe 10 be \I~e.t"' fOr public retnliorti :mt'l ud~leitbln2l-_ 
AppliC::l!U'S Sigo;J(Urt	 D'Jtt' _ 
Your SocUaI Scrnriry Number will be required if pt1lt money 15 JW)rded. 
IS
 
oi.+s 225 Boronne Street 
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You ere invited 10 apply to be one of the 85 juried exhibitors at 
the 2004 NEW ORLEANS FRESH ART FESTIVAL presented by 
the Arts Council of New Orleans on Saturday and Sunday 
October 16th and 17th in t'lew Orleans' vibrant Worehouse 
Arts District. This two-day outdoor event showcases high quality 
artwork to the thousands of visitors who make New Orleans 
,their favorite destination-and for local New Orleonions, who 
have embraced the Worehouse Art. District os on exciting oreo 
of oris ond culiure. To encourage sales during the Festivol, the 
Arts Council offers a special purchase program. Known as 
Medici Dollars, these are pre-sold 10 Medici Patrons who use the 
money at the Festival to purchase art. Medici Dollors are used 
as real money and they are redeemed by the artist at the end of 
each Festival day. A Preview Party, artist demonstrations, hands­
on art activities for children, ond greot New Orleans music and 
food make this one of the finest and most fun festivols. 
Artists in all fine' art and fine craft diSCiplines are welcome 
to apply. Artists agree to be present during all show hours, 
all three days, and will show only their own work made by 
their own hands in the category in which they are accept. 
ed. We request that exhibited work for sale not be older 
than five years. No commercial agents, dealers or manufac­
turers may enter. Kils, tumbled stones, embellished objects, 
manufactured objects, imported objects, mass-produced 
goods, exhibitor posters and edible items, candles and per­
sonal care items are unacceptable for sale during the 
Festival. If two or more persons collaborate to produce orig­
inal work; all must be identified on the application. If apply­
ing to sell more than one type of work (i.e. two different 
media categories) you must submit a separate application 
and fee for each medium. Artists who submit slides contain­
ing images for mare than one category per application are 
subiect to disqualification from the jury process. The cate­
gories are defined as follows: 
Ceramics - All original clay work is acceptable in this cat­
egory Iwheel-throwing, slab, etc.). No machine-made 
molds or mass produced work permitted. 
Drawing· Pencil, charcoal, chalk, pastels, pen, and ink. 
Fiber - No machine tooling, machine-screened patterns or 
miscellaneous forms of mass production are permitted. 
Glass - No molds or other forms of mass production .. 
Jewelry . Any object that can be worn as a removable 
ornament or decaratian upon the human body. This does 
not include objects that are wearoble as apparel oraccessories. 
82 
leather - Only hand-crafted leather items of original 
design are permitted. 
Metalwork - Functional, non-sculptural metalwork. 
Mixed Media - Includes collage, handmade paper and 
works with more than 1/8 inch of relief depth, incorpo­
rating more than one type of material. 
Painting - Oil, acrylics, watercolor, tempera, etc. 
Photography' Prints made from the artist's original nega­
tive must be processed by the arlist or under artist's supervision. 
Printmaking· Prints made directly by the artist (intaglio, 
relief printing, planographic printing, serigraphs, mono­
type, monoprif}!) are accepted. Work in this category 
must be in limited editions of 500 or Ie'S on archival 
quality material. and properly signed and numbered. All 
photocopy and/or offset rep.roductions will be rejected. 
Sculpture - 3-dimensianal original work done in any 
medium. 
Woodwork' Original hand-tooled, machine worked or 
carved-wood. Includes furniture. 
Three (35 mm mounted) slides and one booth slide of your cur­
rent work that you plan to display are reqUired for iurying. Do 
nat use glass slides or affix any tape or labels as it causes 
them to iam in our projectors. A booth slide is mandatory and 
must be representative of presentation and work to be dis­
played. The jury prefers a booth shot of whole booth. Booth 
slides will be used to determine scale of wark, balance and 
overall presentation. Please make sure that your name does 
not appear in the baoth shot. We request a three-sentence 
description of your work that will be read to the jury. Anything 
longer than three sentences will not be read. No ather infor­
mation is considered during the jurying pracess, except what 
is given in your slide description. All slides are juried anony­
mously. Each set of four slides submitted by an artists is viewed 
as a group. Each group of four slides is viewed by category 
in the order received by the Arts Council. Scoring is based on 
quality and creative original artwork executed with superior 
craftsmanship or technique. Scores are given to each ortist by 
each iuror, then totaled for one cumulative score. Scoring is 1­
7. The highest cumulative scores are awarded spaces in the 
Festival. There are no quotas for categories unless we receive 
an exceedingly high number of applications in a specific c';1t· 
egory. No considera)ion is given to artists who have been in 
previous shows. 322 appliccitions were received last year. We 
will jury for approximately 8S·artists. The Best of Show winner 
and A;""ord of Excellence winners from the previous year are 
exempt fram the iurying process. The winners are eligible to­
participate as a jury member for the following year. There are. 
no other artists exempt from jurying. The jury consists of '0 
panel of five professional artists, colleeto~s, and community 
members The maiority of the panel rotates on a yearly basis 
to ensure objectivity. Jurors are instructed to score independ­
ently and they do nol discuss their scores with other jurors dur­
ing the ,jurying process, Prior to scoring each category, jurors 
review all of the slides within the category, During this time a 
member of the jury who is on expert or professional in the 
related field mey be asked questions about certain techniques 
or problems particularly related to said calegory by the rest 
of the jury, 
•	 Artists must be present to exhibit their work for both days 
of the festival and at the Preview Party. 
•	 Artists must provide their own display booth and sides, 
weights to anchor tents, tables, and chairs. The site will 
not allow stakes or nails inlo the concrete, Artists provide 
their own interior lighting Electricity is provided at no 
charge, 
•	 Booth space cannot be shored, but you may request a 
double boolh. 
•	 Artists retain all revenues from the sale of their work; 
however, a sales lax must be collected and reported. 
Appropriate forms will be distributed 01 check-in. 
•	 An accepted application is a commitment to exhibit. The 
slides of selected artists will be kept for publicity purpos­
es and returned at check-in. No refunds will be mode for 
cancellation or in case of inclement weather. 
Application Fee ... ' , .. $20.00 
10 x 10 Booth .$22500 
Corner Booth .$300.00 
•	 Each application musl be accompanied by a check mode 
payable to the Arts Council of New Orleans for $20.00. 
•	 The $20,00 application fee is non-refundable and will 
be deposited upon receipt. 
•	 Scheduled set-up times 
•	 Festival program printed by the New Orleans 
Publishing Group and distributed to ell festival-goers 
•	 Security is provided around the clock, beginning at 
7:00 a.m, October 15th through 9:00 p,m. October 17th 
•	 Booth-sitters 
•	 Artist Hospitality Tent 
•	 Discounted parking 
•	 Delicious food from 12 local restaurants at the Preview 
Party, and on Awards Breakfast on Sunday morning 
•	 Best of Show Award for $1000; 3 Awards of 
Excellence for $500 each 
•	 All award winners receive automatic acceptance the 
following year 
•	 Half-price for on-site food 
•	 February 27,2004: Application materials mailed and 
available on-line at www.arlscounciiofneworJeons.org 
•	 May 31, 2004: Postmark deadline for applications 
• June 2004: The jury seleels up to 85 artists to exhibit 
•	 July 1, 2004: Notification (by mail and e-mai!. Please 
do not cal!.) Alternates will be notified of status. 
•	 August 1, 2004: Postmark deadline for artists to commit 
to show, return signed exhibitor contract and remit booth fee, 
•	 September 1, 2004: Booth fee refund deadline, 
•	 October 15,16,17, 2004: Fresh Art Festival 
2004 marks the twenty-ninth anniversary of the Arts Council of 
New Orleans, a non-profit organization which supports the 
development of the cultural economy, the creation of opportu­
nities for expanding audiences and promotion of the city os on 
international center far the arts. The Arts Council provides on 
extensive list of services including advocacy, economic devel­
opment, arts education, and grant and service initiatives, 
83
 
Postmark deadline May 31, 2004
 
Moil to: Fresh Art Festival, Arts Council of New Orleans' 225 Baronne Street, Suite 1712 • New Orleans, LA 70112
 
legci Nome of ArUsl llhls is :he nome we u~(t In Ihe Fes.t;YCI[ prGgromJ 
Srudio/BU!Ir1e1 Nom!! 
Siale Zip 
Day Phcnlil Evening Phon~ 
fox I: E;TIoil Addr!~ss and website- (may be published on our W~bSI~C) 
Check here the category which best describes your work. 
o Ceromics ,., Drawing 0 Fiber o Glass o Jewelry CJ Metal o Mixed Media 
o Printing hOlography 0 Sculpture o Prints o Wood CJ Other o Leather 
Release 
I thereby re~eose and forever discharge the A.rls Council of New Orleans, all sponsoring organizations, the City of New Orleans, boards, employees, agents and vol· 
unleer\ from ony respon:sibility, personal liability, claims, loss or damage arising aul of or in conjunction with my application to or participation in the Fresh Arl 
Fe~li\lol which is nol responsible for any injury sustained by exhibitors or guests while wilhin space designaled for exhibits. Further, I under.. tond thai I slam my orl at 
any given risk Wllnout exception or lilT'lllation. By signing this opplicalion form, applicont acknowledges having received ortisl application and agrees to abide by 
rule.$ sel forth herein. Applicanlogrees Ihal ~Iides submirted for jurying are represenlative of Ihe work to ce exhibited an·d the Art'S Council of New Orleans reserves 
the (ighr in irs ~olulion to advise Appficont of any work thai does not meet the standards set forth and that the Applicant agrees that such work wiil be immediotely 
removed upon request by oFficia13. Failure ~o remove ~uch work:> may result in the removal of Applicant from show os well as prchibited fram future participation. If 
accepted! herp.by grant permisslOfI la use slidE:!s I have slibmirted, to produce one duplicate copy of each slide to be used for public relation:; and advertising. 
Applicanl's Signature _ 
Your Social Security Number will be required if prize money is aWQrded. 
We 05K that you provide a three sentence statement describing your work thai will be read 10 the jury: 
Slides 
Send three (3) 35mm slides of your curr~nl work and one of your booth display. A booth slide i~ mondatory and must be representative of presentation work to 
be displayed. The jury prefers a booth shot of the whale booth in a show se~lng. Pleme make 'ure that your name does not appear in the booth shot. Booth 
slides will be used to determine Ihe scale of lhe work, balance and overall presentation. If you would like to enter in more that one category, you may copy this 
application. Each num er on the lowp.r right corner of the slide ~hauld correspond with your slide desGiptions an Ihe application and send in e seporoie appli­
cohon, fee, and slides. Please prinr or type a brief description including dimensions IHxWxDl, medium, technique and price range rer each slide submitted. 
Slides belonging 10 the artists selected to exhibit will be held unlil oher the show for purposes of verificotian. 
Dimensions Medium Technique Price 
Slide #\ 
Slide #2 
Slide #3 
Slide #4 Booth ,lide, mandatory. Plea,e make ,ure your name doe' nat appear on your booth slide•. 
The FTC imp0'ies sliff fines and penalties for defrauding the publiC with goods thor daim to hove been 
ArtiSI Nome: 
Medium: 
• 
• Tap of ~Iide 
• Slides must ce 
'!ub~led this way in 
accordance wilh 
NAJA ~landards. 
handmade in rhe USA but are aClually imporls. 
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You ore invited to opply to be one of the 80 juried exhibitars at 
the 2005 NEW ORLEANS FRESH ART FESTIVt.,L presented by 
the Arts Council of New Orleans on Saturdoy and Sunday 
October J,5th and 16th in New Orleans' vibrant Warehouse 
Arts District This i'.vo-day outdoor event showcases high quality 
artwork to the visitors who make i'Jew Orleans their favarite des­
tination--ond for local New Orleanians, who have embroced 
the Worehouse Arts District as an exciting area of arts and cul­
ture. To encourage sales during the Festival, the Arts Council 
offers a special purchase progrom. Known os Medici Dollars, 
these are pre-sold to Medici Patrons who use the money at the 
Festival to purchase art. Medici Dollars are used as real money 
and they are redeemed by the artist atlhe end of the Festival. A 
Collectors' Party on October 14, artist demonstrations, honds-on 
art activities for children, and great New Orleans music and 
food make this one of the finest and most fun festivals. 
Artists in all fine art and fine craft disciplines are welcome 
to apply. Artists agree to be present during all show hours, 
all three days, and will show only their own work made by 
their- own hands in the category in which they are accept­
ed. We request that exhibited work for sale not 
be older than five years. No commercial agents, deal­
ers or manufacturers moy enter. Kits, tumbled stones, embel­
lished objects, manufactured objects, imported objects, 
mass-produced goods, exhibitor posters and edible items, 
candles and personal care items are unacceptable for sale 
during the Festival. If two or more persons colloborate to 
produce original work, all must be identified on the appli­
cation. If applying to sell more than one type of work (i.e. 
two different media categories) you must submit a separote 
application and fee for each medium. Artists who submit 
slides contoining images for more than one category per 
applicotion are subject to disqualification from the jury 
process. The categories are defined as follows: 
Ceramics - All original clay work is acceptable in this cat­
egory (wheel-throwing, slab, etc.). No machine-made 
molds or mass produced work permitted. 
Drawing - Pencil, charcoal, chalk, pastels, pen, and ink. 
Fiber - No machine tooling, machine-screened patterns or 
miscellaneous forms of mass production are permitted. 
Glass· Functional and non-functional objects made by the 
artist. i'Jo forms of mass production are permitted. 
Jewelry - Any object that can be worn as a removable 
ornament or decoration upon the human body. This does 
not include objects that ore wearable as apparel or accessories. 
Leather - Only hand-crafted leather items of original 
design are permitted. 
Metalwork - Functional metalwork. 
Mixed Media - Includes collage, handmade paper and 
works with more than 1/8 inch of relief depth, incorpo­
rating more than one type of material. 
Painting - Oil, acrylics, watercolor, tempera, etc. CAFE 
rules apply (www.cafe-artists.arg); editions limited to 500. 
Photography - Prints made from the artist's ariginal neg­
ative must be processed by the artist or under ortist's 
supervision. All images are issued in limited editions of 
no more than 300, signed and numbered by the arlist. 
All prints are of archival quality. 
Printmaking - Prints made directly by the artist from on 
original plate (intaglio, relief, lithography, silk-screens, 
letterpress, and monoprints). Only prints originally creat­
ed in the printmaking medium allowed. Work in this cat­
egory must be limited editions of 500 or less, properly 
numbered and signed by the artist. 
Sculpture - 3-dimensional original work done in any 
medium. 
Woodwork - Original hand-tooled, machine worked or 
carved-wood. Includes furniture. 
Three (35 mm mounted) slides and one booth slide of your cur­
rent wark that you plan to display are required for jurying. Do 
not use glass slides or affix any tape or labels as it causes 
them to jam in our proiectors. A booth slide is mandatory and 
must be representotive of presentation and work to be dis­
played. The jury prefers a booth shot of whole booth. Booth 
slides will be used to determine scale of work, balance and 
overall presentation. Please make sure that your name does 
not appear in the booth shot. We request a three-sentence 
description of your work that will be read to the iury. Anything 
longer than three sentences will not be read. No other infor­
mation is considered during the jurying process, except what 
is given in your slide description. All slides are juried anony­
mously. Each set of four slides submitted by an artists is viewed 
os a group. Each group of four slides is viewed by category 
in the order received by the Arts Council. Scoring is based on 
quality and creative original artwork executed with superior 
craftsmanship or technique. Scores are given to each artist by 
each juror, then totaled for one cumulative score. Scoring is'1­
7. The highest cumulative scores are awarded spaces in the 
Festivol. There are no quotas for categories unless we receive 
an exceedingly high number of applications in a specific cat­
egory. No consideration is given to artists who have been in 
previous shows. 322 applications were received last year. We 
will jury for approximately 80 artists. The Best of Show winner 
and Award of Excellence winners from the previous year are 
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exempl from the jurying process. The winners are eligible 10 par­
ricipar as a iury member for the following yeor. There are no 
olher arli$/s exempt from jurying. The i'Jeil consists of a ,conel of 
five professional artists, collectors, and community members. The 
majority of the panel rotales on a yeorly basis to ensure objectivi­
ty. Jurors are instructed to score independently and they do net dis­
cuss their scores with other jurors during the jurying process. Prior 
to scoring eoch category, jurors review all of the slides within the 
category. During this time a member of the jury who is an expert 
or professional in the related field may be asked questions about 
certain techniques or problems particularly related to said catego­
ry by the rest of the iury 
II	 Artists must be present to exhibit their work for both days 
of the festivol and at the Collectors' Party on Friday night. 
a	 Artists must provide their own display booth and sides, 
weights to anchor tents, tables, and chairs. The site will 
not allow stakes or nails into the concrete. Artists provide 
their own interior lighting. Electricity is provided at no 
charge. 
•	 Booth space cannot be shared, but you may request a 
double booth. 
•	 Artists retain all revenues from the sale of their work; 
however, a sales tax must be collected and reported. 
Appropriate forms will be distributed at check-in. 
•	 An accepted application is a commitment to exhibit. The 
slides of selected artists will be kept for publicity purpos­
es and returned at check-in. No refunds will be made for 
cancellation or in case of inclement weather. 
Application Fee ..$25.00 
10 x 10 Booth .$225.00 
Corner Booth .$300.00 
•	 Each application must be accompanied by a check made 
payable to the Arts Council of New Orleans for $25.00. 
•	 The $25.00 application fee is non-refundable and will 
be deposited upon receipt. 
II	 Scheduled set-up limes 
•	 Festival program printed and distributed to all festival-goers 
•	 Security is provided around the clock, beginning at 
7:00 a.m. October 14th through 900 p.m. October 16th 
•	 Booth-sitters 
•	 Artist Hospitoli~/ Tent 
•	 Discounted parking 
II	 Delicious food from local restaurants at the Collectors' 
Party, and an Awards Breakfast on Sunday morning. 
•	 Best of Show Award for $ 1000; 3 Awards of 
Excellence for $500 each 
•	 All award winners receive automatic acceptance the 
following year 
•	 Half-price for on-site food 
•	 February 8, 2005: Application materials moiled and 
available on-line at www.artscouncilofneworleans.org 
•	 May 31, 2005: Postmark deadline for applications 
•	 June 2005: The jury selects up to 80 artisls 10 exhibit 
•	 July I, 2005: Notification (by mail and e-mail. Please 
do not coll.1 Alternates will be notified of status. 
•	 August 1,2005: Postm'ark deadline for artists to commit 
to show, relurn signed exhibitor controct ond remit booth fee. 
•	 September I, 2005: Booth ree refund deadline. 
•	 October 14, IS, 16, 2005: Fresh Art Festival 
2005 marks the thirtieth anniversary of the Arts Council of 
New Orleans, a non-profit organization which supports the 
development of the cultural economy, the creation of opportu­
nities for exponding audiences and promotion of the city as an 
international center for the arts. The Arts Council provides an 
extensive list of services including advocacy, economic 'devel­
opment, arts education, and grant and service initiatives. 
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Postmark deadline May 31, 2005
 
Moil to: Fresh Art Festival, Arts Council of New Orleans· 225 Baronne Street, Suite 1712 • New Orleans, LA 70112
 
legal Nome of Ar!.$! {Ihi~ is 'ln~ :lOIl:~ we u:.e in :he ::e-,;:i"oi prcgram! 
Studio/Busine:n Nome 
Address 
G1y Stote lip 
Day Phon~ Evening Phone 
Fox II E-mail ,A.ddress and website {may be published on our website) 
Check here the category which best describes your work. 
o Ceramics 0 Drawing CJ Fiber o Glass o Jewelry o Leather o Metal 
o Mixed Media 0 Painting 0 Pholography o Printmaking o Sculpture o Wood o Other 
Release 
I hereby release and forever discharge 'he Arts Council o~ New Orleans, all spomoring organiz.ations, the City of New Orleans, boords, employees, agents and '101­
unleP.rs from any responsibility, personal llobility, claims, loss or damoHe arising out of or in conjunction with my application to or participation in the Fresh AIl 
FesllvaJ which is not responSible for any injury sustained by exhibitors or guests while within space, cesignoted for exhibits. Fur/her, I undersland thol I store my arl at 
any glvBO risk without excepfion or limilolion. By signing thi5 applicalion form. appk:ant acknowledges having received arlisl application and egrees 10 abide by 
rules set forth herein. Applicant agrees that slides submitted for iurying are representative of the work ~o be exhibited arid the Arts Council of New Orle,cns reserveS 
lhe right in its solution fa advise Applicant of any work that does nof meet the standards sel forlh and that the Applicant agrees that such work will be immediately 
removed upon request by officials. Failure ~o remove such works may result in ~he remo'lal of Applicant from show as well as prohibiled from future participation. If 
accepted I hereby grant permission to use slides I have .submitted, to produce one duplicate copy of each slide to be used for publiC relations and odverhsing. 
Applicant's Signature _ 
Your Social Security Number will be required ;f prize monay is awarded. 
We ask Ihot you provide a three !ientence slotement describing your work that will be read fa the jury: 
S'lides 
Send three 13j 35mm slides of your current work and one of your booth display. A booth slide is mandatory and must be representative of presentation work to 
be displayed. The jury prefers a booth shot of the whole booth in a show setting. Please make sure thot your nome does not appear in the booth shot. Booth 
slides will be used to determine the ~cale of Ine work, balance and overall presentation. If you would like to enter in more thet one category, you may copy this 
application. Each number on the lower right carner of ~he slide ~hould correspond wilh your slide descriptions an the application and send in 0 separate appli. 
cation, fee, and slides. Please prinl or lyre a brief descriplion including dimensions (HxW.xO), medium, technique and price range for each slide submitled. 
Slides belonging 10 the orlis" sel""ted to exhibit will be held unlil oher the show lor purposes of verihcotion. 
Dimensions Medium Technique Price 
·Arf;st Name:Slide #1 
Slide #2 
Slioe #3 
Sild. #4 Booth slide, mandalary, Please make sure your name daes nat appear an yaur boath slides. 
The FTC imposes ,tiff fines and penalties lor defrauding the public wilh goads that c10im to hove been 
handmade in the USA but are actually imparts. 
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• 
• Top af slide 
• Slices J.1'uSI be 
labeled this way in 
accordance wilh 
NAIA slandards. 
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Fresh Art Festival 
All Volunteers recei7)e a commemorative t-shz'rt which 
.must be worn 7.:Jhde volunteering at the Festzval site. 
Volunteer Committee Descriptions 
Information Booths
 
Volunteers act as ambassadors, welcome visiwrs to the festival, and
 
distribute programs arld information. There are ,hree information
 
booths at the festival strateg~cally located by the three entrar.ces.
 
Artist Relations
 
Artist HosDita1itv Tent:
 
Help serve and host the artists in the' Hospitali:y Tent. This job
 
invoh'es some set-up and minimal clean up.
 
Artist HelDers:
 
Volunteers are responsible for assisting the artis ts, watching their booths
 
during breaks and distributing refreshments.
 
Children's Area
 
This area features interactive arts projects for children. Be prepared to help kids create
 
masterpieces while organizing materials and helping kids have a wonderf,.u time.
 
Beverages
 
There are two beverage booths - selling soft drinks and beer.
 
Volun teers who work for .the beer boo th allIS t be at leas t "21 years of age.
 
Volunteer Co ordination
 
Assist with set-LIp, help check in volunteers, give information to Volunteers
 
and dis tribute T-shirts.
 
Young Collectors' Corner
 
Anew addition to the. Festival, this tent will display art priced at $50 or less so that
 
students can have an oppor:unity to participate in the joy of owning art.
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Appendix 3.6 Temporary ABO Permit (Liquor License) 
DEP.-\RTMENT OF FlNtI"'KE 
CITY OF NE\V ORLEA1\TS 
C. RAY NAGIN REGINALD ZENO 
. 1vIAYOR DIRECTOR 
27 August 2004 
Ref:	 Temporary ABO Permit
 
Arts CouncLLof New Orle_ans
 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
In accordance with Section 10-02 and/or 10-52 of the code of the City of New
 
Orleans, permission has been granted to the Arts Council of New Orleans
 
to sell beverages of low-beer content on October 15-17, 2004 in connection with
 
their Fresh Art Festival to be held in the 700 block of St. Joseph Street in New
 
Orleans, Louisiana. The fee for this event does not apply to non-profit
 
organizations.
 
This permission is granted by the Director of Finance in accordance with.
 
Ordinance Number 15,414, M.C.S. as amended.
 
This letter shall suffice as a beer permit valid October 15-17,2004, only. Please
 
contact the State Office of Alcoholic Beverages to obtain a State permit.
 
Sincerely yours, 
/t~ 
Reginald Zeno
 
Director of Finance
 
/vch 
1300 PERDIDO STREET I SUITE 3E06 I NEW ORLE.\NS, LOUISlANA , 70112 
PHONE 504.565.6600 I FAX 504565.6603 
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Appendix 3.7 The FestivaJ Postcard, 2003 & 2004 
4 th Annual 
FRESHARTFESTIVAL 2003 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
Jltfaki1lg the Arcs i't[n(u:r
•	 700 Block of St. Joseph Street 
in the Warehouse Arts District 
•	 Saturday and Sunday 
October 18th & 19th 
•	 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
•	 85 artists from 26 states 
•	 Food, beverages, music 
•	 Children's activities 
•	 Artist Demonstrations 
•	 FREE ADMISSION 
A program of the Arts Council ofNew Orleans 
NON PROFIT
 
ORGAN.
 
u.s POSTAGE
 
PAID
 
PERMIT NO. 858
 
NEW ORLEANS. LA
 
I
 
I 
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5'h Annual NONPROFIT 
ORGAN.FRESH ART FESTIVAL 2004 U.S. POSTAGE 
PAID 
P MIT .'lO. 8S8 
. NEW Ol1LfANS. LA•	 700 Block of St. Joseph Street ~ OF NE'." ORLEANS 
next to Lottisiana ArtWorks 
•	 Saturday and Sunday
 
October 16'h _ 17d1
 
•	 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
•	 85 artists from 25 states 
selling fIne art and crafts 
•	 Food, beverages, music 
•	 Ch.ildren's activities 
•	 Artist Demonstrations 
•	 FREE ADMISSION 
A program of the Arts Council of New Orleans 
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Appendix 3.8 F.A.F. Monthly Timelines 
F.A.F. lvlonthly Timelines 
JANUARY 
o	 Applications are edited and approved; sent to printer by the 31", 
o	 Begin wprkable draft for FAF Budget; meet wit.h Robbie to review. 
o	 Designate P.P. Chair; begin selecting Committee Chairs; review Committee Members. 
FEBRUARY 
o	 Applications are mailed (approx. 5,000) and posted on web-site by the 28th 
o	 Finalize budget and submit. 
o	 \Vork with Logan on a Marketing plan that will target disposable income zip codes. 
W.:.ARCH 
o	 Solicit restaurants, vendors, beverages. 
o	 Select 5 judges to review applicants' slides. 
APRlL 
o	 Solicit activities for children's areas. 
o	 Mail letters to prospective Committee members by mid-April 
o	 Target Medicis for mailing (Robbie's jurisdiciton). Discuss more productive ways to implement 
MedU:i program with Robbie; solicitation letter to be mailed at her discretion. 
MAY 
o	 Most applications will arrive in May; keep slides/apps.lchecks organized. 
o	 Mail Jmy information to Jury Members on May 16'h . 
JUNE 
o	 Jury selects artists. suggested date: June 14, 15, or: 16. 
o	 Verify site-pIan (Home-Team, Frischhertz,etc.). 
o	 Target Booth Angels w1th solicitation (Robbie'S jtirisdiction). 
JULY 
o	 July 1" - mail letters to artists, & return slides to those not accepted 
o	 Begin "Oty Ordinance" drill and the 5 pursuit-of-permit activities (Marielfen's to-do). 
AUGUST 
o	 Aug. 1" : Deadline for artists to submit booth fee. 
o	 Finalize invitation design and review targeted mailing list (5~OOO). 
o	 Assign artist spaces, activities, vendors, etc., by August 26 th 
SEPTEMBER 
o	 Mail artist packets on September ~ 
o	 Confirm EVERYTHING w1th EVERYBODY throughout September. 
o	 1'bil invitations on September 14th 
o	 Mail postcards on September 28 th 
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Appendix 3.9 Official Entertainment Stage Sponsor Benefits Sheet 
Official Entertainment Stage Sponsor 
Benefits: HIS COU~.Cn. 
O~ ~U.\' OIl.UJoIl$ 
+	 Signage 
Your cor::pany's will have a large sign prominently displayed on the EntcI1airHnent Stage with your 
cOl,l;:JaIlY's logo. 
+	 On Site Marketing Opportunity 
To be agr.;;ecl upon by Sponsor and the Arts Coup-cil of New Orleans 
+	 Advertising 
Your cornp:wy's name will appear in all advertising aed your logo will be fe~1tured on the 
sponsorship page of OUf official program. 
+	 Press Releases 
In all printed materials, your company will be referred to as the Official Entertainment Sponsor. 
+	 Posters 
Your company's logo will appear on 350 posters distributed prior to the festival in key retail 
locations in the CBD, French Quarter, Warehouse Arts District, Uptown, Metairie, Lakeview, West 
Bank and Covington and includlng all your company's locations. 
+	 Collectors Party Tickets 
Your company will receive 4 tickets to the Collectors Party held on Friday, October 14,2005. 
This party ofkrs enthusiastic collectors first opportunity to purchase their favorite works of art 
in a festive atmosphere and without the hustle and bustle of the crowds typical orthe public 
days. Advance tickets are $100 for Arts Council members and $150 for non-members. Value: 
$600 
+	 Festival VIP passes 
.The V1P area offers a quiet respite from the crowds. Your company will receive six
 
access passes to enjoy light refreshments and ample seating.
 
+	 Festival Admission 
Your company will receive 50 tickets for admission to the Fresh Art Festival's public days on 
Saturday and Sunday. Value: $100 
+	 Newsletter and Web site listing 
Your company's logo will be listed in all newsletters of the Arts Council of New Orleans for one 
. year (3,000 mailed qU<.lrterly), and youfcompany's logo will be featured on sponsor page of the Arts. 
Council of New Orleans web site under Fresh Art Festival sponsors. 
Investment: $7,500 
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Appendix 3.10 Volunteer Sponsor Benefits Sheet 
/ .f'~.~.5;H 
.Volunteer Sponsor	 
.- .. 
..lJlr~ COl/NCll 
0' ,,~w O.H!A~S 
Benefits: 
+	 Signage
 
One large sign hanging across the Volunteer Tent with Lakeside Shopping Center's logo.
 
+	 T-Shirts 
Lak~side Shopping Center's logo and slogan will appear on 200 volunteer t-shirts assuring that your 
compJ.ny will recelve recognition as a community arts partner every time the t-shirts are worn both at 
the festival and at1erwards. 
+	 Advertising 
Lakeside Shopping Center's name will appear in all advertising and will also be featured on the 
sponsorship page of our official program. 
+	 Press Releases
 
All printed materials will refer to Lakeside Shopping Center as the Volunteer Sponsor.
 
+	 Collectors Party Tickets 
Your company will receive 2 tickets to the Collectors Party held on Friday, October 14,2005. This 
party offers enthusiastic collectors first opportunity to purchase their favorite works of art in a 
festive atmosphere and without the hustle and bustle of the crowds typical of the public days. 
Advance tickets are $100 for Arts Council members and $150 for non:members. Value: $300 
+	 Festival VIP p::lsses 
The VIP area offers a quiet respite from the crowds. Lakeside will receive four accesspasses to 
enjoy light refreshments and ample seating. 
+	 Festival Admission 
Lakeside Shopping Center will receive 15 tickets for admission to the Fresh Art Festival's public 
days on Saturday and Sunday. Value: $30 
+	 Newsletter and "Website Listing 
Lakeside Shopping Center's logo will appear in all newsletters of the Arts Council of New Orleans' 
for one year (5,000 mailed quarterly), and will appear on the sponsorpage of the Arts Council's 
website under Fresh Art Festival sponsors. 
.. 
Investment: $3,000 
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Harrah's New Orleans Casino 
Hi-Tech Electric, Inc. 
Hyal1 Regency Ijew Orleans 
Y.aren 'itol Kersting 
Laitram, LLC 
I!eth & Hugh LamtJo" 
McOcrmOI1 International, Inc, 
Middleborg, Riddle & Gianna 
1,10ses Elljjincers, Inc. 
flew Orl.ans Gay 1.len's Chorus 
New O,leans Melrnnolitan 
Wendy Nevll'in & Michael Allday
PR Graphics 
PEter A- Mayer Advertising, Ir.c. 
~J Petrie Investor & Me:lia Relations 
Re-glons . 
Pam & Bill Ryan 
Susu & Andrew SIaD 
Siandard Parking 
Kirk Sli~on 
Tom Varisco Designs 
Mr. & Mrs. Rotell A. Vosllein 
Denise & Jerry Wil!iams 
Michael & Aimie Sregel 
Jata M. Brown 
Maurice A, Brown 
Marianne M. Cohn 
Ranord Darensburg 
Sheila Davlin 
Mary B, Dokianos 
Stephanie Feoli 
William H, Hines 
Tina A. Meilleur 
Sarah Moody-Thomas 
Wendy Newlin 
Judith S. Newman 
A. Michele Jean-Pierre 
D. Joan Rhodes 
Paul G. Richard 
Francoise B. Richardson 
Shirley Trusty Corey, Presi:Jenl and CEO 
fvlelanee Gaudin Usdin 
Virginia W. Voelker 
Robert A. Vosbein 
Denise Williams 
Emeritus Members 
The Honorable Lindy Boggs 
Mrs. PR. 'Sunny" Norman 
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Appendix 3.13 2004 Festival Actual Revenue and Expense Budget 
Center 45 FRESH ART 
Support and Revenue P~-olEC·.:-rED t\tflltt~ 
~ 
45 4001 INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 350.00 
45 4002 CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS 39,000.00 LfD,OOO 
45 4003 FOUNDATION GRANTS :5,000.00 
45 4501 FAF Medici Collectors Circle 
45 4502 FAF Booth Angel 
13,500.00 
14,250.00 
/L/;000 
13,00 0 
45 4701 TJCKET SALES 3,320.00 
45 4901 OTHER REVENUE 7,280.00 
45 4911 Booth Fees 23,300.00 
Total Support and Revenue 
... l""2-8J OO -o $106,000.00 1~~A9J·ti> 
Expenditures 
45 5115 DUES & MEMBERSHIPS 55.00 
45 5125 INSURANCE 1,000.00 
45 5130 ARTIST FEES & SERVICES· 13,234.00 
45 5134 Professional fees-computers 40.00 
45 5135 OTHER PROF'L FEES & SERVICES 10,480.00 
45 5140 POSTAGE 1,875.23 
45 .5141 BULK MAIL SERVICES 1,026.74 
45 5145 PRINTING & DUPLICATING 13,924.38 
45 5150 ADVERTISING 348.00 
45 5155 EQUIPMENT RENTAL & MAINTENANCE 15,335.97 
45 5160 SUBSCRIPTIONS & PUBLICATlONS 69.90 
45 5161 books 193.92 
45 5165 SUPPLIES & MATERIALS 4,336.51 332S.Lf-~ 
45 5167 FOOD & BEVERAGES 248.65 )22 .09 
45 5170 TRAVEL 3,629.38 ~~g'1. J3 
45 5175 MEETINGS,CONFERENCES & COURSES 724.82 :;J.OOC~91 
45 5195 clearing account 0.00 _ XF 
Total Expenditures 1> 8 0 )b25 :566,522.50 &6)105'. ~ 
Excess of Support, and Revenue over Expenditures :539,477.50 ~l-f 1)OgLf..3' 
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Appendix 3.14 2005 Projected Budget 
Projected Budget 2005 
REVENUE 
Admission 10,000.00 
Sponsors 60,000.00 
Preview/Collector's PaIiy 5,000.00 
Jury Fees 5,000.00 
Booth Fees 19,000.00 
Vendors 1,800.00 
Beer/Coke 3,000.00 
Medici Dollars 15,000.00 
Booth Angels 12,000.00 
Azby Foundation 5,000.00 
Total 135,800.00 
Admission * $2 for adults 
Free for students 18 and under 
* This will give us an accurate number of adult visitors 
EXPENSES 
Barricades 125.00 
Firemen 300.00 
Ice 500.00 
Committee Meetings (Food) 200.00 
Patron Gifts. 400.00 
Postcards 700.00 
Booth Angel Gifts 1,200.00 
T. Varisco Designs 1,500.00 
Applications 1,600.00 
(Preview) Collector's Party Music 
Artist Demonstration Fees 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 
Children's Area supplies & artists 
Performers Fees 
2,000.00 
3,500.00 
Prize Money & Ribbons 3,000.00 
Judges, Jury Fees, Misc. 3,500.00 
Port-a-Lets & Dumpster 3,000.00 
Electrical 4,000.00 
T-shirts 1,500.00 
Postage 3,500.00 
Security. 5,500.00 
Medici Dollars 7,500.00 
Advertising 1,500.00 
Otller Printing (lnvitations,etc.) 6,000.00 
Rentals (Home Team) 8,000.00 
Signs 9,000.00 
Misc. Items 10,000.00 
Caterer for Collector's Party 20,000.00 
Total 102,025.00 
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Fresh Art Festival PR Value Report 
Gambit Weekly	 110/12/04 
f--" 
10/14/04a l~: Times-Pica
V1 
Laanlaooe"	 10/15/04_ 
10116/04 
10/16/04 
10/17/04 
The Times-Pica une Saturda 
CilvBusiness 
Cit Business 
The Times-Pica une 
10/4/04 
10111/04 
10/7104 
10/11/04 
's Column 
Hot Seven Lislin 
Orleans Picavune Calendar 
Diversions Article-Paqe 1 
Dh·ersians Article-Paae 2 
Livinq-Soecial Events Calendar 
Uvinn-Home and Garden HaopcninQs 
Livinq-Soecial Events Calendar 
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::::l 
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• Fresh Arts Festival 
0\ 
•	 10 a,m, to 5 p.m. Saturday·Sunday, 
,Oct. 15 c16 
'. 700 block of St. Joseph St., 
,·523·1465 ,", " .".,,' 
Five yearS ago, the Arts Council of New Orfeans; 
snllCJht to r.AnilAIi7p' nn lhe fp.slivp. air of Or!nhr.r 
ifr New Orleans In creating the Fresh Arts Festival. 
Now Its own annual highlight, the two-day event 
spotlights the art and craBs of artists from ~round 
the nation and also creates a fun, family'friendly 
atmosphere in the Warehouse Arts District. At Fresh 
Arts, held on the block of St. Joseph Street between 
St. Charles A'Jenue and Carondelet Street, lesl-goers 
can strolllhrough booths of artists chosen by aJury 
of local arts patrons, with diverse mediums such 
as paintings. glasswork, photography, ceramics, 
Jewelry, sculpture, furniture: metal and woodwork 
represented. A jury Judges the artwork on display, 
with $2,500 awarded to the winner. Artists hold 
demonstrations, and for children there are hands­
on activities, plus the Ochsner for Children Art 
Zone. Both days feature live music, catered 'local 
cuisine and drinks. Free admission. - Etheridge 
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Appendix 3.17 News Article in Lagniappe (October 15,2004) 
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Theres artfor eueryane
 
at annual ollidoor event
 
.from 10 a.m. to.5 p.m. in the 700 
By Doug MacCash block of St. Joseph Street be­
ArtcriOC tween St. Charles Avenue and 
,T Carondelet Street. Eighty-seven 
ust catching the art . artists from 20 states will exhibit .. 
.collecting bug? This ceramics, drawings, glass, jew­
year's Fresh Art Fest . elry, mixed-media, leather, paint­
may be a good place to ing, photography, prints, scuJp­
start. It features a lure and wood carving. 
"Young Collector's And for the younger folk, the 
Tent," stocked with .. Fresh Art Fest includes nonstop 
.' items for less than $50. craft activities. On Saturday, rep­
. . and staffed by the art- resentatives of the Ogden Mu­
;. who will explain their pro- seum of Southern Art will help 
ses. . . . .. . youngsters create paper and fab­
rhefifth annUal festivaltakes . ric houses. The folks from Kid 
ce on Saturday and Sunday· . Smart will oversee animal assem-
STAFF PHOTO BY MAIT ROSE 
Marleline StrattDn of Hew Orleans paints a giant metal hand at last year's 
Fresh Art Festival. This yearI the festivaJ is SatunJay and Sunday in tl1e 700 
block of Sl Joseph Street near lee Cin:Je. 
blages. Contemporary Arts Cen­
ter staffers will assist in the mak·
 
ing of a journey wheel (autobio- THt mtS~ ART tESTIVAL
 
graphical pinwheel). .
 
. What Afree outdoor arts and crafts 
. National D-Day Museum en- festival with demonstrations. kids' 
listees will help kids create Vic- . activities, live music and food, 
tory Garden planters, while Low·· . presented by the Arts Council of New 
siana Children's Museum reps Orieans.. 
will instruct in the rnakirig of pa- WheMl: The 700 block of Sl Joseph 
per tape masks and historians Street i~ ~e Warehouse Arts Districl 
'N Orl When. Sat·Sun, 10 a.m, to 5. .h H' from t, e I,stonc ~w eans TIps: First.time festival·goers should be 
Collection will help kids produce sure to apply sunscreen and bring a hat 
. a mural because there is not much shade 
The Elmer's glue and tempera outside of the craft booths, They shoulct 
,. . WBar comfortable shoes, because 
.pamt e:ct.rava~nza continues .on .. everything's on blacktop, and be Sure to 
Sunday, featuring craft hatE WIth .. :dress the kids in play clothes because 
Accent on Children's Arrange-··'jthe craft activities can be messy,· 
ments fans \'YithRbino Contem- . Neighborhood parl<ing should be rairiy 
. , .,.:. , '.::' ;- :' ··.i:~·. :':·prevaJenl·""..-.:.:' . . 
See f!lESH, Page 34· .. 
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Art lovers
 
flocked to last
 
year's Fresh
 
.Art Fest, the·
 
city's fourth ...
 
.......
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FRESH, j1'Oln Page 83 
porary Crafts, junk jewell1' with 
Recycle for the Arts, puppet­
making with The House of Blues 
Foundation, collage picture 
frames wiLh 3 Ring Circus Pro­
ductions and mask making with 
the IV-ewe of Muses. 
And in between bouts of cre­
ativity and shopping, fest-goe'rs . 
can relax in front of the Fresh 
Art stage, and soak in the conLin­
uous midday musical perform­
ances. 
Saturday's lineup includes: 
."Spain Through Dance" with Al­
ianza Flamenca at 11:30 a,II1., 
'~Around the Worh.l in Hhythlll" 
with the Panorama Jazz Band at 
1 p.m., The EarthLones at 2:30 
p.m. and "Dancing Hands, Sing­
ing Feet" with Carl LeI3Janc at 4. 
Sunday's acts are: "Who Loves 
Jazz?" with Kim Prevost and BiU 
Solley at 11:30 a.m., the PaLrice 
Sfl\FF PHOro ElY Ml\n ROSE 
Fisher Trio at 1 p.m., The New 
Orleans Gay Men's Chorus at 
2:30 p.m. and "Dances of the 
World" with Komenka at 4 p.m. 
There are also on~oing demon­
strations by Studio Infel1lo (liery 
glass making), Bruce O'Dell 
(smoky raku ceramic [u'ing) and 
Yn/Ya (urban art designs). Of 
com'se there's food, beer, S1l100­
thies and son. (!Jinks. 
And here's the best part: The 
whole shebang is free. 
.sP,~cj~I,avent~':~,',,:' :,l ~;: 
fmh ~rh festival 700 Block of Sl. Jo­
seph Street, nexllo Louisiana ArtWorks. 
Eighty,five artisls from 25 slales sell One 
art and crafts: event Includes artisl dem 
onstrations, food, music and children's 
art activities, 10 a.m.'5 Sal.·Sun. Free. 
Of NEW OlllEA,'IS 
Appendix 3.18 Festival Visitor Survey Questionnaire 
NEW ORLEANS FRESH ART FESTIVAL
 
& INTERNATION.I'..L FESTIVAL & EVENTS ASSOCIATION
 
Festival Visitor Survey
 
1. Including yourself, how many people are in your group today?, (1) 
1a. Your group includes: (v' check all that apply)
 
__(2)Your children
 
__(3)Friends/relatives(18 years or older)
 
__(4)Child(ren) of friends/relatives
 
__(5)S pouse/partner
 
,2. What was the main transportation method you used to get to the Festival? ( check one) 
o Car 0 Car-pool 0 Bike/VValk 0 Bus 0 Airplane 0 Other(6)	 (7) 
3. Please check one. You live.... 
3a. Within 50 miles of the Festival grounds 0 (Go to 4a and 4b below) 
3b. Farther than 50 miles from the Festival grounds 0 '(Go to 5a and 5b below) (8) 
4.	 If you marked 3a. above only, (live within 50 miles of the Festival grounds). answer 4a-4b, then
 
, skip to 6. If visiting farther away than 50 miles, skip to question 5a and 5b
 
4a. If the festival did not happen, would you have left the area for other entertainment? 
DYes DNo o Don't know (If "No"or ·Oon'r Know, skip to question 6) (9), 
4b. If you left for other entertainment, flow long would you have been gone? ~ days.(10) 
.	 .'. 
5. If you marked 3b. above only, (live farther away than 50 miles from the Festiv!,!1 grounds), answer 
5a-5b, then continue with question 6. 
Sa. How important was the Festival in your decision to come to theare,a?, 
o 0 0 0 0 
Not important Neutral Very important(11) 
5b. How many nights will you stal' in this area? (12) If you are not staying overnight. please indicate '0' 
6. Are you attending with friends/family who live 50 miles or farther from you?- DYes ON0(13} 
7. How many hou rs do you plan on spend ing at the Festival today? __ (14) 
8. How many total days do you plan to attend this Festival this year? _~__(15) 
9. How many years have you attended the Festival? ___(16) ((you hayeneveraltended, please indicale '0', 
,10. Where do you reside? City -,- (17l County (18) 
State/Province (19) Zip/Postal Code (20) 
11. Your age? 018-25 026-35 036-50 051-64 065 and above(21) 
12. Your gender? o Male o Female(22) 
13. Your marital status? 0 Single	 0 Married 0 Partnered 0 Divorced., 0 Widow/er(23)
 
Please turn to the back side!
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14. How much money did your group spend within 24 hours in preparing to attend the Festival? 
Please estimate, even if it is just a feli" dollars. If you spent no money, please report "0." 
a. Parking (including Festival parking) .. $, (Within 24 hours)(24) 
b. Public transportation (bus, cab, rental car, etc.) .. $ (Within 24 hours)(25) 
c. Gasoline, repairs, etc (inc. drive to Festival) . $ (Within 24 hours)(26) 
d. Child care . $ (Within 24 hours)(27) 
If you live within 50 miles of the Festival, please skip to question 15, if you live farther than 50 
miles from the Festival, please answer the questions in the box (item 14e-140) 
Within the past 24 hours of your visit to this area, how much money has your entire group spent 
outside of the Festival grounds. If you don't remember exact amounts,estimates will be helpful. If 
you have spent no money in the area, please indicate "0." 
Note- These questions help us to determine the economic impact of the Festival. 
Round all amounts to nearest dollar 
14 e. Motels/hotels/bed and breakfast........... $ (Cost for 1 night)(28) 
f. Campgrounds................................. $ (Cost for 1 night)(29)
 
g. Stayed with friends/relatives/personal apt./condo __ Yes No (30) 
h.Non-Festival entertainment (movies, sports, etc.) $ (Within 24 hours)(31) 
I. Restaurants not at FestivaL $ (Within 24 hours)(32) 
j. Bars and lounges not at FestivaL $ (Within 24 hours)(33) 
k. Clothing not purchased at FestivaL $ (Within 24 hours)(34) 
I. Arts or crafts not purchased at Festival. $ (Within 24 hours)(35) 
m. Personal items (postcards, photo supplies, etc.) $ (Within 24 hours)(36) 
. n. Groceries not for the festival $ (Within 24 hours)(37) 
o..Other non-Festival expenses, please list (39) $ (Within 24 hours)(38) 
15. Not including admission, how much do you estimate you'll spend as a GROUP today 
at the Festival: 15a. On food/beverages? $ If "$O~ please indicate (40) 
15b. On arts and crafts? $ If "$0': please indicate (41) 
15c. Other $ If "$0", please indicate (42) 
16.What is your highest lever of education? (check appropriate category) 
0(1 )Less than High School Graduate 0 (3)TradeNocational )3chool 0 (5) College Graduate 
o (2)High School Graduate 0(4)Some College 0 (6) Graduate School (43) • 
17.What category best describes your occupation? (check appropriate category) 
o (1)Professionalrrechnical 0 (4) Sales/Clerical 0 (7) Local/National Gov. 
o (2}Homemaker/Retired 0 (5) Skilled/Semi Skilled Labor 0 (8) Other (44) 
o (3)Student 0 (6) Not employed 
18. What is your total household income? (check appropriate category) 
o (1) under $24,000 0 (4) $50,001-$75,000 . 0 (6) $100,001-$125,000 
0(2) $24,001-535,000 0(5) $75,001-$100,000 0(7) $125,001 and above (45) 
0(3) $35,001-$50,000 
Time: (10-2) (2-4) (4-8) lr.terviewer Survey No: Revised: 01/15/02 
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Form 3.1 Young Collectors' Tent 
ARTS COUNCIL 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
'YO'LLng Co[[ectors) Tent .. . . 
Artwork in the Y.C.T. must be reflective of the Festival standards and 
represent the body of work in the exhibiting artist's booth. 
Please print
 
Artist name: _
 
Booth #: Medium: 
ITEM #1: price: $ _ 
Approx. size in inches: _ 
ITEM #2: ____________ price: $ _ 
Approx. size in inches: _ 
Due to space limitations, no more than 2 pieces of art maybe displayed. 
My art looks best when: 
on a table 
on an easel 
on a hanger 
standing on the floor 
suspended from the tent frame 
I, . understand that the Arts Council of New Orleans· 
will display the above item(s), free of charge, during the Festival weekend. The Arts 
Council will not st=1I any item on display; the interested student will be directed to the 
artist who created the item. The Arts Council will not be responsible for any damage 
or theft that may occur while the item is on display. 
By signing this form, the artist acknowledges and agreesto the above. 
Artist signature: 
Return to: Fresh Art Festival 225 BaronneSt. Suite1712 N.O.LA 70112 
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Form 3.2 Vendor Information Sheet 
"SifH~~ '.'. , " . " 4' 
ARTS COUNCil 
OF NEW ORLEANS 
-700 BLOG\. OF ST. JOSEPH STREET ­
PREVIEW PARTY: FRIDAY, OO'OBER 15,2004,7:00-9:00 P.Yr.
 
FESTIVAL DAYS: SATURDAY/SUNDAY, OcrOBER 16 & 17, 10:00-5:00 P-.NL
 
2004 FOOD VENDORINFORIYIATION SHEET 
Name of Busmess 
Coman --------------~--------------_~Address 
----------'-----------_._------------­
Telephone ------'---'FE'--- ~ _ 
Dish you will be serving at Preview Party: 
1) - _ 
Dish you wilibe servillg at Festival Retail price of each item'" 
1) -------_~_-~-_~_---_/_--_~_._---
2) /J) ----------------- /--_~_--
-----------------------' 
"'\'V''nen pricing your items, please keep ill mind that the Gry Revenue Office will be on site to collect 9% sales ta.x 
on the gross revenue 'Iou receive, Remember to price your itcITl.5 to include tax:, 
THE ARTS £:OUNCIL OF NE: ORLE-Al"iS \vrLL PROVIDE YOU W1TH THE FOLI~O\'V1NGUE~S: ,~' .. 
III Electticiry( !.i.mited):_Yes, If yes, how rr~,nyoudets) _110 or _220 How nunyamps? _ 
_ No, I do not need electricity
 
IS Ice Yes No If yes, how many pounds? _
 
'lI A 10 xlO Covered Vendor Booth
 
• One Trash Can and Trash Removal
 
lI:l 1 - 2 PreparacionTables if desired
 
II Signage
 
r.., -.-.,.. ",..-! 
As this is an outside event. we aP..Q.!Qgize; however the following items are not available:
 
Refrigeration, Running Water or Direct Water Line.
 
Question~? Contact Barbara Workman@ 523-1465
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Form 3.3 Fifth Annual Fresh Art Festival Volunteer Sigh-up Sheet, 2004 
Fifth Annual Fresh Art Festival 
Satlll'day, October 16 and Sunday, October 17,2004 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m, 
700 Block of St, .J oseph between St. Charles and Carondelet 
(behind Louisiana ArtWorks) 
I want to be a VOLUNTEER at the 
New Orleans Fresh Art Fes6vaJ! 
Please Print 
Name: 
Address: 
City/State/Zip
--'------------------------------------­
Phone: Fax: 
E-mail: Cell: 
Please check your fu"st and second choice: Please check the day(s) you wish to volunteer: 
Information Booths __Saturday, October 16 
__Artist Relations __Sunday, October 17 
Children's Area 
- Fn'da.J f{ \5nt Oe--r \ \SI 
__Beverage Sales: Soft drinks; Beer (must be at least 21) l-o~-"\-5- 7:4S.plY"\ 
__Volunteer Coordination 
__Young Collector's Tent 'l'·""iS- ~~OOflrtl 
What time of day do you prefer? You may sign up for more than one shift: 
__9:<}5a.m. - 1:00 p.m, __12:30 -3:00 p.m. .__2:30 - 5:00 p.m, 
vVe will do our best to placeyou where you would like to be. However, we may place 
you where we need you most. 
Please return this page to:
 
Arts Council of.New Orleans
 
Attn: Fresh Art Festival Committee
 
225 Baronne Street Suite 1712
 
New Orleans, LA 70112
 
or faxto : 529-24<30 
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